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Abstract

At the present time there is increasing interest in the subject of statistical modeling for massive complex systems such as neural networks,
parallel procéssors and large-scale .systems, such as the economy and
power delivery systems. Physical scientists have dealt with massive comþ1"* ,yrt"*r'(typically consisting of 1023 interacting constituents) for
many yeurr, and so it is natural to try to transfer their models and results
into-ttrã study of the complex computational systems of interest to us. One
such statisdóal model is percolation theory, which is used for describing
complex geometrical structures. In this thesis we apply it to the description
of the physical layer of wafer scale arrays.
The application of percolation theory to the modeling of switchLess
WSI arrays- is described, where it is found that random and non-random

cell fault distributions display the same basic behaviour. The use of percolation properties for analyzing the embedding, _communication and reliability perforinance of the árray is discussed and.a- speedup bound is intro¿uce¿ wtricir is a function of the cell yield. With special reference to the
embedding performance, several bounds for both the harvesting -and the
success proliability are defined. It is found that the performance of several
arm embedding résuhs are accurately modeled by these bounds, A framework for embedding algorithm design is outlined, and our final conclusion
is that the harvestúrg óf arm embeddings must be asymptotically 0 for
massive 2-d switcileés anays which have a cell yield near the percolatio_n
threshold. For square anayi this threshold exists at a cell yield of 0.593.
Percolation theory is advocated as a new modeling method which-can provide increased iniormation on the topological properties of the faulty array.
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ChaPter 1
An Introduction to Wafer Scale Arrays
'Wafer-scale arrays are cell-based computational systems that have a
regular structure and which are realized using wafer-scaie - integration
(WSl) tecnnology. Because the arrays are implemented on wafers, a fraction of the cells will not work correctly and cannot be used. While the¡e
are several regular structures that could be studied, in this thesis Y..yi]l
the structural properties of faulty 2-dimensional (2-d)
be interested
square connected anays' In Figure 1.1 is shown a 10x10.anay which.has
a'ceil yield, equal to the fraction of processor cells which are working
conectiy, of 0.69. The 31 faulty cells are colored black. This is expected
to be a typical cell yield value for arrays m1d9 up of small cells' Each
working óéU irus between 0 and 4 working neighbours, and the corurection
to the õutside world is made from the cells on the perimeter of the array.

ln

Figure 1.1. A typicat picture of a faulty 10x10 square-connected array
The cell yieldis 69Vo.

In this chapter, we discuss several important topics which have an

impact on the design of wafer-scale arrays. These include parallel system
design mettrodology, wafer defect modeling, fault-tolerant computing con.ãpti, u survey oí'previous wafer-scale system designs and technological
the
issueÁ. tte púrposi of this chapter is to review the, present state of
.art
for wafer-siale anays so that we may appreciate the role that percolation
theory can play in this area.
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We state our thesis as follows.

In the same way that wafer

defect distributions have size
and spatial characteristics which are modeled statistically'
so also the size and spatial characteristics of working cell
clusters on switchless WSI arrays can be modeled statistically using percolation theory.
One of the reasons for considering the use of an array is that it allows
faster solutions to many problems of interest. Stone lStone, 1987] indi'
cates that only three ways exist for increasing the computational power of
a system:

(1) improve the problem algorithm, leading to fewer required
instructions;
(2) increase the level of integration (gates/sq.cm.) through
advances in fabrication technology; and
(3) increase the number of computers working on the problem.

The first method, although of considerable importance, is not of concem to
us in this thesis and will only be briefly discussed. The second and third
topics are of direct interest.
To increase the level of integration two methods are available one
can either decrease the component size or increase the die size' The frrst
solution falls under the province of very-large-scale-integration (VLSÐ'
and is concemed with the reduction of the minimum feature size. The
minimum feature size is deflned as the linear size of the smallest object
which can be accurately fabricated on the chip' For any integrated circuit
(IC) the minimum feature size forms the lower limit on the number of
transistors, and hence the number of functions, that can be packed into an
area, At the present time several commercial vendors offer a feature size
of 0.7 pm, hôwever even smaller feature sizes are being studied in sev-eral
labs. Ii has been estimated that the lower limit to the feature size is 0,25
pm, and it is expected that this limit will be reached in the mid-1990's
iTewksbury and Homak, 1989; Meindl , L9871. It is our opinion that this
limit may still be somewhat soft, as previous limits of similar nature have
been circumvented by various improvements in technology.
The altemative technique for increasing the level of integration is to
increase the die size, so that more functions can be integrated on the same
chip. For example, instead of using a system consisting of a number of
sepã.ate chips õonnected together on a printed circuit board one could

'
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integrate atl of the chips on the same large die, thus reducing line capacitance, saving ouQut driver areas, and reducing pinout. The limit for this
technique is the maximum area of the silicon wafer, which at the present
time
about 18,000 mm2 for a 6" diameter wafer. By using both the
minimum feature size for a given technology and the maximum wafer size,
one can obtain the largest system possible.
The final subject area which contributes to faster computation is that
of parallel processing. The basic concept behind parallel processing is that
portions of a problem which do not depend on each other can be solved at
the same time. The system speed is increased because more computations
are being done per unit time, however this increase in speed demands that
more than one physical computational unit be present in the system. A
system which is structured as an array would then be useful because
different portions of the problem could be done on different processing
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cells.

In a typical wafer-scale system all three of these techniques might be
used in varying degrees. For any wafer syStem one should use the most
advanced and proven techniques available, whether it is an advanced algorithm or the most dense VLSI lMoore 1986; Carlson and Neugebauer,
19861. This is done so that the WSI system can compete economically
with VLSI systems. As wel1, parallel processing is often employed

because many applications of interest, such as digital signal and image
processing, require high processing throughputs and are naturally embedded onto such 2-d topologies. The modular architecture of these parallel
anays also makes them very effrcient for the WSI approach, because the
interconnection wires are short and because the repeated structure is easy
to design.
'When
designing wafer-scale systems, however, the designer must also
allow for a large number of cell faults (caused by processing defects),
which render a fraction of the cells pennanently inoperative. These faults
will lead to cell errors if they are not accounted for, with the cell error
then leading to system failure. Integrated circuit technology has a relatively large number of such defects, which cause between 20Vo and 80Vo
of the cells on a wafer to be faulty. While improvements in fabrication
methods are leading to a reduced number of cell faults, it is still necessary
to employ fault-tolerant system design concepts from the outset of the
wafer system design process.
In section 1.1, we review the concepts of parallel processing with special emphasis on the embedding of one graph into another graph. Section
1.2 will review basic concepts of wafer defect models, as it is these
defects which cause the majority of processing cell faults. In section 1.3
fault-tolerant design concepts are reviewed. These fault-tolerant design
techniques all use redundancy in the hardware, software, information or
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temporal regime. In section 1.4 we review several previous WSl anay
designs, and relate them to the fault-tolerant concepts of section 3. The
majority of work on faulty arrays is concemed with the design of embedding algorithms. In section 1,5 we review two technological concems
regarding switches and global nets, The reliability of the global nets
(power and clock) may limit the reliability of the WSI system. In section
1.6 we preview the development of massive systems using IVSI technology and review previous work on the statistical description of massive
systems. Previous authors have found that a statistical approach to the
description of massive systems is necessary, and we expect the same
requirement to exist for large WSI arrays. The application of percolation
theory for the description of the physicat layer can be seen as a step in
this direction.
1.1.

Parallel Systems

L.L.A. The Concept of Embedding
For parallel systems with regular structures the fundamental concept
underlying the design process is that of embedding one graph into another
graph. This graphical viewpoint is present from the abstract level of the
dependence graph, which describes how software variables communicate
with each other, to the physical arrangement of the cells on the 2dimensional wafer surface. The embedding process can be defined as the
assignment of one or more nodes (edges) of one graph onto a node (edge)
of another graph.
Following [Rao and Kailath, 1988] we deflne the following terms. A
dependence graph is defined as a directed graph in which each node
represents a variable in the algorithm and a directed edge from node "4" to
node "b" indicates that variable "b" is computed using the value of variable "a". Therefore, node "a" must be executed before node "b" can begin.
Rao and Kailath [Rao and Kailath, 1988] then define a processor space as
consisting of a regular construction of processing cells on some 1-d or 2-d
surface. They embed their dependence graph into the processor space, and
thus map certain variables into certain cells. As well, those variables
which communicate must then have edges between their respective cells'
These same concepts of a software graph being embedded into a
structure which reflects some ty?e of processor configuration is present in
the early work of [Karp, Miller and Winograd, 1967). These authors
study a set of uniform recurrence equations, and also define a dependence
graph as a directed graph where nodes represent variables or equations of
the problem and where the edges have weights which determine how the
values of one node affect the values on another node. This dependence
graph must also be embedded into a processor space. The authors discuss
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the amount of parallelism and the amount of storage required for a given
dependence graph, but do not discuss details of the embedding process.
Their dependence graph also has a temporal relation between the nodes as
part of their definition.
To embed these dependence graphs into a processor graph (equivalent
to a processor space), it is necessary to choose the type of embedding
which is desired. This choice will affect the type of processor graph which
can be used, If one desires to embed every link and node of the dependence graph into one and only one link and node of the processor graph it
is necessary that (1) the number of nodes and edges in the dependence
graph is less than or equal to the number of nodes and edges in the processor graph; and (2) the number of nearest neighbours for the nodes of
the dependence graph is the same or less than the number of nearest
neighbours for the processor graph node into which the embedding occurs.
For this embedding these restrictions imply that either one must choose a
processor graph that is large enough to allow the embedding or one must
iestrict the size of the dependence graph. One-to-one embeddings of this
type are important because they sometimes represent the best performance
that can be achieved for the dependence graph, however they use a large
amount of hardware in an inefficient manner [Rao and Kailath, 1988]'
If one is satisfied with an embedding which is not one-to-one several
nodes of the dependence graph could be embedded into a single node of
the processor graph. In this case, the restrictions on the number of nodes
and edges which are required are relaxed, and a given processor graph can
accommodate a broader range of dependence graph sizes. This leads to
higher efficiencies and lower hardware costs, but means that the runtime
of the algorithm will be longer. This is the route chosen in [Rao and
Kailath, 19881. It should be noted that different processor graphs can solve
the same dependence graph, however the run-time and hardware resources
which are required for the different embeddings may vary. It is thus possible to find optimal embeddings which allow the shortest solution time, the
smallest memory usage, or the smallest processor graph.
The general embedding problem deals with finding the optimal
embedding of a dependence graph onto a physical structure when one-toone embedding is difficult or impossible, as discussed by [Stone, 1987]
and lBokhari, 1981; 1987]. lBokhari, 1981] has found that the embedding
problem is computationally equivalent to the graph isomorphism problem.
Two graphs are said to be isomorphic if there is a one'to-one conespondence between their vertices and edges, such that the incidence relationship is preserved. The problem of determining whether two graphs are isomorphic is one of the classic unsolved problems in combinatorial
mathematics. Exact and efficient atgorithms are not known for the general
problem, although progress has been made in the area of planar graphs'
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The more diffrcult problem of embedding dependence graphs which have
weight associated with their nodes and edges is generally not discussed in
the literature on VLSI and WSI arrays, however it can be expected to
become important as the simpler (unweighted graph) embeddings become
more established,
In the above discussion on embedding, only two layers of dependence
graph and processor graph have been mentioned. In reality, several other
layers may need to be deflned. First, one does not normally have the
optimum physical topology for a specific algorithm. This is because of the
prohibitive cost of designing and building a separate machine for each
ãppücation and problem. Therefore, designers often define a virtual topology between the dependence graph and the physical layer, onto which the
dependence graph is embedded. This layer serves as an intermediate layer
for the software designer and can allow some of the embedding process to
be transparent to the user. (A transparent process is one which occurs
automatically in the system, and thus the user is not aware that the process
is occurring nor does he need to make any decision regarding the process).
The presence of faults in the physical layer may also lead to another
layer. In this case, whenever the system experiences a fault the physical
structure changes, and so one can define a faulty physical layer' Previous
authors have discussed this layer [Manning, 1977; Aubusson and Catt,
1978; Koren and Pradhan, 19861 however little work on its description has
been obtained. Here we note that statistical descriptions of the faulty physical layer may be useful for achieving better embedding results. [Manning, 1977) stated this, but did not put forward a description. Such a statistical description of the faulty physical structure, based on percolation
theory, is the focus of this thesis.
1,.1,.8. Measures of Graph Structure
At each graph level that has been mentioned it is possible to compare
different graphs using a number of common concepts. For this section we
assume that there are tfuee layers, and so the embedding process begins
with a dependence graph, which is then embedded into the virtual graph,
which is in tum embedded into the physical system. We note here that our
major concem will be the embedding of the virtual graph into the physical
structure.
Dependence Graph

Starting with the dependence graph, one is interested in the (1)
number of nodes; (2) number of edges; (3) maximum vertex degree; and
(4) the length of the longest path in the graph.
The number of nodes is equal to the number of objects that need to be
computed, and the number of edges represents the number of variables
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which a given node must use during the solution. The maximum vertex
degree of the graph is important because for a one-to-one embedding there
must be a virtual node with that number of edges as well. The maximum
vertex degree can then be a limiting factor on whether a graph is one-to'
one embeddable or not.

The length of the longest path indicates the maximum amount of
speedup which is possible for the dependence graph. Both Karp, Miller
and Winograd Í19671 as well as Rao and Kailath [1988] indicate the
importance of the longest path, because its length cannot be shortened by
using more processing cells. The longest path .therefore bounds the solution time which is possible for an algorithm. Because of our limited
interest in these dependence graphs and their close association with algorithmic concerns no speciflc graphs are discussed here'

Virtual Structure
Comparisons of virnral structures are very common [Reed and
Fujimoto, 1988; Reed and Grunwald, 1987; tlhr, 1984; Hwang and Briggs,
19841, however no well-defined set of concepts has been agreed upon with
which to compare the structures.
For this thesis, we are mainly interested in the square mesh, and so
we briefly compare its properties to the those of the hexagonal and octagonal array as well as to the hypercube. More detailed discussion of graphs
is given in I Uhr, 1984; Reed and Fujimoto, 1988], and the reader should
refer to these references for further information. In Figure 1,2 is shown
the four graphs of interest. These graphs will be compared using the: (1)
network diameter; (2) node and wire expandability; (3) number of node'
disjoint paths; (4) bisection width; (5) planarity; and (6) wire length limits.
To define the diameter one must first define the distance between two
nodes as the smallest number of nodes which must be crossed to get from
one node to the other. There will be one or more shortest paths between
any two nodes. For all possible node pairs, one then obtains a distribution
of shortest path lengths, with the diameter of the network being equal to
the longest of these. This diameter is typically the longest distance that a
message may need to travel on the virtual anay.
For each of the graphs which can be considered for the virtual layer,
there will generally be a family of graphs which are allowed. For example,
for the square mesh one has a 10x10, 11x11, etc. Thus, it is not possible
to add only I node to a square mesh and still maintain the square mesh
structure. 'Ihe node expandability is defined as the number of nodes which
must be added to obtãin the next largest graph in the family. The wire
expandability is then defined as the number of wires which must be added
to obtain this next graPh size.

8

Figure 1.2. Several common parallel processing topologies, including the
square, hexagonai and octagonal anays and the hypercube strucfure. The
hypercube shown here is 6-dimensional, and all graphs have 64 cells. The
square and hypercube pictures are taken from [Athas and Seitz, 1988].

Of all the paths which exist between a pair of nodes, a subset of them
will not have any node in coÍlmon. These are called node-disjoint paths.
The number of node-disjoint paths forms an indication of the reliabiiity of
the graph, as a node failure on one of the paths would then only affect
that one path. This value is equal to the minimum vertex degree of the
graph.

Another related topological property which is of imPortance for reliability and communication is the bisection width of the graph, equal to the
smallest number of nodes which must be removed in order to disconnect
the graph into two parts of near equal size. This property is important for
the õommunication properties of VLSI grid models, and is used to form
bounds on the computationai capaciry of VLSI systems,
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A graph is planar if it

can be drawn on a sheet of paper without having any edges cross, except at the nodes. The planarity of the graph is
important for WSI arrays, because every time a line crosses a via is
required to provide connection. This interest in the number of crosspoints
has been discussed by [Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1989] as well.
Our interest in wire length limits is motivated by the need to design
and fabricate these systems using WSI technology. It is expected that the
longest wire of a system may limit the clock speed [Leighton and Leiserson, 1985; Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1989; Youn and Singh, 19891,
and so it is important to know which graphs have local connectivity in the
wafer technology and which do not. The demarcation between graphs with
short wires and those with long wires has been discussed by several investigators [Card, 1987; Koren and Pradhan, 1986; Ullman, 1984]. Using
these six measures we discuss the following four virtual structures.
The square mesh is a 2-d NxN array of cells, with 4 nearest'
neighbours for each cell except for the perimeter cells on the i/o border'
Its diameter equals 2N, the node expandability is 2N+1 and its wire
expandability is 4N+4 (assuming that all border cells already have wires
connecting themselves to the outside world). To understand the wire
expandability, rcalize that for each of the 2N+1 cells that are added one
must also add 2 wires, except at the comer cell which must add 4. Therefore, 2x(2N+1)+2 equals 4N+4. This square anay also has 4 node-disjoint
paths because there are 4 neighbours for each cell, and the bisection width
is N. This graph is relatively easy to expand, but has a diameter which can
be too large for effective communication in some applications [Athas and
Seitz, 19881. The wires extend to nearest-neighbour cells, and are defined
to be of unit length. This graph is planar.
The hexagonal array is also 2-d and features an increase in the
number of edges from each site. The number of node-disjoint paths is 6,
the node expandability is the same as for the square anay, and the wire
expandability is 6N+7. (3 wires for each of the 2N+1 cells added, plus an
extra 4 wires at the comer). This graph is planar, and thus would not need
extensive vias if implemented on the wafer, The bisection widtit is still N
(assuming that we again arrange the cells in a square configuration, as
shown in Figure 1.2). The wires are slightly longer in this graph, depending how the array is configured. Typically, two wires per cell are of unit
length and one wire per cell is of 2 únits in length.
The octagonal array features 8 nearest-neighbours for every cell and is
not planar. The amount of interconnect is increased over the previous two
graphs, and the number of paths between any two sites is also larger. The
number of node-disjoint paths is now 8, and the bisection width is still N.

The node expandability is still 2N+l and the wire expandability has
increased to 8N+10. Two wires per cell are of unit length while the other
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two per cell are 2 units in length. The only difference between these three
structures is thus in the amount of interconnection used and in the fact that
the octagonal array requires vias. All of them have node and wire expandabilities that scale with N.
The hypercube topology, characterized by a dimension d, consists of
2d cells arranged in a d-dimensional boolean hypercube [Athas and Seitz,
19881 with dx2d-r wires. Each cell has d neighbours, and is located at a
corner of the d-dimensional binary cube. When hypercubes are embedded
on a wafer, however, there is a significant increase in the length of some
of the wires, as can be seen in Figure 1.2. Several wires extend over at
least half of the system and so the length of these wires grows with system size. This is much different than the other graphs, where system size
did not affect the wire length. There is a large number of vias required as
well, The diameter of this graph is d, and thus massive systems could be
designed to pass information very quickly. The node expandability is
N=2d, which can be a large number as d increases. For each increase in
the system size (going from a d-dimensional hypercube to a d+1dimensional hypercube) one must add N(1+log(Ny0.602 wires as well.
This expression can be found by subtracting the number of wires in the
d-dimensional hypercube from the number of wires in the new d+1dimensional hypeicube (equal to (d+1)x2d), and then using N=2d and
d=log(N)/log(2).

To summarize, the hypercube, when embedded onto a wafer, contains
wires which stretch over half of the length of the system. These long wires
are expected to bound the system clock speed, thus counter-acting the
benefits of WSI for systems which are globally clocked. For asynchronous
systems these long wires may not be as important a consideration, however they may still lead to a more difficult implementation. As well, the
wire expandability increases faster for this structure than for the other layouts discussed. In general it is not expected that hypercubes, which are so
popular for 3-d realization, will be used in the planar environment,
For the nearest-neighbour graphs the different values for the number
of neighbours leads to differences in the number of node-disjoint paths.
'When
embedded on a 2-d plane there is little increase in the wire length,
and the length does not scale with system size. This fact makes them
desirable for WSI array systems. Additional reasons for using nearestneighbour graphs in WSI comes from a consideration of current density
and power limits as the feature size decreases lCard, 1987].
Physical Structure
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For the physical structure, which in the case of WSI array systems
will have a large number of cell faults, one could use the same concepts
as for the virtual anay. There is an important difference, however, in that
some physical systems use interconnect switches and some don't. These
switches are generally included in the system design because they allow a
broader range of embeddings to be possible, and because the embedding
performance of a given virtual graph into the physical system is improved
over the system having no switches. Koren and Pradhan [Koren and
Pradhan, 19871 have described a taxonomy for the physical structure
where they deflne two types of cells and switches.
For the cells, one type can be used only for processing duties while a
different type would be used for both processing and switching functions.
Here, Koren and Pradhan were attempting to use details of the cell structure to classify different physical layers, as cells that perform two duties
will need to be more complex than cells that only perform the computational tasks. For the switches, the two types consist of those that provide
interconnect switching and those that also provide for testing of the system. Again, there will be differences in the design of these two switch
types. Presumably as additional duties are given to the cells and switches
this taxonomy can be expanded.
Instead of using this taxonomy, however, we include some preliminary details of how the switchless systems might look at a given level of
faulting. Such structural details are important for'WSI arrays, because after
the anay is returned from fabrication it has some fraction of cell faults
caused by processing defects. Therefore, the designer never sees a fuily
functioning V/SI anay. This point is extremely important in our view,
because it implies that one should compare the physical graphs on the
basis of their structure while faulty.
First, let us look at a typical switchless square array, with a cell yield
of 0.62. This is shown in Figure 1.3. The structure is that of a disordered
lattice, and is obviously of greater complexity than the fully functioning
lattice. The purpose of using percolation theory is to describe such faulty
arrays, and this will be presented in the chapters below. For now, notice
that there is a largest connected cluster of working cells and several
smaller clusters. Only a fraction of these clusters are accessible from the
i/o ports, however.
This interest in the largest connected set of working cells is reflected
by [Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1989]. In Figure 1.4 is shown their simulation results for the size of the largest connected set of working cells as a
function of cell yield. This data is for a 16x16 square connected anay.
Notice that this measurement has to do with the proximity of working
cells to one another, and has nothing to do with switch settings. This largest connected set is important for the discussion of spanning tree
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Figure 1.3. A rypical faulty switchless square-connected array with a cell
yield near threshoid. There is one large cluster of connected cells and
several smaller clusters,
embeddings, however [Negrini, Sami, and Stefanelli, 1989] did not explain
the behaviour of these curves..
Let us define a "percolating iluster" as the largest cluster which is
accessible from at least 2'bides of the array (the top and bottom) [Stauffer,
1985; læe and Freider, 1987; Schellenberg, Mcleod and Hortensius, 1989;
1990; Mcleod, Schellenberg and Hortensius, 19901. Such a cluster might
be of interest if one wishes to embed the virnral topology into a cluster
which is accessible from a number of i/o ports instead of only a few. The
largest cluster of Figure 1.3 is such a percolating cluster. The order parameter is defined as the ratio of the number of cells on the percolating cluster
and the total number of working cells in the system. In Figure 1'5 we
compare the order parameter for the square, hex, and octal array, and
include data on the hypercube as well. This largest cluster will be the
object that the virtual graphs are embedded into, as noted in [Lee and
Frieder, 19871. Many différent fault distributions were simulated at each
value of cell yield, so that average results could be obtained. For each
topology there, is a value of cell yieia at which the fraction of working
ceils on this largest cluster decreases sharply, We can the¡efore compare
the four different physical topologies by the value of cell yield at which
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Figure 1.4. Normalized average size of the largest connected set (or cluster) as a function of the cell yield for a L6xL6 square-connected array
[Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1989].

this transition occurs. Clearly, the hypercube remains well-connected to
very low values of yield. The square anay is the worst, This behaviour
will be discussed further in chapter 2.
For systems using switches, however, it is not possible to define a
cluster until after an embedding has been done. That is, ttre switched anay
does not have the same type of inherent physical topology as the switchless array. We will see below that this distinction means that switchless
affays can be modeled directly by percolation theory whereas switched
arrays cannot (although some variations of percolation theory, such as
polychromatic percolation lZaTlen, 19831, may be useful).
In Figure 1.6 is shown several different types of switched anay
configurations. The two graphs on the left use switches located around the
cells in order to perform reconfiguration. As the number of switches
increases one obtains greater embedding flexibility at the cost of increased
area. The upper left topology is used by [Læighton and Leiserson, 1985;
Negrini, Sami, and Stefanelli, 19891. The upper right structure uses spare
cells interstitially dispersed throughout the array. Switches are located on
the interconnect so that these spares can be switched into any one of the
four locations. This physical topology is used by Hughes Research [Yung,
Little, Etchells, and Nash, 19891 and by [Singh, 1988]. The bottom right
picture shows a Z-Ievel redundancy scheme, in which one may switch in
both spare cells and spare blocks [Wang, Cutler, and Su, 1989]. As noted
by [Koren and Pradhan, 1986] different types of switches and cells may be
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hypercube. The th¡ee curves for each topoiogy are for systems of 100,
1000 and 10,000 cells each, with the larger systems displaying the steeper
curyes.

required for these topologies.
Descriptions of the faulty physical layer have been presented by
[Leighton and Leiserson, 1985]. They use combinatorial methods to find
that the there is a high probability of a physical anay having a giant component for all values of cell yield. The presence of a giant component on
the physical system was also discussed by [Greene and El-Gamal, 1984;
Lee and Freider, 19871. Both of these groups used the percolation probability to describe the connectivity of the physical topology as a function of
yield.

1.1.C. Performânce Modeling for Embedded Graphs
To discuss the performance of the embedded topologies several measures can be used. These measures are of two types - one that discusses the
performance of the embedding process and one that discusses the compuiational performance of the resulting system. It is possible, for example,
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Figure 1.6. Several designs for switched anays which have been found in
the literature. On the left are shown two topologies which use switches
located around the cells and which locate the spares on the outside of the
array. The upper right topology has spares distributed interstitially in the
array, and the lower right topology features spares at the block and ceil
leve1s.

that a given embedding may be performed quickly but that the computational performance of the resulting system will not be suitable for the
application.
For some applications, such as fault-tolerant systems, it is necessary to
have an embedding which can be found within a certain time limit. The
embedding success is defined as the fraction of embedding attempts which
are successful before the time-out value is reached, and has been used by
several authors [Aubusson and Catt, 1978; Koren and Pomeranz, 1986]'
The embedding procedure could also be measured by the amount of time
needed to find a successful embedding fWang, Cutler and Su' 1989; Lombardi and Sciuto, 19861. In this case, the embedding process would
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continue until success was achieved. Of course, there may be applications
in which none of these measures would be used, because the embedding
would simply continue until it was successful. This technique wouid rarely
be used, as it is possible for the embedding algorithm to continue running
to infinite time. Finally, the hawesting is equal to the ratio of the number
of cells used as embedded computational cells over the number of cells in
the system.
A survey of embedding results has been given by [Negrini, Sami and
Stefanelli, 19891, in which the harvesting was used as an embedding
measure. In Figure 1.7 is shown the results of embeddings in which the
virtual structure was a l-d arm of cells and in which the physical structure
inctuded both switched and switchless 2-d anays. Notice that all of the
embeddings had reduced success as the level of faulting increased. As
well, it is obvious that different embedding algorithms show different
behaviours. These authors did not discuss the amount of time for obtaining
these embeddings, and so no comparison is available regarding that measure, We discuss several of the algorithms that were used to obtain these
results in chapter 4. It will be seen that most of these results can be
directly related to a structural property.
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Figure 1.7. The normalized average length of the embedded arm, the harvestlng value, for a variety of algorithms as reported by [Negrini, Sami
and Stefanelli, 19891. These embeddings use both switched and switchless
arTays.

To measure the computational performance of the embedded system
one may use the longest wire in the embedding [Leighton and Leiserson,
19851, ( which may bound the maximum allowable clock speed )' the

t7
number of cells in the embedding (which bounds the speedup), and the
topological properties of the embedding (which affect the reliability and
communication throughput). Typical measures of the topological properties
of a computational structure include the number of node-disjoint paths and
the minimum cutset between two nodes [Tanenbaum, 1981].
The clocking frequency has previously been related to the length of
the longest interconnection wire in the system, because for synchronous
systems (which operate from a common clock and must all perform
activity at the same rate) this wire forms the upper bound to communication delay [æighton and læiserson, 1985]. For the embeddings of a l-d
arm into a switched anay, [Greene and El-Gamal, 1984] found that the
longest wire of the structure was of constant le¡rgth, which means that it
was not necessary to increase the wire length as the system size increased,
[Leighton and Leiserson, 1985] discussed three different embedding algorithms and found that their best l-d arm embeddings required wires of
length O(s(lognE¡l/2¡ in order to connect up a fraction l-E of the live cells
with channels of width 2 with high probability. (For details of the embedding results quoted here see the appropriate ieferences. In the expression
above s is the side length of each cell and p is the probability of a ceil
being faulty).
1.2 Simple Wafer Defect Models

As discussed in the Introduction, the use of WSI technology promises
greatly increased speed, reduced cost, increased operational reliability, and
reduced size. Typically, each of these design measures are expected to
improve by an order of magnitude. All of these improvements lead to a
system which has a wide application potential. The major problem
hampering such a great development, however, is the large number of cell
faults which occur. Typically, for cells consisting of between 100 and
1000 gates, the cell yield is abott 407o [Hughes and Shott, 1986], which
means that only 40Vo of the cells which are on a wafer are classifled as
working correctly. If the cell size increases the cell yield decreases
because there is a larger probability of having a defect within the cell area.
The cell yield is of great importance, as it is a determining factor in the
cost of the integrated systems.
Several different concepts of yield can be defined. First, of all the
wafers started only a fraction will not experience some catastrophic event,
such as breakage, mask problems, and excessive overheating. One is thus
able to define the line yield as the ratio of the properly processed wafers
over the total number of wafers started. The next operation is the preliminary testing of the dies on the wafers, which indicates those cells which
are easily detected as faulty. The fraction of die which pass this test is
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equal to the sort yield. The assembly yield then accounts for the fraction
of die which are properly diced (cut up off of the wafer) and packaged,
and then a class yield is defined as the fraction of packaged die which
pass the final performance test. Very few, if any, commercial vendors will
ensure that the chips which they deliver will be fault-free.
Notice that ttre definition of assembly yield must change for WSI systems, because there is no dicing and individual packaging operation for
separate dies. Instead, the entire wafer gets packaged. (One can also note
that WSI systems will not have the problems of dicing operations, and so
the cell yield may be slightly higher for these systems). For WSI systems,
we therefore define the line yield as the fraction of wafers which are properly processed, the sort yield as the fraction of cells on the wafers which
are operating properly before packaging, and the class yield as the fraction
of cells which are working properly after packaging. We would expect the
sort yield and the class yield to be almost identical, because there is no
dicing or chip bonding operations to be done. New concems affect the
packaging, however, including wafer breakage due to the different thermal
expansion coefficients between the wafer and the package. For this thesis
we therefore deflne the cell yield as the product of the class yield and the
sort yield.
In Tables 1.1 and 1.2 are shown typical sources of yield degradation
for both the wafer yield and the cell yield. These Tables are taken from
[Hughes and Shott, 1986]. Notice that only 85Vo of the wafers that begin
processing make it past the first inspection, and of those that continue processing only 407o of the dies eventually are retumed as correctly functioning chips. The largest problem is that of particle contamination causing
point defects.

Table L.1
Defect Mechanism

Percentage of Faults

Vy'afer breakage
Vy'afer misprocessing
Process equipment failure

27o

Gross contamination

2Vo

Total Wafer Loss

l5Va

Line Yield 10070-wafer loss)

85Vo

r

1 0/^

4Vo

Table 1.1. Typical sources of wafer loss and line yield calculations for
common fabrication lines [Hughes and Shott, 1986].

L9

Table
Faults

Particle contamination
Design margin
effors
Material defects
Process variation

3OVo

Total die loss

60Vo

)ie vield

t

1007o

- die loss)

67o
9Vo

67o
9Vo

40Vo

Table 1.2. Typical sources of die loss and a calculation of the die yield for
a coÍrmon fabrication line [Hughes and Shott, 1986].
Figure 1.8 shows a portion of a wafer with a number of point defects
visible [Stapper, 1983]. It is apparent that the defects are clustered, and
are not uniformly spread. These spot defects are found through visual
inspection and through the use of high-intensity light beams that are
obliquely reflected from the wafer surface. It is expected that such defects
can cause cell faults if they are of large enough size, or if there are
suffrcient numbers of them on a single cell. According to Stapper [1983],
such clustering is believed to arise from aggregates of particles that collect
on manufacturing and processing equipment surfaces. Through vibration,
pressure changes, and gas flow changes these aggregates become loose,
thus allowing them to be deposited on the wafer.
A typical relationship between cell area and cell yield for a clustered
distribution of defects is given by the negative binomial distribution. In
this case, the yield Y for a chip area A and a processing facility with
defect density D is expressed as [Moore, 1986]

Y-(1

+DA/o)-d
where cr varies from 0.5 to 5 and is used to flt empirical data. In Figure
1.9 is shown the chip yield as a funclion of the total defect count (AD).
We note that the worst case defect distribution is that of random defects.

There has also been the prediction that wafer to wafer variations may
allow some wafers to emerge defect free [Stapper, 1983].
Over time is has been found that the cell yield increases, for a given
technology and product, with the leaming curve relationship of
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Figure 1.8.'Wafer defect maps as might be found in a typicai processing
line through visual inspection. The clustering of the defects is apparent.
[Stapper, 1983]

Y2

=

(1/R¡lo8O{ziNJY,

This reiationship indicates ihat if one has a celi yield of Y1 for Nt iotal
wafers started, then by the time N2 wafers have been started the yield
should be Y2. The value of R, which is less than unity, describes the rate
at which this improvement in yield occurs. Therefore, even for a given
vaiue of cell area the yield may still change depending on the experience
of the processing line which is being used.
The procedure of transporting wafers among processing centers also
effects the yield, and leads to edge clustering [Stapper, 1983]. That is, the
edge of the wafers have more of these defects than the middle of the
wafers, probably due to handling. In Figure 1.10 severai typical radial distributions for point defects are shown, due to [Moore, 1986]. There is a
fairþ large increase in defect density as t}te outer edge of the wafer is
approached, with typicalty four times more defects at the edges of the
wafer than the middle. The point defects are also distributed in size, with
most of the defects being about 1 micron in diameter lStapper, 1983]'

2l
v-!

'-('.9)"

Figure 1.9. The chip yield as a function of the total defect count, AxD. A
is the chip area, D is the average defect density and a' is a fitting parameter [Moore, 1986].
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Figure 1.10. Several typical radial defect distributions, as given by [Moore'
t9ã61. There is a subsiantial increase in defect density as the edges of the
wafer are approached.

While the discussion above has concentrated on point defects, which
are the most important factor affecting yield, there also exists gross
defects, which a^ffect large areas. These are caused by large-scale
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Figure 1.11. Relative yield losses on a logarithmic scale. The large f¡action
of the loss which is causedby random defects is shown [Stapper, 1983].
processing errors, such as excessive variations in processing timing and
temperature, mask misalignfient, over or under exposure and etching.
'While
the point defects can lead to oxide breakdown and excessive leakage currents, to name only two physicai phenomena, the gross defects
mentioned here can lead to devices which work correctly but which do not
meet the performance requirements of switching times, voltage th¡eshold
values, etc. Most IC losses occur from random spot defects however, as
shown in Figure f
lStapper, 1983],
These point and gross defects thus lead to device fautting, which leads
to cell faults. While the effects of the defects on cell fault behaviour is a
large subject which is beyond the scope of this thesis, several relevant
cornments shoutd be made, First, white it is apparent that the negative
binomial model for the spatial distribution of defects is the mest popular,
it is not clear that this necessarily leads to a non-random distribution of
cell faults. For example, imagine that the defect clusters have an average
diameter L. If the cell spacing, from the right edge of one square cel1 to
the left edge of the neighbouring cell, is larger than L it would seem that a
random cell fault distribution may still be possible. flile ignore the possibility of wire faults for the moment). Thus, it is not clear that the same
distribution should be used at both the defect and cell level. Also, it is not
clear how many defects it takes to create a faulty cell. Depending on the
specific design of the cells and on the rules that have been used for spacing of the elements, as well as on the specifrc elements inside the cell on
wñich the defect occurs, a cell may be able to sustain several non-fatal
defects without failure.

.ii
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In summary, given a cell area, a defect density, a model for the spatial
distribution of the defects and some assumptions about the effect of
defects on cell function, one can obtain a value for the cell yield. Given
the cell yield, one must make further assumptions in order to obtain the
description of the spatial distribution of cell faults.
1.3 Concepts of Fault-Tolerance

The study of fault-tolerance is concerned with the design of systems
that can experience faults and yet can maintain acceptable operation. In the
previous section we discussed the effects of physical fabrication defects on
cell yield, however these are not the only problems which affect the system. In addition one must consider implementation and speciflcation mistakes, which cause both hardware and software faults, as well as the
effects of extemal disturbances, which cause physical faults to occur. For
complex systems the specification faults may cause the majority of system
faults, however these system faults would not affect the definition of cell
yield that has already been defined. The extemal disturbances will cause
cell faults, however, and are assumed to be included as a cause of operational cell faulting. (lMhile the fabrication defects discussed in the previous section occur prior to the operation of the array the operational faults
occur during operation). An introductory book by [Johnson, 1989] can be
used for a background to the topics discussed below.
1.3.4,. Appiications
When designing a system for fault-tolerance, the strategy to be used
depends on the user requirements. Four types of fault-tolerant applications
include:

) mission-critical computation;
(2) long-life computation;
(1

(3) extended maintenance; and
(a) high availability.

Mission critical applications require fault-tolerant systems which have
a very high reliability. (Reliability is defined as the probability that a system will be working correctly without any faulting up to time t given that
it was working at time 0.) For these systems any failure of the computer
to perform its task would result in disaster. Systems such as this would
not be able to afford any time for reconfiguration and embedding after a
fault occurs, and so other techniques, such as triplication with voting and
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hot standby sparing are used. These techniques are discussed by fJohnson,
19891 and are briefly mentioned below.
Long-life applications require systems which can go "down" for an
amount of time, but which are expected to eventually reinitialize in order
to again perform computational tasks. Satellites systems are a good longlife application, as it might be desi¡able for the satellite to suffer a few
minutes of non-operation during reconfiguration if it extends the system
lifetime by several years. This is good application area for wafer-scale systems, due to WSI systems low power consumption, low weight and small
size. LongJife applications will also be useful for those applications in
which no maintenance is possible.
Extended maintenance systems are typically found in application areas
where limited maintenance is possible. Typical examples could inciude
remote sites, continuous processing systems or systems in dangerous
environments. Wafer-scale .systems are also useful here as long as some
time is allowed for the embedding process.
Systems which require high avaitability need to repond quickly to
requests for computation, with a typical application area being transactions
processing. Availability is defined as the probability that the system will
be able to offer acceptable service the instant the service is requested, with
the definition of acceptable service being usually defined by the customer.
Availability is often simply equal to the fraction of time in which the system is working, or '.up''. For example, if the system fails every second but
restores its services within a millisecond the availability would be 0.999,
assuming that the probability for a request of services was uniform over
the whole second.

1.3.8. Fault-Tolerant Operation Sequence

for

Non.Mission-

Critical Systems
For all of the possible strategies to be discussed, the foilowing temporal sequence of operations will usually be required of the fault-tolerant
sy$tem. This sequence has been discussed by several authors, and
involves fault recognition and isolation, periodic system state save, and
system recovery [Sequin and Tamir, 1987; Johnson, 1989]. It is assumed
that the system is not mission-critical and so there is some time allowed
for various software and hardware fault-tolerant activities.
While the system is operating correctly is is necessary to periodically
save the correct system state. This is required because after faulting the
system will need to clean out its data errors, which can be done by rolling
the system state back to a previously saved correct state. This technique
enables the system to respond to operational faults, thus increasing the
availability of the system. The definition of system state might include the
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in various memories and buffers, and a list of tasks which are
presently being executed.
After an error is found, the fault must flrst be identified, located and
contained. Identification implies that at some point in the processing of a
solution some variable or object has a value which is recognized as being
incorrect. System operation must then be halted and the system must
locate the source of the error. Containment is then obtained by having the
system stop processing. ln some application it might be necessary to have
only a subset of the system stopped, but this technique would require that
the system designer can ensure that the error has not propagated to other
parts of the system, Typically, location could occur as all cells perform a
self-test or as neighbours query each other. For example, a cell would run
a set of test data and would have all of the correct responses in memory.
Any variation from a correct response indicates that either the memory or
the cell itself is faulty. After one such test, another might be run a set time
later to verify that the fault is permanent and not transient. If the fault
occurs again, the cell could broadcast an error message stating that it is the
faulty cell, and some portion of the system would then halt operation and
await the fault recovery phase. An additional technique for fault location
would not wait for an error to be detected, but would instead allow cells
to periodically test themselves. If any faults are located, the cell would
signal the rest of the system and appropriate measures would be taken.
There is extensive and detailed literature on testing algorithms for the cell
and system level [Koren and Pradhan, 1986; Miller, 1985].
After these three procedures the system-wide operations would include
the reconfiguration in hardware or software around the fault and a reinitialization of the system. As mentioned above the system state is saved
periodically, and so the reinitialization after fault detection would be performed by rolling back to a previous correct state. We note also that this
system state save must perform by allowing neighbour cells to save the
state of both itself as well as one or more of its neighbours. This is necessary because after a cell becomes faulty it is not possible for the system to
communicate with the cell, which means that its intemal store of tasks and
memory is not available. A neighbour cell must, therefore, have the faulty
cell's old state, This method leads, of course, to an increased usage of the
memory resources of all cells. An altemative technique to obtain the faulty
cell's state would be for the host to have a complete storage of the state of
every cell, but for large systems the communication problems involved
with this approach may be prohibitive. These operations are included in
most fault-tolerant procedures, and require extra hardware, software and/or
time beyond that required for a non-fault-tolerant system.
values
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1.3.C. Redundancy
To deal with these application demands, one must employ redundancy,
with the following four areas being used.
(1) temporal,
(2) physicat,

(3) software, and
(4) information.
Redundancy is the essential concept for fault-tolerant systems, as a system
that will fail can only be saved by adding something to it. Each of these
redundancy methods is described below, and each of them has been used
for wafer-scale systems,

Temporal Redundancy
For those systems which must be fault-tolerant but have a relaxed
time constraint associated with their fault recovery procedures it is possible to use temporal redundancy to obtain error-free results. For instance, in
systems using rollback one may repeat the same calculation more than
once. This would be obtained by periodically saving the state of all of the
processors in the system. For example, once every 5 seconds. lf an error is
found during computation, one is then able to roll the system state back to
the non-faulty state which was stored in memory, and then repeat the calculation. If the previous emor was due to a transient fault, than one would
be able to continue error free calculation until the next error was observed.
Another method of temporal redundancy which can be used for array
processing systems involves the mapping of more than one software task
to a processor. This would arise for those systems in which a cell becomes
permanently faulty. The calculations that were previously done by the
now-faulty cell are then transferred to a neighbouring cell, thus increasing
the workload on that single cell. This method of fault-tolerance definitely
leads to a system which has a decreasing performance over time, and so
these systems are also known as gracefully degrading systems' They have
been discussed for V/SI and VLSI anays in [Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli,
1987; Negrini and Stefanelli, 19861.
Physical Redundancy
In physical redundancy, one designs more cells and/or wires than
would be needed for non-faulty environments, with these extra elements
being used as additional processing resources or as testing circuitry. The
extra processing cells could lie idle until they are needed or they could be
powerèd up and concurrently executing for the entire system operation.
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One of the classic fault-tolerant designs involves a triplication of the
number of cells, with the ouçut of the cells being voted upon. If one of
the cells fails then its ouçut will be disregarded because the other two
cells agree. This method uses more than three times the silicon area (three
cells plus the voter), however it is useful for systems which must maintain
operation without any time-outs. Another technique involves a duplication
of a cell, with the spare cell either being powered up or powered down. If
the cell is powered up, then it will normally compute all of the results that
its partner does. If their results do not agree, the two cells are tested,
either by seH-test or by other means. The cell which is in error is then
tumed off. This system, called hot standby sparing, uses more than twice
the area of a non-fault-tolerant cell. If the spare cell is not powered up, it
simply lies in waiting until its par¡ler finds, through periodic self-testing
or by being tested from a neighbour, that it is faulty. The partner then
switches itself off and the spare is powered up and takes over the computation, This is called cold standby sparing. These th¡ee techniques are of
limited interest for WSI anays due to the large amount of redundancy
which is needed, and will not be discussed further.
With particular reference to arrays architectures there are several techniques which have been discussed regarding the use of spare cells. The
first decisions to make concem the placement of the spare cells and the
manner in which they will be switched into operation. (For anay structures, we define a spare as a non-faulty cell which is not involved in the
processing or communication tasks of the embedded virtual graph ).
Several authors place the spares around the periphery of the anay
[Negrini, Sami -and Stefanelli, 1986; 1989], while others distribute them
inside the array [TVang, Cutler and Su, 1989; Singh, 1989; Yung, Little,
Etchells and Nash, 19891. It is not clear at the present time which technique is more beneficial.
There are also differences in how these spares are switched into
operation. One method (reconfiguration with switches) locates interconnect switches around every cell, as shown previously in Figure 1.6. Here,

the interconnect

is

routed

to

one

of the spares according to

a

reconflguration algorithm and a spare is used in place of the faulty cell. In
this method it is possible to maintain the same virtual graph on the faulty
array. This restructuring can be either static or dynamic.
In static restructuring one uses switches that can only be programmed,
or set, one time, with these switches being laser-fused or electrically controlled. Typically, the reconfiguration might occur at the factory after pro'
cessing is completed. In this case, no ability to respond to operational
faults is present. Clearly, such a system relies on the high operational reliability oi the WSI or VLSI system to obtain the system performance
requirements.
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For dynamic restructuring, the system uses switches that can be
changed by the anay or by the host during operation, and thus this
approach responds to operational faults as well as to processing faults.
Generally this technique requires greater complexity, as reconfiguration
hardware and software, interconnection switches, and additional testing circuitry must be incorporated on the wafer. These switches would also be
expected to have greater complexity, and would therefore be of larger size.
There is considerable interest in these techniques, and several algorithms
which have been designed for WSI arrays are discussed in the next section.

Another method wouid allow the cells to perform the switching themselves, through the use of their Vo buffers I Manning, 1977; Aubusson and
Catt, 1978; Koren and Pomeranz, 1986; Evans, 1986; Lee and Freider,
19871. kr this technique, which we call switchless reconfiguration, the cells
can be used as connection elements in order to obtain the desired virtual
topology. There has been a limited amount of work on this technique, and
it is also discussed in the next section. This is the technique which is most
amenable to the concepts of percolation theory.
For these methods which add spares, the following points are of
interest. First, it has been found that there is an optimum amount of cell
redundancy [Mangir, 1984; Koren and Pradhan, 1987]. As one adds extra
cells to the anay the area utilization increases at first, however as more
cells are added the additional cells become faulty as well, leading to a
decrease in the performance. (Area utilization is defined as the ratio of the
correctly functioning area over the total system area, The correctly functioning area is calculateci from ihe iotal numi¡er of working celis in ihe
system multiplied by the cell area). Mangir's study indicates that the
optimum redundancy level is equal to about 10 to l5%o of the anay size.
For a 20x20 anay, for example, one would add 40 cells, which is the
number added by [Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1989]. Second, whether
one uses switches or not it is necessary to design a reconfiguration algorittrm ttrat can effectively use the spares. Good algorithms are required to
increase the speed of the fault-recovery process and to make the reliability
procedures transparent to the user, For well-designed operation one would
not expect the user to be aware that faults have occurred, however the system manager would certainly need such information.
Another application of physical redundancy involves the replication of
wires [Koren, Koren and Pradhan, 1989]. This technique is advocated for
the wires and busses of both VLSI and WSI anays. A typical design
might allow n wires between two cells, whereas only mcn wires are actually needed for the communication tasks, In the event that the two cells
detect a wire fault they can discontinue use of that wire and switch to one
of the spares.
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Software Redundancy
Because of the similar or greater diffrculty in completely testing all
system software modules, defects can arise here as well. To combat such
defects one could write several different versions of the same routine, with
the different versions being resident on the same processing cell. A voting
module would receive the result from each of these modules, and would
assume that the majority value is correct. Duplication and comparison with
software modules could also be done, in a manner analogous to the techniques used in physical redundancy. Software fault-tolerance has been discuised and invèsiigated by the University of Newcastle group [Randall,
19851 who were interested in its use in the development of a fault-tolerant
computer. Further reviews of these methods can be found in [Hecht and
Hecht, 19861. Software redundancy is not of interest in this thesis.

Information Redundancy
Information redundancy entails the use of error-detection and correction coding and/or the use of message and packet retransmissions in order
to obtain accurate message passing. A typical example of these techniques
occurs in static memory cells, which are especially susceptible to soft
errors caused by electromagnetic interference and high-energy cosmic particles. Because these defect mechanisms cause single bits of the memory
word to change state, one can employ enor-colrecting coding to correct
for these bit changes. These coding methods opetate by adding extra bits
to the memory words, with the extra bits being coded specifically for that
word. If any bit changes state, the receiver of the memory word can
¡{ecode the wnrd correctlv Another use of these codins nrocedures is for
the transmission of messages between cells on a machine. If any single bit
experiences a change of state, the extra bits would again be used by the
receiver to find the correct message.
A more general technique, also for message-passing, uses the
retransmission of parts of the message. For example, if the message has
been sent but the receiver has not acknowledged that the message was
obtained (or if several bit enors occuned during transmission), the
transmitting cell would retransmit the message. While information redundancy can be expected on WSI arrays it is not of direct interest here and
will not be discussed further.
Summary
The choice on the best strategy or mix of redundancy policies to use
for faulttolerance should account for several factorsn including (1) the
types of failures to be handled and their probability of occurance; (2) the
coìts associated with the various failures; (3) the spectrum of recovery
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methods and techniques; (4) the cost in additional hardware, software and
recovery time; (5) and the system objectives and uses [Koren and Pradhan,
19861. We have briefly discussed several of these factors above.
1.4. Previous Wafer-Scale System Designs
Here we review how the concepts of fault-tolerance have been used to
increase the performance of WSI arrays. The system techniques to be discussed span the years from 1964 to 1989, and indicate the broad range of
techniques which have been attempted. Moore [Moore, 1986] states that
the failure of some of these attempts have been related to the high cost of
such techniques in terms of silicon area. If silicon area is one of the main
restrictions, it can be expected that switchless and gracefully degrading
anays will increase in importance as compared to static and dynamic
reconfiguration. Here, we divide the different methods of design into four
classes.

- discretionary wiring,
- reconfiguration with switches,
- switchless reconfiguration, and
- temporal reconfi guration (graceful degradation).
These methods cover most of the techniques that have been attempted, and
can be classified into the areas of physical redundancy or temporal redunl----tT^1^t^l^
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cation with voting and hot and cold sparing. Triplication with voting was
attempted by Trilogy [Moore, 1986] but was not commercially successful.
It's failure was said to be related to the clustering of cell faults, which
caused the system designers to increase the distance between the three cells
and the voter. These long wires bounded the system clock speed so that it
could no longer meet the performance specifications for which it was being
designed. Before discussing the techniques a brief introduction on some special needs of WSI is presented.
We have seen that a large amount of cell faulting is inevitable for
WSI systems and it has also been pointed out that a latge number of faults
occur during processing. Therefore, the motivation for introducing redundancy and fault-tolerance is two-fold: yield enhancement and reliability
improvement [Koren and Pradhan, 1986; Koren and Pradhan, 1987]. This
goal of yield enhancement does not exist for VLSI anays, as it is often
assumed that all cells on the VLSI anay can be functioning correctly at
the start of system operation. (We define a VLSI array as an anay of
VLSI chips which are separately packaged or separately tested. For
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one were to realize a VLSI anay using unpackaged dies on a
multichip module, we would still refer to this as a VLSI array because the
dies have been diced and tested. Thus, it is always possible to obtain a
fully functioning VLSI anay if one spends enough time on the testing procedure. This is different than the WSI array, in which some cells will
always be faulty).
An additional limitation on the Vy'SI system size is caused by the
upper limit for the wafer size. This limit does not exist for VLSI anays.
This limit on wafer size (present wafer diameters equal to 6" but 8" wafers
are being developed in several laboratories) means that once the cell area
and interconnect structure have been chosen, the maximum number of
cells which can fit onto the wafer is determined (we assume that a given
interconnect structure uses a certain amount of area per cell), As well, if
one chooses a fault-tolerant technique which uses switches, additional area
ex¿rmple,

must be sacrificed. Therefore, the tradeoff between interconnect atea,
switch area, and processor area seems to be of greater concem for WSI
arrays than for VLSI arrays. (ie. we assume that VLSI arrays have no fundamental relationship between cell area and system size.)
Carlson and Neugebauer lCarlson and Neugebauer, 1986] discuss
several wafer-scale array designs, and mention several that are still in the
design stages. Early work at Texas Instruments was concemed with discretionary wiring, and this is described briefly. Work at MIT has been concemed with reconstructurable VLSI for several years [Leighton and Leiserson, 19851, and an outline of their approach is given below under the
heading of hard reconfiguration with switches. Similar work was discussed
lrrr ffìreane
en¡ì F.]-Gamal. '! q84l. For the diSCUSSiOn Of SOft
v¡vv^¡v
reconfiguration with switches the work of [Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli,
1989; Yung, Little, Etchells and Nash, 1989; Singh, 1988; and Wang,
Cutler and Su, 19891 is discussed.
which switchiess
Because
the straightforward manner
reconfiguration can be modeled using percolation theory, this area receives
special interest. The work of [Manning, 1977; Aubusson and Catt, 1978;
Koren and Pomeranz, 1986; Evans, 1986; and Lee and Freider, 19871 is
reviewed. Negrini et al. [Negrini and Stefanelli, 1986; Negrini, Sami and
Stefanelli, 19871 discuss the use of temporal redundancy for VLSI and
'WSI anays, and find that it is still necessary to use switches to obtain
good embedding performance. This technique may form a final method of
using highly faulty anays, and is discussed in the final section.
L

of

in

L.4.A. Discretionary Wiring

The possibility of making wafer-scale systems, integrated systems
entirely còntained on a wafer, was recognized as early as 1964 [Sacks,
Lyman, and Chang, 19641. The early attempts involved the use of a final
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metallization step which would connect up all of the non-faulty cells' This
technique required that the cells on the wafer be accurately and safely
probed, in order to flnd good and bad cells. The good cells would then be
connected together using a final met¿llization step which would required a
mask which was unique to that wafer. It is necessary to ensure that the
testing and metallization processes wouid not introduce additional faults
onto the system, in which case the metallization would not work (ie, new
faults would be created which would not be spotted, and the fault-tolerant
technique would not be able to accommodate the new faults). Many companies were interested in these techniques, and large amounts of research
effort were directed towards this strategy. These efforts were abandoned
around 1969. This method features static restructuring, no switch area, a
small amount of interconne ct area, and is generally not pursued at the
present time, although it may see some resurgence with direct write on
wafer technologies.

1.4.8. Reconfiguration Using Switches
As discussed in the previous section, reconfiguration using switches
can use either hard or soft switches. For all reconfiguration systems the
algorithm used for the reconfiguration process is of central concem.

Hard Switching
The major attributes of hard switching are that:
(1) it can only be done once; and
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interconnect.

In this method switches are placed around each of the cells, with these
switches being either electrically controlled or laser-blown. (Laser'blown
switches are set by using a powerful laser to melt an aluminum-silicon
sandwich of material. The melted Al-Si mixture has a high conductivity,
and thus the melted switch can be used as a connection). This method is
usually able to embed the desired graph, and so these embedding algorithms are measured using the length of the longest wire in the system. It
has been found *rat if one reduces the desired value for the harvesting it is
possible to obtain embeddings which use shorter wires.
Greene and El-Gamal [1984]
Greene and El-Gamal discussed the use of switch networks to connect
various configurations of input/output pins and cells. They found results on
the connection of a pair of linear arrays to a set of i/o pins, the connection

of K pairs of active cells from a pair of linear arrays containing N>K
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cells, the embeddilg of a linear array inside a faulty square array, and the
embedding of a Kz lattice, or grid, inside a partially faulty Nz grid. In all
of these results, a significant number of switches are required and the wire
length is not always a constant. If the wire length is related to the anay
size, for example, then as one increases the anay size the wires will get
progressively longer. They use combinatorial analysis techniques, and have
discussed the use of a graph-theoretic form of percolation theory.
Leighton and Leiserson [1985]
Work on Reconstructurable VLSI has been done at MIT using laserblown switches. They describe practical procedures for routing around
faults using laser programming of the interconnect. Their goal for the
design is to minimize the length of the longest wire, as it will be the longest wire that bounds the allowed clocking speed. They also use the channel width as another cost measure to be satisfled. Of particular application
interest for them is the possibility of using their technique for systolic
aûays.
They note that there is one main cormected component in the graph,
and that the total size of all other isolated components is a small fraction
of N. (V/e note that their definition of isolated is not the same as that used
in percolation theory). Based on this proof, they give upper bounds on the
longest wire which is needed to connect together a l-d linear systolic
array. Further improvements in wire length are also possible if one does
not connect up all of the cells, and as a general result they prove that it is
possible to connected up a given fraction of the system with channels of
width 2 as long as the wires are of certain length. They obtain results
which are essentially identical to those of Greene and El-Gamal. For
details one can refer to their paper.

Soft Switching
The major attributes of soft reconfiguration are:
(1) a particular switch can be set many times; and
(2) there are several interconnect switches for every cell and a large
amount of interconnect;
This is a popular method for fault-tolerant VLSI and WSI arrays, with
most of the research being concerned with the problem of finding embedding algorithms that will work with high success probability and high harvesting. The amount of interconnect and switch area used is comparable to
the technique of hard switching.

The Interstitial Approach [Singh, 1988; Yung, Little, Etchells and Nash,
19891
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Hughes Research Laboratories has for some time been working on a
3-d computer which is constructed from a stack of wafer-scale systems.
They envision each wafer containing a different set of elemental processors, such as multipliers, adders, imaging cells (CCD's), and then layering
the wafers containing these cells to form a operational system. Recent
publications include those of [Yung, Little, Etchells, and Nash, 1989].
Their system is fine-grained, with each cell typically consisting of less
than about 150 gates. They indicate that any fault-tolerant scheme that
entails using complex overhead circuitry (such as multiple switches) and
long interconnects would not be area effìcient. They therefore promote ân
interstitial redundancy approach, in which redundant cells are distributed
throughout the array instead of only on the boundary.
Different physical designs are possible depending on the number of
spare ceils that they require. For example, they will have a given spare
cell being available to any one of 4, 6 or 8 cells, depending on the local
interconnection scheme which they use. They note that as the number m
of spares available to a number n of active processors increases, the local
interconnection scheme becomes excessively complicated. For this reason,
they flnd that for the 128 by 128 anay the values of m and n must be limited to 2 and 4, respectively. In Figure 1.6 was shown an example of a
physical layout suitable for a (2,4) reconfiguration scheme. The numbers
(2,4) indicate that each processor has access to 2 spares and each spare
can take the place of 1 of 4 processor cells. Much the same system is discussed by lSingh, 1988], who also specifies that an interstitial approach is
useful, and describes the same physical layout.
Spares on the Boundary of the Array [Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1986;
1989; Sami and Stefanelli, 1987; Lombardi, Sami and Stefanelli, 19891
In a series of publications several grid embedding algorithms have
been presented by [Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1986; 1989; Sami and
Stefanelli, 1987; Lombardi, Sami and Stefanelli, 19891. The embedding
performance has steadily improved through the use of more complex
embedding algorithms. Their physical structure uses an extra row and/or
column of spares, with approximately three switches per cell placed
around each cell. This physical layout was shown in Figure 1.6,
There are many different algorithms presented by this group, and so
each algorithm is not discussed here. We note, however, that they do not
necessarily restrict the reconfiguration of the virrual anay to the single cell
which has recently become faulty. That is, given that a singie cell fault has
occurred their algorithms may require that many software modules transfer
their tasks and memory values to other working cells. This is in contrast to
the simpler reconfiguration case in which only a single cell is moved after
faulting. As well, we note that another distinction between their algorithms
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can be defined based on whether one uses the interconnect area between
two faulty neighbours. Earlier work [Negrini and Stefanelli, 1986] indicates that the region between two faulty neighbours may be faulty as well,
in which case one must not use either the switches or the interconnect in
that region. Other versions of their reconfiguration algorithms use this area
and frnd improved results.
A selection of their results are presented in Figure 1.12. One of their
most recent results is also their best [Lombardi, Sami and Stefanelli,
19891. We note that reconfiguration results for these grids are much worse
than similar results for arm embeddings, which indicates that the grid
embeddings are more difflcult. For details of the embedding algorithms
one is referred to the listed references.
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Figure 1.12. The suryival probability for different grid embedding algorithms as a function of cell yield. Shown here are algorithms from
[Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1989] and [Lombardi, Sami, and Stefanelli,
19891.

Hierarchical Redundancy lVy'ang, Cutler and Su, 1989]
Another report on the use of reconfiguration discussed the possibility
of using two-level redundancy, first at the cell level and then at the block
level. These authors define the reconfiguration effectiveness and indicate
the importance of the reconfiguration time. They note that for a real-time
system there will be a hard deadline on the amount of time the system can
take to obtain its reconflgured state. They design their strategy to route
around both point faults, which will affect individual cells, and global
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faults, which will affect whole regions, or blocks, of the wafer. They provide analytical results which illustrate the gains provided by such a twolevel approach, but do not provide simulation data. Their physical structure
has also been shown in Figure 1,6, in the upper right comer.
1,.4.C. Reconfiguration without Switches
The attributes of the switchless reconfiguration technique are that:

(1) there is no extra interconnect area and switch area; and
(2) the embedding problem is more difficult than for switched arrays.
For a history of previous work on switchless reconfiguration techniques for wafer arrays, there are five references of importance. [Manning,
19771 discussed the growth of l-d arms and trees into faulty square affays,
[Aubusson and Catt, 1978] discussed the growth of L-d arms in faulty systems, [Koren and Pomeranz, 1986] discussed the embedding of H-trees
and binary trees into faulty nearest-neighbour lattices and [Evans, 1986]
embedded a square connected virtual graph into an octal physical graph.
[Lee and Frieder, 1987] discussed the embedding of arms, trees and grids
into faulty square, hexagonal, and octagonal lattices. All of these authors
were considering the same type of fault-tolerant approach, which featured
no physical switching of interconnect but instead used a logical relabeling
of the working processors. Only Lee and Frieder, however, mentioned the
role that percolation theory could play in the analysis of these arrays. A
brief discussion of these results follows, and the reader can refer to the
references cited for further details. It should be noted that the work of
both [Manning, 1977) and [Aubusson and Catt, 1978] were among the first
in the area of reconfiguration methods. More extensive discussions of the
algorithms which these authors used is presented in Chapter 4.
Manning [1977]
Maruring used the following definitions for a regular cellular array,
such as a 2-d square mesh. First, each cell had a fixed number of neighbours with which it can be connected. The interconnection network partially describes an array layout by showing how each cell directly connects
to its neighbours. Manning allows each cell to be programmable, so that
one of many functions can be implemented in a cell.
To use such a system, one first loads in information to each cell
regarding the functions and interconnections which it has. The interconnection of each cell depends on its local environment. For example, if a
cell only has one working neighbour it cannot participate in any of the
structures, because it would not be able to extend the embedding. If it has
two neighbours, it could become part of a 1-d linear arm but not part of a
tree or a 2-d grid. Similarly, the tree nodes require each cell to have three
neighbours and the grid must have four neighbours per cell. This loading
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of the structural information is called embedding a machine into the faulty
structure. After the structure of the system is finished, the various cells are
loaded with the information regarding which functions they are required to
perform. In this system, the faulty cells are ignored and avoided.
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Figure 1.13. A rypical exampie of Manning's 1-d arm growth experiment
[Manning, 1977].
Maruring uses l-d arms, spanning trees and 2-d grids as' the virtual
physical layers to be embedded into the faulty system. In Figure 1.13 is
shown a typical example of an arm growth experiment. Notice that almost
all of the working cells in the system are part of the arm growth structure.
General results of the embeddings are given in Figure 1.14, where the harvesting, equal to the ratio of the number of cells in the arm to the total
number of system cells, is plotted against the. cell yield. The results which
are plotted are only the best results, and Manning does not indicate how
many attempts were made at each of the values of yield. System sizes
from 100 to 625 cells were attempted. Also shown in the Figure is the
average harvesting results for the Manning algorithm, as found by
[Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1989], For all of these results a random dis'
tribution of cell faults was asbumed. For the small array of 100 cells the
best harvesting results were much lower than for the larger anays'
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Figure 1.14, Manning algorithm arm embedding results into a square array, where the best harvesting results as found by [Manning, 1977] and
the average harvesting results repofted by [Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli,
19891 are shown. The best results used system sizes from 100 to 625
cells, while the average results were found for a 400 cell square anay.
however a single curve for harvesting was found for the best results even
though the system size increased from 225 to 625. The average harvesting
results are quite a bit below the best results for cell yields near 0.70, indi.L^+ 4
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Several points are worth mentioning. For low values of cell faults, the
behaviour for all of the embeddings, regardless of system size, is that there
is a linear decrease in the probability of being able to grow the arm of 128
cells. Maruring expresses the normalized arm size as a function of the fraction of faulty cells P, (p=l-ceI yield) as 1-(5p/3), for p<23%o. As the cell
faults increase, however, there begins to be a decline in the performance,
with the ratio of successful cells in the arm being reduced to 0 at p=0.41.
( This value of 0.41 is of great importance for square anays, as will be
discussed in the next chapter,) For the small anay of size 100 the performance was worse, but all of the larger arrays seem to follow the same
line. This seems to indicate that the line forms an upper-bound on the performance, although this was not noted by Manning.
The time to embed these arms was also of interest for Manning, and
he noted that the time varied widely for a fixed percentage of faulty cells,
In general the time increased linearly with system size, and increases as
the value of p increases. From this data Manning defined the optimal
embedding efficiency as the highest attainable ratio of the number of cells
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in the flaw pattem to the totai number of system cells. This definition does
not account for the amount of time required to embed the optimum system, and therefore for time-sensitive fault-tolerant systems the search for
such an optimum may not be allowed. Manning found that the spanning
tree structure was the easiest to embed, closely followed by the arm. The
2-d gnd, which requires each cell to have four neighbours, was much
more difficult to obtain. Finally, Manning stated that a description of the
flaw pattern, noting the locations of faulty cells prior to embedding the
structure desired, should allow improved performance.
Aubusson and Catt [1978]
The following year Aubusson and Catt also published their results on
a system which featured arm (spiral, as they called it) growth into a faulty
wafer system. In this case they attenrpted such a growth using both the
square and the hexagonal array. They noted that the growth must occur by
a flexible algorithm, because the exact structure of the fault pattem is not
known until the wafer is retumed from processing.
They investigated the growth of an arm of 128 cells into a 20x20
array which had cell yields of between 60 and 90Vo, and assumed that the
cell faults were randomly distrib-uted in space. The starting cell for the arm
was chosen some distance from the edge of the wafer in order to minimize
the effects of the edges.
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Figure 1.15. The fraction of l-d arms (or spirals) which achieve the length
of 128 cells before time-out is reached and the harvesting value for the
Aubusson and Catt algorithm.
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In Figure 1.15 is shown the average embedding success for arms of
size 128 into faulty anays as a function of the cell yield. Also shown is
the average harvesting value as obtained from the simulations of [Negrini,
Sami, and Stefanelli, 19891. These average harvesting results are almost
equivalent to those of Manning, indicating that both of these arm embedding algorithms perform the same way. For both the square array and the
hexagonal array the embedding success decreases rather sharply as the cell
yield decreases. At some value of cell yield both of these systems reach a
success level of 0, however the value of cell yield at which this occurs is
different.
Koren and Pomeranz [1986]
Koren and Pomeranz embedded H-trees and binary trees into faulty
square and hexagonal meshes, and discussed an algorithm which allowed
the working cells to function either as connection elements, switching elements, or as processing cells. The switching cells were able to change the
direction of the embedding, whereas the connection cells maintained the
same direction. They measu¡ed the embedding success on the square array
and found ttrat it decreased quite sharply over cell yields from I to 0.92.
At the cell yield of 0.92 their success had dropped to 0.1. This iilustrates
the difficulty of H-tree and binary tree embeddings into the faulty arrays.
Evans [1986]

In Evans' approach an octagonal array was used as the physical array
and a square grid was the virtual array. The system reconfigures around
the faults using the local knowledge which each cell has of its structure.
In Figure 1.16 is shown his results. Here, the number of rows which
needed to be added in order to successfully obtain y rows is divided by y,
to obtain the redundancy factor. That is, a redundancy factor of 5 indicates
that he added 20 rows to the structure in order to obtain 4 working rows.
Clearly, this is a large amount of extra cells, and is probably too high a
penalty to pay in terms of silicon area. He noted that there were substantial deviations from the analytical expectations as the cell yield fell below
607o. As well, as a cell yield of 4I7o was approached the redundancy
required diverged to high values.
Lee and Frieder [1987]
Lee and Freider used the square, hexagonal and octal physical arrays,
and allowed both the cells and the wires to be faulty. The virtual structures which were embedded included arms, binary trees and 2-d grids.
They discussed the largest cluster size in terms of the percolation probability, and noted that if the cell yield falls below a critical value called the
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Figure 1.16. Evans' theoretical and simulation results, in which is shown
the amount of row redundancy which is required to obtain a successful
embedding of a specified anay size. A value of 10 for the redundancy indicates that 50 rows would be needed to embed an array of 5 rows.
percolation threshold only small embeddings would be possible. Lee and
Frieder's work was based on the following design philosophy. First, by
routing around the defects, the cellular affay can function in the presence
of the many defects (faulty cells) that are expected on a large array,
Secondiy, to take fuü acivantage of the arrays, it is ciesirabie to arrange for
distributed self-conflguration, in which cells determine the configuration
pattem without knowledge of the state of the array as a whole. They state
that built-in self-test will be required, and assume that such measurês will
be possible in the future.
Their algorithm proceeds by pruning out from the infinite cluster (to
be defined in Chapter 2) all those cells which do not have an adequate
number of neighbours. For example, if one wishes to embed a binary tree,
each cell must have 3 neighbours. Those cells that do not have sufflcient
connectivity are removed, or pruned, from the working structure by a logical renumbering. Lee and Freider note that if p is not high enough the percolation cluster, or inflnite cluster, will be too "thin" containing many
branches, and will not include many boundary cells. For such a "thin"
cluster the configuration of cells into a desired structure is not efficient.
They studied the embedding of l-d arms, trees, grids and signal flow
graphs as used in digital signal processing. Lee and Frieder [Lee and
Frieder, 19871 noted that the big difference between their approach and
that of Manning or Greene and El-Gamal is that their algorithm does not
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require global system knowledge, This reduction in the amount of
knowledge will be important for massive systems of many cells.

In

summary, the embedding process for switchless arrays is slightly
different than the process for switched arrays, with the former groups
using the idea of "growing" one structure into another. For these algorithms, no general framework for embedding algorittrms seems to have
evolved, and so it is difficult to compare the different attempts. In chapter
4 we outline our thoughts on an embedding algorithm framework which
may be useful for such a classification.
L.4.D. Temporal Redundancy (Graceful Degradation)
While there has been a limited amount of work on temporal redundancy for WSI anays, it is necessary, for completeness, to discuss it. For
all of the previous techniques there have generally been spare cells in the
array which have been accessed after faulting has occurred. What happens,
however, onc€ all the spares have been used up? One must then use temporal redundancy, in which more than one task is associated with a given
cell. Techniques along these lines have been discussed by [Negrini and
Stefanelli, 1986; Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli 19871.
In general two phases of operation are now required. Úr the first phase
each cell performs the computations which were originally mapped to it
and then in the second phase they perform any new tasks which have been
assigned to it due to faults. Intercormect switches for this temporal redundancy operation are still used, as the cell which hosts the new task from
-be
the fauity processor must now
connecteci to more than one row and
column. They measure the performance of their temporal algorithm using
the harvesting and find that the results are not significantly different than
those of their physical redundancy results.

Summary

In all of the approaches briefly discussed above, none of the techniques achieved very high values of embedding success for cell yield
values below 807o, rüe have already seen, however, that such high levels
of faulting can be expected in the WSI technology. Evaluated in this tight,
the schemes described above may not provide suitable performance for
some applications. Because of these difficulties, we feel that there witt be
continued interest and improvement in all fault-tolerant methods, including
the less studied techniques of reconfiguration without switches and graceful

degradation.

We also note that little work has been undertaken to study algorithms
and virn¡al graphs which fit more naturally onto the faulty physical
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topology. This may be a fruitful area of research for those interested in
using wafer-scale systems, It seems, however, that a prerequisite for such
an effort would be an understanding and description of the physical topology. In addition, it will be necessary to find applications which can utilize
such a highly disordered topology.

1.5 WSI Technology
While this thesis does not add to the technical knowledge of WSI
devices, it is still relevant to consider some other limiting mechanisms on
the successful implementation of WSI systems. The difficulty of making
reliable switches and the difficulties with the global nets (power, ground
and clock) are issues of concem lSaucier and Trilhe 1986; Fried, 1986]
and are discussed below. For these arrays, any faulting of the global nets
would cause a system failure, leaving the other fault-tolerant methods as
ineffective. It is difficult to reconfigure these nets, and so it is not clear
what techniques can be used to ensure their reliability.

1.5.4. Switch Technology
Switches are needed for disconnecting utilities and clock nets from
faulty cells, and are necessary for interconnection wires if reconflguration
with switching is used. At least 11 different kinds of switches which have
been discussed in the literature, as shown in the Figure 1.17 [Saucier and
Trilhe, 19861. Those switches that are physically programmed are difficult
if not impossible to program in the fiel<i, an<i so they should only be used
when little or no response to operational faults is desired. Electrically programmable switches can either be volatile or non-volatile, indicating the
ease with which the switch might have a change of state due to environmental fluctuations. Of all the switches, the one which has the most flexibility would be a non-volatile, reversible switch, and thus either the chalcogenide glass concept or the EEPROM floating gate type structure would
be desirable for soft reconfiguration with switches. For the graceful degradation technique one only switches cells out, and so a non-reversible technique may be suitable. In this case electrically blown fuses may be
sufficient. Soft switches such as those used with volatile programmable
logic devices may also assume increasing importance in V/SI systems.
1.5.8. Clock and Power Distribution
The design and reliability of power and clock nets are of crucial
importance for WSI systems, as these nets receive less attention than the
other interconnection networks but may have more difficult design constraints lFried, 1986; York, 1988]. These nets are one of the few that must
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Figure 1.17. The switch tree, with the switches being rated according to
their programming method, their stability, whether they can be set only
once (non-reversible) or many times (reversible), their purpose (to connect
or disconnect), the physical mechanism of the device, and the switch
name. This tree is due to lSaucier and Trilhe, 1986].
be global in nature, and so their perfbrmance becomes increasingly important for large systems, as the longest wire can often limit the system clock
speed. Fried [Fried, 1986] analyzes some of the failure modes of the two
nets, and indicates how reconfìguration after faulting might be accomplished. He notes that at the time of design the subset of the nodes which
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will fail is not known, thus leading to an imbalance in the power load.
Using typical values for the sizes of defects, he finds that power net
failures are a problem for chips larger than 2 cm./side. Both hard restructuring (using laser welding and laser and ion-beam enhanced deposition)
and soft restructuring using the switches discussed above could be used.
The possible topologies for the power grid were given as either a square
grid, balanced tree, or a partial grid or tree structure.
For the clock distribution, Fried suggests that it is again possible to
restructure the net so that the distribution of a signal with a minimized
clock skew and clean pulses is achieved. He also discusses local vs. global
clock generation, and mentions more exotic possibilities such as optical
clocking from above the wafer surface. We feel that WSI systems will
probably be used in a non-global clock environment, and so clocking skew
and the reliability problems of global clock nets will not be an issue.
1.6 Massive WSI Systems and Statistical Modeling

Descriptions of the faulty physical layer can be expected to become
more difficult as the size of the system grows, One question which can
then be asked regards the possibility of fabricating massive systems of
thousands or millions of cells in the WSI environment. Hwang [Hwang,
19891 has previously indicated that they will be technologically possible
within a few years. We present the following rough calculations as an estimate of possible WSI array sizes.
one uses present day tecirnoiogy of i.5 ¡tm feature sizes anci constructs a switchless array in which the cells have a microprocessor, 10K
ROM, 200 bytes RAM, i/o buffers, self-test capability and glue logic, one
would have a cell of roughly 2.4 mm on a side [Siena Semiconductor Cell
Reference Guidel. If one- constructs an anay using these cells on a 6"
wafer of area 18,520 mmz it would be possible to place about 1361 cells
in the system, assuming ¡},iat 57o of the area is taken up for local interconnect, lÙVo for extemal buffers and drivers to the outside world, and
assuming that there are $ufficient metal layers to allow power and ground
lines to occupy insignificant additional area. (Triple level metal is already
available from some vendors, and it can be expected that further improvements in fabrication will allow more metal layers, and thus higher packing

ii

densities).

If

one now predicts for the future, we could have 0.25 pm feature
sizes, and so a cell having the same functions would require an edge
lengtlr to 0.24 mm, assuming that algorithmic improvements account for
an additional reduction factor of 1.4 in the edge length of a cell. The
wafer size will be assumed to be the same, and so we will have an anay
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of size 200,790 cells for the same values of interconnect fraction (570) and
Vo pads and drivers (107a). Clearþ,.this can be thought of as a massive
system according to any definition. Such massive systems have been discussed by [Seitz, 1983] where he states that such systems become experiments in physical synchronization methods.
For massive systems, several authors have discussed the use of statistical models for system analysis. As pointed out by [Benes, 1965] and
[Yemini, 1983], it is useful to consider statistical approaches when one is
dealing with a large network. While these two authors cited used statistical mechanical approaches for the analysis of telephone networks and
radio communication networks respectively, the same basic principle
applies to the use of percolation theory for WSI array performance modeling. Therefore, between the fairly exact modeling of Petri nets and queuing theory and the simulation of the system on computer, there lies a statistical set of techniques, one of which is percolation theory. Benes was
one of the first of these statistical modelers, and had the following statement to make about large system modeling, To quote [Benes, 19651 " líke
the physicist, the traffic engineer is faced with the study of an extremely
complex systern whích is best described ín statistical terms". Additional
work on the use of statistical mechanics for telephone networks has been
described by [Bonami, Cutton and Feix, 1981]. ( We note that the relationship between statistical mechanics and percolation theory has been investigated, see [Halley and Dasgupta, 1983] and references therein.)
Hogg and Huberman fHogg and Huberman, 1987] have used some
system theoretic concepts to analyze the performance of software systems
ac a firn¡finn nf cr¡sfctn ciza Fnr aw¡¡nnle +hp¡¡ fnrrrrã thot fn'. an l'o"".i"ti^
search algorithm with probabilistic links, the search size would experience
critical behaviour as the link probability increased through a critical value.
This critical behaviour is exactly analogous to the critical behaviour studied in physics, and they use percolation theory and fluctuation theory to
study the impact of link probability on search performance. Several other
software structures were studied in this way.
As already mentioned, lYemini, 1983] used statistical mechanics to
develop a potential model for messages interacting in a radio network. In
this model, Yemini began with queuing theory, and then showed how the
same system performance analysis could be obtained using the deflnition
of a message potential, which would interact with other messages to allow
the definition of pressure, entropy, and volume. Interesting performance
results could be simply obtained using this model. Yemini also noted that
critical behaviour could occur for large networks, and mentioned that as
system size increases the possibility of critical behaviour also increases.
For Yemini, the stimulus for using general modeling techniques as borrowed from physics arises from the reduction of computational overhead
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and the increased intuition which can be developed using such a method.
Card [Card, 1987] has discussed analogies between massive arrays
and physical models, and has noted that it may be useful to view massive
VLSI arrays as supercrystals. He discusses how some of the concepts of
solid state physics may be transferred to the field of computing arrays.
Further, he noted that the behaviour of an inhomogeneous array, containing two types of cells, may be understandable if one views one of the cells
like a defect in a crystal. These broad analogies were intended to srimulate
interest in the modeling of computational systems using concepts borrowed
from physics.

For massive arrays, like those that can be implemented using WSI
technology, there is therefore a trend towards statistical modeling using
methods bonowed from the natural sciences. Increased intuition, a reduction in computational effort and a reduction in the complexity of the problem can result from such an approach. Percolation theory is one such physical theory which can be used effectively,
Summary
Hopefully, the above descriptions of the present state of WSI design
philosophy, defect modeling, fault-tolerant techniques, and technological
limitations has helped to outline some of the needs of wafer-system
designers. Koren and Pradhan [Koren and Pradhan, 1986] have discussed
the basic problems confronting designers, and have formulated two general
problem statements which they feel are of major practical concem. These
¿---^ --^l^t^---^.
twu Pl uurçl¡l¡t arg.
1..7.

1.

Given an application layer (a set of application
layers) and the physical array that admits these
application(s), what is the minimum size (number of
nodes, silicon area) of the physical layer that can
âdmit the application(s) when t or fewer components
fail?

2.

Given the geometrical structure(s) of an applica.
tion layer (set of application layers), how can a phy.
sical array be designed so that
can provide

it

"efficient" fault.tolerant realization

of

the

application(s)? The term efficient may be defined in
terms of factors such as size of the physical array,
Iength of communication delay between adjacent
application nodes, ease of testing and diagnosis,
reconfi gurabilityo etc.
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In the above problems, they have defined the physical layer as the
actual physical topology, with the faulty and working cells indicated. The
application layer (we called it the virtual layer) is defined as the topology
which is required to support a given application. In this layer all nodes
and links are functioning correctly, Their description of these 2 basic and
important problems is expressed in terms of the embedding design philosophy discussed earlier.
Our basic thesis is that the physical layer can be described using percolation theory, and that the modeling of the physical structure in this way
allows a broad range of results to be expressed in terms of the percolation
properties to be discussed in the next chapter. This modeling approach for
the topology of the physical layer can be seen as one aspect of a general
trend to analyze massive complex computational systems using models
borrowed from physics.
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Chapter 2
Site Percolation Theory for 2-d Lattices
Abstract

Percolation theory, as discussed in this chapter and as used in this
thesis, is basically equivalent to the study of the structure and properties of
binary mixtures. These mixtures are modeled using lattice sites and
bonds, with a bond connecting two nearest-neighbour sites. For binary
mixtures one has, by definition, two types of sites (or bonds) distributed
according to some function. Throughout this study, it is assumed that the
two types of sites (or bonds) are distributed randomly, however percolation theory is equally suitable for non-random distributions. Because of
the simplicity of the model, it has widespread use for any system that can
be modeled as a random binary system. Wafer-scale arrays are in this
category, as will be shown below. In this chapter a survey of basic percolation results is given.
Instead of viewing percolation theory as dealing with random binary
mixtures, one may prefer the definitions given by authorities in this field.
Stauffer lStauffer, 1985] first defines a cluster as a connected set of sites
of the same type, and then says " Percolation theory now deals wíth the
number and properties of these clusters".In Aharony's view [Aharony,
1987] the appearance of the infinite cluster is the important feature. He
explains,

"

Consíder an infinite periodic lattice of sítes. Each site (or
bond) ís occupíed (with probability p) or unoccupíed (with
probability 1-p). Nearest neighbour occupied sites (bonds)
form connected clusters. As p increases from zero, the average size of these clusters increases. For the infinite systetn,
this average size díverges at the percolation threshold, p".
Above p" the system contains an infinite cluster, which connects the edges,"

He does not specifically say what percolation is, however.
Other basic review sources on the subject include [Essam, 1,972), who
deals with percolation theory from a graphical viewpoint, lShante and
Kirþatrick, 19711 who state that
" percolation theory is the theory of the properties of classícal
partícles interacting with a rarulom medium",
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[Shklovskii and Efros, 1984], who say that percolation theory is analogous
to the flow of liquid through a random maze, and lZallen, 19831, who says
that percolation theory is a good model for dealing with severely disordered systems and stochastic geometrical structures. He also says that

" percolation theory deals wíth varying, ín a random system,
the richness of interconnections present".

All of

these viewpoints have merit, and each viewpoint enables the
researcher to visualize different applications for percolation theory.
In addition to the lattice site percolation theory which is the focus of
this chapter, one can also study continuum percolation models [Shklovskii
and Efros, 1984; Balberg, 19871. Also, while this chapter discusses site
percolation, in which the sites are distributed randomly in space, it is also
possible to study bond percolation, in which the bonds are randomly of
one type or another. Site percolation is more applicable for wafer scale
systems, however, because we expect the cells to have a higher fraction of
faults than the wires.
2.1 Combinatorics and the low p region
To describe the properties of percolation theory we begin with a simple lattice, a 10x10 2-dimensional square mesh, as shown in Figure 2.1.
This lattice has a coordination number z, eqral to the number of nearestneighbours of a site, of 4. (Any lattice of dimension d and coordination

'lorri¡oo ."i11 L^ .,a*, ,,ô^f,,t
ñ,,ñlaÁr - ^^-1,7 L"'- L--- vr^vùv¡rt
^L^.añ h^u'Â',." 1-,1
for 'WSI. anays). This lattice has 100 sites and 160 bonds to other sites,
with another 40 bonds being on the exterior of the lattice. The sites are

either filled with probabiiity p or empty with probability 9=1-p, and one
then varies p between 0 and 1 and looks for interesting properties.
The probability per site of finding one filled site surrounded by four
empty neighbours is given by

n,=px(l-p)a

l2.ll

This is called a l-cluster and the four empty sites are called perimeter
sites. By definition, a cluster of s filled sites must be surrounded by a set
of t empty perimeter sites. Because we are assuming random distributions
the presence of a filled site does not affect the state of the other neighbours. The average number of l-clusters on a lattice of size N is equal to
Nxn1.

To flnd the probability of a filled site being part of a larger cluster one
needs only to multiply the probabilities of each of the constituent sites. In

addition, one must account

for all of the possible

configurations and
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Figure 2.1. A 10x10 square-connected lattice. Each site has only 4 neighbours. Here, the number N of sites on the lattice, equai to its size, is 100.
orientations. For example, for a ciuster of size s=2 there is only one
conflguration possible, the straight line. However, there are 2 discemible
orientations of that line on the 2-d square mesh, the vertical and the horizontal. Thus, the probability per site that a randomly chosen filied site is a
particular site of a 2-cluster is given by

nz=gsp2(1-p),

lz.2)

where gr'.=2 accounts for the number of discemible orientations, or rotåtions, that are allowed for that cluster. The symbol t denotes the number of
empty sites on the perimeter of the cluster. For the 2-cluster t=6.
The probability of landing on a 2-c1uster, given that one randomly
picks one of the filled sites, is equal to 2xn2, because there, are 2 sites
which one can choose. More generally, the expression for ail values of s is
sxn' with this expression being correct in the range p<pc. The probability
per site is used because one wishes to express the properties in a manner
which does not vary with lattice size.
For larger clusters one has the general expression
12.31
}g*P'q'
,k
where q=l-p. The values of gsr and t which can be expected can be

n, =

clarified by considering the 3, 4 and S-cluste¡s.
For the 3-cluster on the square lattice there are 2 different rotationally
equivalent configurations, as shown in Figure 2.2. Rotationally equivalent
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Figtre 2.2. The two different rotationally equivaient 3-clusters of a square
lattice.

simply means that we do not define a cluster as being different from
another if one can be translated and rotated into the other one. The values
of t are 8 and 7, respectively, and the values of g'- are 2 and 4. This is
because the comer 3-cluster can be rotated through the angie nl2 four
times. The line conflguration always has g* equai to 2. The probability
that a filled site is a member of a 3-cluster is then
ns = 2xp3q8 + 4xp3q7
t2.4)
The póssible 4-clusters are shown in Figure 2.3: There are seven con-

nected configurations

on the

square lattice, and again these

are

rotationally-equivalent. The expression for the probability per site of being
a specific member of the 4 ciuster is then
n4.= pax(2q10

+

8qe

+

13q8)
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Figure 2.3. The seven 4-clusters of a square lattice

As a final

example, ',ve have drawn the allowed 5-cluster
conflgurations for the square lattic'e, as shown in Figure 2.4, The value of
n5 is then
n5 =

p5x(2q12+l2qtL+32qr0+20qe+1q8)

t2.61
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Figure 2.4. The eighteen S-clusters of a square lattice.

Hopefully these brief illustrations of counting the gst values and
measuring the number of perimeter sites t has begun to convince the
reader that the exact enumeration of the configurations for large values of
s will be extremely difficult. As Stauffer [Stauffer, 1985] points out, even
for small s values of 15 or 20 the number of configurations has already
increased to values over 10,000. Attempts at measuring and counting these
values have been published by the King's College group, as reviewed by
Stauffer. Also remember that for each lattice that is used for percoiation
theory modeling one needs to reconsider the manner in which gr, and t
vary (ie. as the coordination number z increases both gr, and t increase
also.) For this reason also the exact counting methods are too tedious.
With regard to the number of perimeter sites it is possible to bound
their behaviour very generally. First, there is a minimum value for the perimeter as a function of cluster size, as the perimeter must increase at least
as fast as s1/2. That is, the most compact s-cluster, configured in the shape
a circle (in dimensions) witl have such a perimeter length

of

2
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dependence. There is also a maximum perimeter value associated with the
s-cluster in the form of a line. This perimeter is equal to 2x(s+1). It has
been found that for large clusters the average value of the perimeter
increases linearly with s as t = as [Stauffer, 1985]. The value of the constant a can then be used to characterize clusters. Thus both the values of t
and the coefficients g., for a given value of s are not known exactly.
Another, more fundamental, reason for avoiding the exact enumeration
method is because the series expressions which can be used to approximate the gr, coefficients become non-analytic as a critical value of p is
approached [Essam, L972]. Thls means that if one expresses the probability of finding the various cluster sizes in a series expansion, and then
wishes to use a truncatgd version of that series to approximate the average
cluSter size, the terms which are dropped are larger than the lower-order
terms which are kept. The difficulties of the exact approach to percolation
theory has been discussed by [Wierman, 1983].
Because of the relation between n. and the number of s-clusters on a
lattice, it is possible to use simulation to frnd the n, values as a function of
probability p. This is done by simulating a random distribution of filled
sites (in the manner described by [Stauffer, 1985]), counting the average
number of s-clusters on the lattice, and dividing by lattice size. Many
different distributions for a given value of p must be produced and measured in order to obtain these average values. Our results are shown in Figve 2,5, These values are interpreted as the number of s-clusters per site,
and all of the probabilities are extremely small. Of greater interest will be
the weighted probabilities for the various clusters, as discussed below.
For the values of p<pc one k¡ows that all sites are part of a finite
cluster. In this case the value of p is given by the sum of the probabiiities
of each of the clusters,
smax

p= Isns
FI

t2.7)

The probability of selecting a cluster of size s if one randomly selects a
frIled site in the lattice can then be expressed as ws = sxn*/p. This expression is correct for the low p region, p<p". To simulate this probability one
counts the average number of s-clusters on the lattice, divides by the lattice size N to obtain n' and then multiplies by the cluster size s. The
results are shown in Figure 2.6, in which the probability of obtaining a
cluster of the various sizes is shown against the normalized cluster size,
equal to sA{. This data is for 500 distributions on a 20x20 lattice. There is
a transition from a lattice that has mostly small clusters at low values of p
to one which has a significant probability of having a large cluster for
p=0.58. (One cannot include the infìnite, or percolating, cluster in this
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Figure 2.5. The number n. of s-clusters per site for a square lattice. The
value of n. equals the measured number of s-clusters on the lattice divided
by the lattice size. The normalized cluster size is equal to the cluster size
divided by the lattice size.
measurement if the lattice is of infinite size, but we have included it in our
data because of the small lattice size which was used for the simulation).
While the above cluster size distributions reveal the variations which
can be expected at a given value of p, the next property of interest is the
average size S of the finite clusters. For a given value of p this is
expressed as

g=

!w.xs

t2.81

s

where w, was found above. For this sum the infinite cluster is excluded,
because if it is not the average cluster size for p>p. will simply equal the
infinite cluster size, which, for a finite lattice, is still a large but finite
value. The behaviour of the average cluster size has been investigated previously fShante and Kirkpatrick, 1971], and is shown in Figure 2.7.Tlte
fraction of sites on the finite clusters, the fraction of sites on the infinite
cluster, and the average cluster size is plotted here for all values of p for a
tree with a coordination number of 4. The average cluster size will diverge
to infinity as a critical value of p is approached, indicating that larger and
larger clusters become probable. As well, the fraction of sites on the finite
clusters reaches a maximum at the percolation threshold, while the fraction
of sites on the infinite cluster only begins to increase there. For this tree
with coordination number 4, the fraction of sites on the finite clusters goes
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Figure 2.6. Cluster size distributions as a function of normalized cluster
sizê for the low p region are shown for several values of p. As p increases
the probability of finding larger clusters increases'

to 0 at p=0.6. This behaviour is qualitatively the same for square lattices,
with the average cluster size diverging at a value of Pc = 0.593. However,
for the square lattice the behaviour of the fraction of sites on the infinite
cluster is different near the critical value. For the tree this fraction
increases rapidty but smoothly, but for the square. lattice there is a step
ñrnction inciease from 0 just beiow p. io a'oout 0.40 jusî a'oove p.' This is
discussed further below.
To further understand the distribution of clusters on the lattice in the
low p region one can measure the number of clusters as a function of p' In
Figuie 2.8 is shown our simulation results for the average num-ber of-clusteri as a function of probability, for lattice sizes from 30x30 to 60x60.
There is a maximum in the number of clusters at a probability of about
0.3.
Another method of measuring the cluster properties uses the idea of
fractals and the box-counting method. In this method one is interested in
discovering how the cluster mass within a specified distance from a central
site varies as a function of the distance from that central site. To measure
the spatial distribution of the clusters one takes a box of area L2 and
counti the number of filted sites which are both inside the box and which
are part of the same cluster as the cenÍal site. As one increases the value
of L from 1 and as one also averages over all of the cluster sites as center
site, it has been found that the measured mass M is related to the length L
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Figure 2.7. The average fraction of sites on the finite clusters (a), the average fraction of sites on the infinite cluster (b), and the average finite cluster size S(p) (c), for a 4-tree. This figure is due to [Shante and Kirkpatrick,
19711. The values of curves (a) and (b) are given on the left vertical axis,
with the right vertical axis equal to the values for the average finite cluster
size.

as [Aharony, 1987]

M(L)=AoLÐo+AILD'+ ArLD'¡ : "

l2,gl

These values of Di are called mass exponents, and describe how the mass
varies with the length. The values of Di are not equal to 2. (Notice that
if one was simply mea-suring the number of filled sites inside the box the
mass would scale as L2. In the definition above, we count only those sites
which are both filled and connected to the cent¡al site). If we measure the
values of Di as a function of p it is found that as p approaches p. the
values converge to D=1.89. This unique structure, which is described by
only the single value of D, is called a statisticaily seif-similar fractal. For
a review of several definitions of fractals, one can read [Mandelbrot,
Gefen, Aharony and Peyiere, 19851.
The distribution of cluster mass about this average value has also been
described, and is expressed as [Aharony, 1987]
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where C is called the lacunarity of the cluster and L is the length of the
box. The value of C is expected to describe the average size of the lakes
inside the cluster, as discussed by [Kapitulnik, Aharony, Stauffer and
Deutscher, 1983; Aharony, 19871. (Lakes are regions of empty sites
which nre cnmnletelv srrtro¡nded hv
a chrster- fn the first few
narasranhs
--l-----o---r
-J - -------'
when we were discussing the allowed s-clusters on the square lattice it
was not possible to construct a connected cluster with a lake, because we
only considered clusters up to size 5. Lakes occur flrst for clusters of size
s=7 on the square lattice, with such a cluster having a lake of size 1).
Notice that the above mass variation is a function of the length L of the
box. This means that as one increases the box length there is an increasing
chance that larger and larger lakes will be uncovered, leading to the wide
fluctuations in the expression above. More generally, the ktn moment about
the mean is given by

<Mk>-<M>k=cL2k

íz.Ltl

These moments are widely spread and indicate that large fluctuations about
the average values can occur. Such large variations should have some
implication for any system which is describable using percolation theory.
Instead of using the cluster size as a parameter, one can measure
instead the radius of gyration, R' which is the average Euclidean distance
between all of the sites on a cluster of size s. This is equal to
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i=j is allowed. The Euclidean distance is equal to

dB=((xi-x¡)2+

(vr-v)2)''"

t2.r3l

where x and y are the Euclidean coordinates of a site in the square lattice.
These Euclidean distances are insensitive to any details about the cluster
structure and do not change as p changes.
It is interesting to consider how the radius varies with cluster size s.
For the line configuration R, q, s. This is the least dense configuration.
The most dense configuration, the circle, wiil have a radius increasing as
R, u' si/2. We can therefore expect a relation between the cluster radius
and the cluster mass (equal to the number of sites in the cluster) as

R, d

sD*

t2.L4)
where 1 > DR > U2 might be expected because neither the most or least
dense cluster would be the average cluster. Just such a behaviour occurs.
The value of D* is equal to llD, where D is the mass dimension equal to
1.89 for 2-d lattices [Aharony, 1987; Stauffer, 1985]. The measurement of
D was discussed above.
One can obtain more general information on the structure of the filled
sites for a given value of p by calculating the average value of the
Euchdean radius. This is called the connectedness length e, and it is one
of the most fundamental parameters in the percolation model. It is defined
ôô ilia avñÂ/.'fazl "al'ra nf the ra,.lirrc fnr q oir¡an r¡clrrc nf n
enrl ic
¡v e¡¡ntessed
rt t$¡e

as [Aharony, 1987]
R?s2n"
- _ 5.__Ì_____Ì

" f >'h,
pz

tZ.Isl

s

Here, szn, is the probability that a given functioning cell is part of a cluster of s sites times the number of chances that one has of landing on that
cluster, which is s. The connectedness length diverges to infinite values as
p. is approached from above and below. Kapitulink et. al. [Kapitulnik,
Aharony, Deutscher and Stauffer, 19831 have measured the value of e on a
square lattice with respect to the parameter p-pc. They found that for p-p,
=0.035 the value of e was 15, and for p-p" =0.022 the value was 21. In
practice, percolation theorists-state that.the connectedness"length has.a
value above for values of p satisfying I p-p" | /p. <0'1. Using this
guideline, fractal behaviour and scaling exponents will be important for
square lattices when the value of p lies between 0.53 and 0'65.

I
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To summarize, for p<p. on an infinite lattice all of the clusters are
flnite. As a critical value of p. is approached the average finite cluster size
diverges to infinity, as does the average radius. At low values of p the
cluster size distributions have a maximum near 1, but as the value of p. is
approached there is a significant probability of obtaining clusters of many
sizes. Very close to pc a very large, or inflnite, cluster arises.

2.2, The Critical Region
In the previous section it was observed that both the average cluster
size and the connectedness length diverge to infinity as some vâlue p = p"
is approached. At this value of p an infinite cluster arises which spans the
system and coruiects all sides of the system to one another. The size of
this cluster is on the same order of magnitude as the system size, and if
the size of the square lattice is increased towards the limit of inflnity the
ratio of infrnite cluster size to lattice size converges to a finite non-zero
value [Essam, 1972; Shante and Kirþatrick, l97l]. It is from this property that the name infinite cluster is derived. This ratio is denoted as P(p)
and is discussed further below. Notice that no other cluster on the lattice
has this property, and thus there is only one of these infinite clusters, This
point is discussed by [Shklovskii and Efros, 1984].
Table

Lattice
Honeycomb
Square
Hexasonal
Octaeonal

Diamond
Simple Cubic
Bodv Centered Cubic
Face Centered Cubic

p.(site)

p^6ond)

0.70
0.59
0.50
0.41
0.43
0.31
0.25
0.20

0.65
0.50
0.35

0.39
0.25
0,18
0,12

Table 2.1. The critical probability values for several types of lattices.
Three planar 2-d lattices, ttre2-d octagonal lattice, and four 3-d lattices are
shown, as well as values for both site and bond percolation. These values
are taken from [Stauffer, 1985].

For the moment, let's concentrate on the value of p". For the 2-d
square lattices used so far for illustration, the value of p. is 0.5932. The
values of p" for several other connection topologies are given in Table 2'1.
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Notice that as the coordination number increase the threshold decreases,
and as the dimensionality of the lattice increases the threshold also
decrease. Values for both site and bond percolation have been included for
completeness. The threshold for bond percolation is generally iower than
that of site percolation.
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Figure 2.9. The percolation probability as a function of site probability for
several values of lattice size,

The fraction of sites that are part of the infinite cluster are denoted by
1-LL:--41-- ---1--lì/-\
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finite value near 0.4 as the threshold is exceeded. For smaller lattices the
transition region from small finite clusters to infinite cluster is not as
abrupt, and the sharp edges are smoothed. This is shown in Figure 2.9, in
which the percolation probability for the square lattice is plotted as a function of p, Several lattice sizes are shown, and we note that as the lattice
size increases the transition from a lattice without an infinite cluster to one
with an infinite cluster becomes increasingly sharp. The increase of P(p)
just below threshold can be desc¡ibed by the expression

r(p/. ¡or large

P(p) a

(p-p.¡-Ê

l2.t6l

where B is equal to 5136 [Stauffer, 1985]. One can see the great sensitivity
of the infinite cluster probability to the value of p in the critical region.
We note that for an inflnite lattice, in which the value of P(p)=O for alL
p<pc by definition, the value of p is only specifred for values of p above
threshotd. For all finite lattices, however, it is possible to have a changing
value of P(p) both above and below threshold.
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Figure 2.10. The probability that a distribution percolates as a function of
p. Several lattice sizes are shown, and this property becomes a step function as lattice size increases.

It is worth mentioning that the probability that a given distribution

In Figure 2.10 we
probability
that a distribution pershow our simulation results for the
colates as a function of p for several lattice sizes, This property becomes a
step function for massive lattices. Below threshold it is 0 and above it is 1.
if one cieflnes two vaiues oî p, p(9ûVo) anci p(i07o), as Íhe vaiues of p at
which 907o arrd l07o of the distributions percolate, it is possible to defrne
the width of a percolation transition region as p(90Vo)-p(I0Vo) lStauffer,
19851, This width varies with the lanice size (Lr) as l;rry, where v is 4/3.
If instead one is interested in the number of filled sites which are part
of the infinite cluster, this is equal to P(p)/p. This property is shown in
Figure 2.11, and illustrates that about half of the filled sites are part of the
cluster as the value of p, is reached. Note that all of the fllled sites are
connected together when p reaches about 0.80 for the square array.
In Figure 2.12 is shown a typical view of a 2-d array, consisting of
400 cells. The value of p is 0.60 in this picture, and the infinite, or spanning, cluster is numbered 1. While the critical value for a 2-d square array
is 0.5932, 0.60 is close enough, for our purposes, to discuss the connectivity near the critical cell yield value. Notice that the structure of the
cluster is very tenuous, includes many dead-ends, and has a large perimeter. Notice also that there are several small clusters accessible from the i/o
ports. Pictures such as these give an indication of the greal geometric
complexity of the infinite cluster.
percolates is different from the percolation probability.
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Figure 2.11. The fraction of fiIled sites on the infinite cluster is measured
by P(p)/p, shown here for several lattice sizes as a function of site probability.
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Figure 2,I2. A typical picture of a square lattice with a value p=0.62. We
usé this figure to discuss the connectivity properties near the critical probability of 0.5932. Each cluster is number uniquely'

Due to this complex geometrical structure, the techniques of fractal
description can be usèd toãdvantage. Fractals occur naturally in.percolation theory as has already been seen. Using the box-counting method, and
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all of the sites as centers, we obtain the average mass
M(L) for the infinite cluster. As already discussed, at p=pc a single
averaging over

exponent value holds between the length and the mass

as

LÞ

M(L) s
l2.r7l
The value of D for 2-d arrays is about 1.89 or 1.9. This value of D
implies that the infinite cluster can be described as a fractionally dimensioned object, or fractal. This observation has profound implications for
the properties of the object, and implies that all manner of scaling relationships are obtainable for the relationships between the system connectivity,
kinetic properties and the value of L, which is the Euclidean length
between any two sites [Stanley, 1986]. Several illustrations of such relationships are as follows.
On the infinite cluster choose any two cells, one as the source and one
as the destination. Alt of the cluster cells will then either contribute to at
least one of the paths between the two cells, and will thus be called backbone cells, or will be called dangling bonds because they do not lie on any
of the paths. The total mass of the backbone cells varies with L, the distance between the source and destination, as

Ms(L) a

Lh

t2.181

where D"=l.S is the backbone mass dimension. Again, the value of the
exponent D" indicates that the backbone is a fractal object. Of course, Dt
is less than or equal to D, because at most all of the cluster sites are on
the backbone. In Figure 2.13 we have extracted the infinite cluster from
the previous figure. If one chooses any two sites on the infinite cluster it
can be seen that only a fraction of the cluster sites will contribute to at
least one path.
The dangling bond mass can also be measured, and one finds that this
mass also increáses as LD ¡Stanley, 19861. ([Stanley, 1986] calls these
dangling bonds the yellow bonds in his work, presumably because they are
afraid to contribute to a path between the two cells.) This exponent value
indicates that most of the cluster mass is contained in the dangling bonds,
with the backbone section contributing only a small. way. The only
difference between the dangling bond mass and the cluster mass is there'
fore contained in the coefficients in front of the expression. Because D is
greater than 1 a smaller and smaller percentage of the infinite cluster cells
participate to paths as the source to destination distance increases. Also, if
the pairs of cells used as source and destination are changed, different
cells may form the backbone and dangling bonds.
If one now measures the shortest of the backbone paths, the shortest
path scales with L as 4nin, where dfn¡l =1'15 for 2'd lattices. Note that
because the value of d,n6 is greater than unity the shortest path length
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Figure 2.i3. The inflnite cluster from the previous figure. Note the tortuousity of the path between any two points.
increases faster than linear. That is, if one doubles the distance between
the source and destination the increase in the distance is on average 2t'15'
One might imagine that the backbone is a structure which has loops
upon loops of bonds and sites with a complicated and extensive network
of connectivity, It rurns out however, that there are bonds and sites on the
backbone which are coÍtmon to all of the paths between the two sites. The
number of bonds is denoted by n1 fAharony, 1987], and it scales with
length L with the exponent Pr=l. The sites on either end of these bonds
wiil be critically important, as any disconnection of them disconnects the
two sites from one another and decreases the size of the infinite cluster.
Aharony calls these bonds singly connected bonds.
One can also define the doubly connected bonds, for which disconnecting both of them disconnects the two sites from one another. The
number n2 of these pairs also obeys a scaling law of the form [Aharony,
79871 n2oy2Þ" oLar, Tlne value of v is 4/3 and so the number of such
n2 bonds increases with ttie distance between the sites more rapidly than
does the number of n1 bonds.
All of the above relationships have expressed that properties scale
with length by a fractional exponent. The relationship between these properties and the parameter (p'p.) can also be discussed, however it is
beyond the scope of this introduction to percolation theory. We do note,
however, that the variation of the connectedness length has been expressed
as [Aharony, 1987]
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where the value of v is about 413 for the 2-d arrays of interest here. In
addition, Aharony has stated that the behaviour of all of the properties
listed above as a function of L can also be expressed as a function of cluster size by replacing L by sl/D,
Throughout this section, little mention has been made of specific topoIogies, except to state the values of exponents for the 2-d case. The
surprising fact about these exponents is that they are dimensionally invariant, which means that they do not depend on the exact interconnection
topology, but only on the dimension of the anay. That is, the infinite cluster at pc for the triangular, square, and hexagonal array is described by the
same numbers.

2,2.Ã, Models for the Infinite Cluster
The infinite cluster above and at threshold is of such structural complexity that it is usually modeled by a simpler construction when one
wishes to obtain analytical results. There are several models which can be
used, but there appears to be no agreement on which is most appropriate
'
[Redner, 1983].
The nodes and links model is referred to as the SSDG (SkalShklovskii-De Gennes) model lshklovskii and Efros, 1984; Stanley, 1986;
Coniglio, i9821, and assumes that the backbone of the inflnite cluster has
a characteristic size of the same order of magnitude as the connectedness
length e. This characteristic size is equal to the average Euclidean disfance T. hetwppn frwn no¿1es Tf is assnmed that the "links" nf the heckhnne
are of topological length L'>> L, with L' s (p-pJ-u . For p near p. the
2-d lattice has thus evolved into a structure which has both global and
local structure. The global structure is related to the way in which the
nodes are connected, whereas the local strucfure would consist of a
description of how the interior of the nodes are connected, Previous
authors have considered the nodes to be fractal (because the radius of the
nodes is less than the connectedness length), with the global structure
being Euclidean. Figure 2.14 is a schematic representation of this modei
[Shklovskii and Efros, 1984], where the difference between the lengths L'
and L is apparent. This model is ill-suited for 2-d lattices, because one
still needs to account for the large number of dangling bonds.
A modification to the SSDG model which makes it more suitable for
2-d applications consists of identifying the red and blue bonds on the
backbone [Coniglio, 1982; Shklovskii and Efros, 1984; Stanley, 1986].
The red bonds, previously denoted by n1 are those which are singlyconnected, indicating that any disconnection of them would disconnect the
source and destination from one another. The blue bonds, which have two
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t

Figure 2.L4. The SSDG model, in which nodes are separated by a Euclidean distance e, and where the links rvhich connect the nodes are of length
L> e. Dead ends make up most of the mass of the infinite cluster at threshold. The dead-ends are not shown.

or more parailei paths between their endpoints, make up the rest of the
bonds on the backbone. Because the definition of ttre blue bonds implies
that there exist two or more paths in parallei these areas are called biobs,
and thus this modified version of the SSDG modei is called the nodeslinks-blobs model [Stanley, 1986; Coniglio, 1982]. It is found that the
number oi red boncis increases with iengrh as L-1, which inciicates that as
the distance L between the source and destination inc¡eases the number of
critical bonds increases linearly. This has been discussed above.
The size distribution of the blobs has been studied by lStaniey, 1986]
where it has been shown that the probability P, of finding a blob consisting of s sites decreases as
l2.2ol
= sxns s s-üD
A picture of a typical backbone is shown from this work in Figure 2.15,
and the size distribution of the blobs is evident. The distribution of the
Iengths of the strings has also been investigated, where it was found that
the number nn of red ii¡ks of length m decreases exponentially with m
[Stanley, 1986]. Therefore, long red links are not very probable but there
is only a slow decrease in the probability of finding a large blob. We
therefore expect blobs of many sizes to be found.
Another model which may be uselui for future investigators of WSI
arrays is the random comb. It can be used to calculate some of the kinetic
properties of the percolation clusters [Haviin and Ben-Avraham' 1987;
Ps
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Figure 2.15. A typical backbone as found by [Stanley, 1986]. The blobs
are distributed over a wide range of sizes.
Bunde, 19871, and is particularly useful for discussing the inpact of the
dangling bonds. It is shown in Figure 2.16. Tlne random comb featu¡es a
single backbone path, which curves about in space, and which has teeth of
varying lengths extending from it. The length of these teeth is the important quantity. If the teeth length is distributed exponentially, the random
comb is suitable for modeling the region p> pc, however if the lengths are
distributed according to a power-law the region of p=pc is being modeled.
To realistically model 2-d lattices additional complications, in the form of
loops which join the backbone at two points, must be introduced. Analytical results become more difficult with this modei.
To obtain aciciitionai fractai modeis of iire ciusier struoiure one caR
refer to [Mandetbrot, Gefen, Aha¡ony and Peyieir, 1985] and references
therein. I¡r the future these structures may also prove useful for faulty
anay analysis.

A

B
Figure 2.16. The random comb, in which teeth extend from a backbone
which connects the source A and destination B.
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2.3. Properties Above Threshold
All of the above scaling laws were discussed strictly for the critical
value of p.. These same exponents are applicable to values of p above and
below p. if we keep the length L less than the connectedness length, e. If
the length is increased above e the scaling exponents will return to their
normal Euclidean values. It has already been noted that the value of e
decreases rapidly as one moves away from p., and so the fractal scaling
behaviour will only be observed if p-p./p" <0.10. That is, e will become
approximately 1 on a square lattice as the site probability increases above
0.65. (While the above definition of the connectedness length pertains to
the filled 3ites, there will be an analogous definition for the empty sites).
To describe the structure of the inf,nite cluster for p>0'65, one may
need to introduce new models. Such models could be based on the lake
size distribution that is found for a given value of p or could be based on
models for the infinite cluster, much like the three models already mentioned above. In chapter 4 we discuss a model for the infinite cluster for
p>0.65, and use it to interpret embedding performance, In that chapter we
also discuss, among other properties, the distribution of P(p) as a function

of p.
There are many additional properties of the topological strucfure
which we have not discussed. These properties may be useful for future
analysis of faulty arrays, and could be introduced at that time. Discussions
of hull properties can be found in lStanley, 1986], where the lake-front
and ocean-front behaviour are also presented. Discussions of kinetic
behaviour on the percolation clusters may be of interest for some investigators lsee Stanley, 1986; Liu, l9E7; Stautter, 19851. The kinetic properties may be related to arm embedding performance and communication
properties on the faulty anay, as previously discussed [Mclæod, Schellenberg, and Hortensius, 19891, but future work will be needed to establish
such a relationship. It can be expected that the literature of percolation
theory witl continue to grow, and so additional applications should result.
2.4. Non-Random Percolation and Other Models
I¡stead of using only random distributions of filled and empty sites
one can discuss percolation theory for other statistical distributions. As
well one could study the effect of increasing the complexity of the lattice
elements. [Redner,. 1983] and lStauffer, Coniglio and Adam, 1983] have
dealt with several different models.
For example, in correlated percolation one allows an attractive force to
exist betweerr those sites which are already fllled and the probability of
filling for neighbouring sites. This model is identical to the Ising model
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used for magnetics. Using this physical analogy, one can identify a temperature, T, which can be varied to yield a continuously changing value
for the percolation threshold. For T increasing to o" the percolation threshold approaches the value it has for a random distribution. For T decreasing towards 0 the attractive force causes incteased clustering of the faults,
and leads to a decrease in the percolation threshold. This increased clustering effect might be very-well suited for modeling realistic non-random
wafer defect distributions. Instead of an attractive force, one can also
allow a repulsive force. Again for T increasing the threshold approaches
that of the random model used throughout this paper, however for low
values of T the percolation threshold increases. For both of these models
the values of the exponents do not change with temperature. This is very
surprising, as one would expect that an increased clustering for example,
would cause changes in the behaviour. This is not the case, These
exponents, therefore, are quite insensitive to the structural differences
which are present at small length scales.
Stauffer et al. [Stauffer, Coniglio and Adam, 1983] also investigated
several models in which the character of the bonds was allowed to vary
and the definition of cluster and percolation was altered. They conclude
with the statement that the critical exponents will only vary for a new
model " if the modification intoduced can be seen on a scale whÌch may
become infinitely large ". For this reason we expect the scaling exponents
to be invariant for all of the distributions of interest for WSI arrays.
Further work on generalizing the use of percolation theory can be found in
lRedner, 1983], where the percolation model for directed graphs was studied. Directed graphs may model specific kinds of systolic arrays, and
thus may find application in wafer scale anays a1so. In the next chapter
we will present some of our simulation results using non-random distributions of cells.
An additional model, called polychromatic percolation, has been discussed by LZallen, 19831. h this model there are more than two types of
sites and/or bonds distributed in the lattice. A variety of effects are found,
but the basic result from all of the above variations to random percolation
theory is that percolation properties are still observed even with wide
differences in the way in which sites, bonds, and properties are defined.

Summary
In this chapter we have reviewed some of the basic structural properties of percolation theory. There is a large number of researchers using
this model in various disciplines, and so if it is possible to establish a relationship between percolation theory and Vy'SI anays there may be broad
impücátions for the diagnosis of the performance of these systems' More

7l
results may be of interest for wafer-scale arrays, and the basic references
given at the beginning of the chapter can be used to explore other properties.
'We have also noted that the fractal behaviour which is of such interest
to scientists occurs in a fairly narrow range about p.. For the square lattice, we expect to observe fractal scaling laws for 0,53<p<0.65. Because
most of the previous work on percolation theory is concerned with these
fractal scaling laws and the values of the exponents, it may be necessary
for WSI anay investigators to discover new structural models that can be
used over a wider range of p.
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Chapter 3
Modeling Switchless WSI Arrays
Using Percolation Theory
Abstract

In the previous two chapters percolation theory and wafer-scale systems have been reviewed. In this chapter we present the relationship
between the two areas and discuss the modeling of the physical structure
of the faulty array and the resulting performance properties. The performance analysis which is presented here is quite general and we hope to
stimulate investigation into a broad range of areas. In particular, the performance measures which are discussed include: the embedding of virtual
graphs onto faulty anays, the communication efflciency of faulty arrays,
the reliability of faulty arrays, and structural speedup bounds for fauity
affays.

The possibility of modeling the scale-up behaviour of faulty arrays
using the critical exponents is also mentioned, and simulation results for
the percolation properties of non-random fault distributions are presented.
These results confirm that the percolation behaviour is also exhibited by
non-random cell fault distributions.
Percolation theory is a modeling technique which can act as a supplement to other system pedormance models, and will allow more detailed
investigations into the effect of strucrure on computational properties.
Introduction

Many designs for regularly-structured fault-tolerant VLSI and WSI
arrays have been presented [Manning 1977; Aubusson and Catt, 1978;
Greene and El-Gamal, 1984; Leighton and læiserson, 1985; Evans, 1986;
Koren and Pomeranz, 1986; Koren and Pradhan, 1987; Negrini, Sami and
Stefanelli, 1987; Negrini and Stefanelli, 1986; Sami and Stefanelli, 1987;

Singh, 1988; Lombardi, Sami and Stefanelli, 1989; Negrini, Sami and
Stefanelli, 1989; Wang, Cutler and Su, 1989; Yung, Little, Etchells and
Nash, 19891. In all of these studies, however, little mention has been made
about the connection topology of the cell fault distributions. Perhaps this is
because such details are not very important if one is using dynamic
reconfiguration, restructurable VLSI, or discretionary wiring techniques,
because the good cells which exist will simply be connected up into a
working system. In this case, the information one is interested in includes
the fraction of good cells which are present and the probability that there
will be a certain number of good cells inside a given area lcreene and
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El-Gamal, 1984; Leighton and læiserson, 19851.
For the switchless anay an analysis of the cell fault distribution is
much more important however, as this system must use whatever interconnectedness is present for the embedding process. (ie. for switched arrays
one is interested in the number of working cells inside a{L area, whereas
for switchless affays one is interested in the number of connected working
cells inside an area. Theso two issues are addressed by different
approaches, one from fault distribution statistics (Gaussian, etc, ) and the
other from percolation theory). The importance of the flaw pattem was
noted by [Manning, 1977], who stated that a knowledge of the flaw pattem should allow the performance of the embedding process to improve.
While he did not present a description of the flaw patterns at that time,
such a description is possible using percolation theory. This theory and
model, brought over from the natural sciences, studies the corìnectivity
properties of random and non-random lattices. It has been widely applied
to the study of ferromagnets [Essam, 1972], miuocrystalline structures
[Schellenberg and Mclæod, 1988], phase transitions and critical
phenomena [Stanley, 1986; Aharony, t987; Liu, 1987], and now we would
like to outline its application to the study of switchless array performance.

We feel that this model provides a useful framework with which

to
approach the design of wafer-scale systems.
Two previous papers [Greene and El-Gamal, 1984; [æe and Freider,
19871 have mentioned the use of percolation theory for faulty arrays.
[Greene and El-Gamal, 1984] mentioned that there existed a percolation
probability, which is equal to the fraction of working cells of a given
hterconnection slnJct'rre which are co¡nected in one nnassive cluster. They
used percolation analysis to discuss the problem of connecting up a chain
of active elements n a 2-d switched array, and they found bounds for their
embedding success in this way. A more analytical treaünent of percolation
theory is discussed in lV/ierman, 1983], Wierman notes that limited
analytical results are available due to the difficulty of the problem. Also,
one may be interested in relating random graph theory to percolation
theory. In random graph theory a giant component has been found to arise
very suddenly as one adds edges to a set of nodes [Bollobas, 1987]. This
giant component is a direct analogue of the infinite cluster described in the
previous chapter, and has been previously discussed with regard to WSI
anays [Leighton and Leiserson, 1985].
[Lee and Freider, 1987] also used percolation theory, and discussed
how the size of the infinite cluster limited the size of the embedding that
could be obtained. They studied the embedding of arms, trees, and grids
into a switchless affay which experienced both cell and wire faults, and
showed how the performance of the embedding algorithms followed the

percolation probability. Recently [Negrini, Sami, and Stefanelli, 1989]
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have discussed the importance of the largest connected set of cells, and
have provided simulation results showing how the size of the largest connected set varies with system size and cell yield. While this largest connected set is equivalent to the infinite cluster of percolation theory, they
have not discussed any properties of percolation theory nor do they mention the largest connected set in this context.
Previous methods used for the analysis of faulty array performance
include the Markov state-space model, which allows one to describe how
the system state moves about in state space [Koren and Breuer, 1984;
Koren and Pradhan, 19871, and queuing theory or Petri nets, as is done for
multicomputer systems [Marsan, Balbo and Conte, i986], Percolation
theory can act as an additional technique, and we feel it may be useful to
use these models in concert. For example, one can use percolation theory
to obtain the average array structure and can then perform a queuing
analysis on that structure. The exploration of the relation between these
models is left as Íìn open question.
In order to apply percolation theory to IVSI anays we model the array
a
by graph which has the same topology. In this model, the sites represent
the cells and the the edges represent the wires which connect the cells.
The location of the sites would roughly correspond to the middle of the
cells. For a regularly structured system in which the cells are of equal size
and function, there is no need to vary the site size to reflect any detail in
the cell structure. A bond could represent either a bit-serial communication
channel or an n-bit bus and its associated hardware, depending on rhe
application for the model and the desired detail. Bonds corild also be used
for indicatins the nosition of the clock- Þ-----_--r_..----.--'--.--Þ^.
Eround and nower lines althnroh
this is not of concem for us in this thesis.
To employ this graph model one then assigns a state to each of the
elements. We allow the sites to be either filled or empty, with the filled
sites representing the working cells and the empty sites representing those
cells which have experienced permanent failure due to processing faults.
If we then allow the faulty cells (empty sites) to be randomly distributed
in the graph, one would expect that the percolation properties as discussed
in the previous chapter would be of interest.
We feel that two basic questions which must be addressed in this
chapter are:

(1) how is the analogy between the two areas of percolation
theory and wafer-scale arrays defined? and
(2) do non-random fault distributions also display the percolation behaviour?
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The answer to the first question will be given by presenting our analysis.
Although this analysis is introductory in nature, much of the discussion of
these array properties in terms of percolation properties is unique to this
research. It will be seen below that percolation theory is most accurate for
the modeling of switchless arrays, although specific switched array designs
may also be affected by percolation analysis. The answer to the secõnd
question will verify that the non-random cell fault distributions also
display percolation properties, and thus percolation properties are of
interest for wafer-scale systems. To the best of our knowledge this is the
first discussion of the percolation properties of non-random distributions in
the context of faulty arrays.
In section 3.1 the motivation for considering switchless WSl anays is
presented. In section 3.2 we present the analogy between percolation
theory and switchless arrays, and discuss the following performance measures:

(1) embedding of graphs into faulty arrays;
(2) reliability measures for embedded systems;
(3) communication on the embedded system; and
(4) speedup bounds for faulty arrays.
The embedding performance will be discussed in further detail in chapter
4. In section 3.2 we also use the scaling exponents to obtain estimates of
how the performance might change as a function of length scale and sys.^^t-^
-^^t:-'TrL--^
gxpurrglrl$ urJ rrot çfi¿ürge wlür Ine cell laul[ otsülLEru slzË.
rüË¡ig tisaturg
bution or with the interconnection topology. They have the same value for
all 2-d systems, making them particularly interesting for future study. In
section 3.3 we simulate a few of the properties for non-random fault distributions, and in section 3.4 we briefly indicate why percolation theory is
more difficult to apply to those anays which use switches.

3.1"

Why Use Switchless Arrays?

We may note several reasons why switchless arrays are of interest for
'WSI system
architects. Firstly, if one is trying to design a system which
has a minimum of switches and interconnect, switchless arrays would be a
natural choice. It has been noted [Moore, 1986] that previous WSI anay
designs have failed because the fault-tolerant portions of the system have
used too much silicon area. Reducing the silicon area may therefore be a
major concem, and warrants increased attention. The penalty that is paid
for reducing the switched airay hardware complexity, however, is that one
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must use whatever topology of working cells exists for a given value of
cell yield. As we shall see in the following chapters, the statistical properties of randomly faulty anays can be described using percolation theory.
Secondly, if one is using a different fault-tolerant technique it will fail
at some point, This failure could be due to the elimination of spares or to

an inabitity to

reconfigure

the system successfully.

Switchless

reconflguration is one method which can then be used to obtain a functioning system. For example, if one reviews the work of [Negrini, Sami and
Steffanelli, 19891 their reconfiguration algorithms often function until atl
of the spares have been used, with a typical amount of spares being 41 for
a 20 by 20 square array, In this case, up to 90Vo of the cells are still
working when their embedding algorithm is no longer successful. Certainly it would be useful to try to employ either switchless reconflguration
or graceful degradation in order to obtain continued system performance.
Another reason for exploring different design techniques is so that the
technique of choice can be effectively benchmarked against other methods.
The design using switchless anays can be seen as a minimum hardware
approach, where significant portions of the system performance may be
altered after fabrication through the use of new algorithms for embedding,
communication, loading, and other system functions. This flexible design
approach should be contrasted with any reconfiguration method which
predesigns the desired cornection topology.
Finally, we feel that the structure of the switchless array is accurately
described by percolation theory concepts. If one accepts the analogies
presented here, future work could then build on the topological knowledge
rwhich ic ewailahle and rner¡ nhfain irnnrm¡crl qlonrithrrrct \uc
hnrrrrf v ¡¡rte
r¡vw,
¡rvvt
ever, that there has been only a limited amount of work to date on the
design of switchless arrays [Mannng, 1977: Aubusson and Catt, 1978;
Koren and Pomeranz, 1986; Evans, 1986; Lee and Freider, 19871.

3.2. Modeling Performance Measures of Switchless Arrays Using Percolation Theory
A typical switchless WSI square anay consists of processing cells
ananged in rows and columns, power, ground and clock busses providing
the necessary services to the cells, interconnection wires between the
nearest neighbours for communication purposes, power switches (used to
tum off the power to faulty cells), i/o pads and drivers to allow the array
to communicate with the outside world, and other special logic blocks for
a variety of duties. This system can be abstracted to a simple square mesh
in which all cells are nodes, all wires are combined into one line, and
where only the relative placements of the cells are maintained. The utility
switches, global nets and i/o pads are assumed to be working correctly and
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are not represented in this model. A fraction l-p of the cells have experienced permanent failure due to processing and operational faults, and it is
assumed that the spatial distribution of the faulty cells is random. In this
model we are primarily interested in the variation of the performance
measures as a function of cell yield.

3.2.4. Causes of Cell Yield Variation
The variation in the cell yield can occur in several ways, First, for a
given system the designer generally has some control over the size of the
cells. This cell area is dictated by the technology chosen ( feature size,
number of metal layers, etc.), by the number of functions which are placed
on a cell (add, subtract, compare, multiply, etc. ), and by the level of seHtesting that is required. As well, one can choose various strategies for the
communication busses. All of these functions, when integrated into a single cell, force the cell to have some minimum area. By varying the cell
area, the designer is able to vary the cell yield value. For example, if the
designer wishes to use a switch.less square array it would generally be
necessary to have cell areas such that the yield is above 0.59.
A second factor which causes cell yields to vary would be the process
parameter variations which occu¡ on any fabrication line. That is, a given
processing line would exhibit variations in cell yield from one wafer to
another. (This has been noted by [Stapper, 1983], and was mentioned in
chapter 1). One could then compare thê expected performance for different
wafers using percolation properties, and obtain estimates of how the performance can be expected to change.
d.:-l
f^^+^- .',L:^'l^
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operational faults. While we have not discussed the causes of operational
faults, suffice to say that they occur due to operational defects and may be
randomly or non-randomly distributed on the array. In this case one would
have a cell yield which decreases over time. We do not expect that these
faults lead to any significant difference in the discusSion of percolation
properties, as the percolation properties apply to both random and nonrandom distributions.

3,2.8. The Analogy Between Pe¡colation Theory and Switchless Arrays
The analogy between percolation theory on lattices and switchless
arrays is made by associating the distribution of faulty and working cells
to the distribution of empty and filled nodes of the percolation model.
Therefore, p is equivalent to the cell yield. One then associates the percolation cluster distribution to the distribution in the number of working cells
which are connected together in the switchless system. The probabilities of
obtaining working connected clusters of various sizes is then given by the
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combinatoric equations of chapter 2. Tlte average number of clusters as a
function of yield is the same for both percolation theory and these arrays,
and the divergence of the average cluster size as pc is approached applies
to the array clusters also.

The value of p. for a given topology is the value of cell yield at
which an infinite cluster first occurs. It is assumed throughout this thesis
that one of the basic purposes of the embeddings is to use the largest connected cluster, and thus the appearance of the infinite cluster indicates that
one has the potential to embed a large parallel system into the physical
topology. Automatically, one knows that for a system with pcp. the system will be disconnected into a number of small clusters which cannot
communicate with each other using the connections on the wafer. We
would not expect a wafer with yields < p. to be very useful.
The percolation probability P(p) is equivalent to the fraction of system
cells on the infinite percolating cluster. The percolating cluster of the system is related to the maximum size of computation graph which can be
embedded into the array (as discussed in chapter 4), and to the maximum
speedup which can be achieved for the system (as discussed below).
Using this knowledge of P(p) one may define two regions in the performance of the array, with each region requiring different fault-tolerant
techniques. In Figure 3.1 is shown the percolation probability P(p) as a
function of cell yield. The fraction of working cells, equal to the cell yield,
is also shown in that diagram. For p>p. it is possible to use switchless
arrays for fault-tolerance, because an infinite cluster will exist. Of course,
one could also use switched reconfiguration, however this might be
unnecessary if the system performance speciûcations can be met without
that extra physical redundancy. For p<p. however, one must use switched
reconfiguration or temporal redundancy because there is no accessible
cluster of significant size below p.. This classification into two regions
may not be useful, however, because we have seen in chapter 1 that some
grid embeddings will only be successful if the yield is above 0.9, even for
switched arrays. Therefore, the simple demarcation line mentioned here,
based solely on a structural property, may need further modification for
specific algorithms.
For those switchless arrays which are able to function correctly as
long as there is an infinite cluster, one can obtain a simple estimate of the
possible lifetime of the system using the initial cell yield after fabrication
and the expected operational cell failure rate. For example, if a WSI anay
of size 20x20 is retumed from processing with a cell yield of 0.81, has a
failure rate of 1 cell per 200 hours, and the array will not fail as long as
there is an infinite cluster, one can find the average lifetime of the array to
bè
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Figure 3.1. The two regions of fault-tolerant design which are found from
P, the percolation probability. For p<p. it will not generally be possible to
use switchless arrays. No embedding on any array can occur above the
cell yield line.
20x20x(0.81

- 0.59) = nr

t3.11

where n¡ is the average number of cells which can be allowed to fail
before system failure occurs. This gives a lifetime of 2 years. This is a
simplistic analysis, but is intended to give the reader an indication of how
to use these percolation concepts. Here, we specified that as long as an
infinite cluster exists the system will not fail, which is the same as specifying that as long as 40Vo of the array is still connected together the system is still working. (Notice that if one speciûed that 207o of the system
must still be corurected together the lifetime would be approximately the
same, due to the sharp decrease in the size of the infinite cluster at the cell
yield value of p.. We have seen that [Negrini, Sami, and Stefanelli, 1989]
have also discussed the importance of the largest connected set). While
the value used above for p. is for random faults, a different value would
be obtained for non-random faults.
The value of P(p)/p is the fraction of working cells which lie on the
infinite cluster. For high values of p we know that all of the working cells
are connected together in one large cluster, but as p decreases below p.
this fraction drops to 0. This property can be used to estimate how many
cells one could add if dynamic reconfiguration using soft switches was
used as a fault-tolerant technique. 'Whereas the switchless technique
allows one to use only the fraction P(p)/p of working cells (assuming that
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the embedding is into the largest cluster), the dynamic reconfiguration
technique would add an additional fraction

P-P(P)/P=$P

13.2)

cells to the system. Clearly, if P(p)ip is already one, which occurs for
p>0.80 on the square lattice, there will be no increase in the number of
connected cells. (We note that dynamic reconfrguration may also be used
above pc if a speciflc hardware topology is desired).
3,2.C. Embedding Considerations
Using percolation theory the following general comments are immediately possible. First, in general one cannot one-to-one embed a graph with
V nodes in the system if V > P(p)xN. There are simply not enough physical nodes to accommodate the one-to-one embedding. Both [Manning,
19771 and lEvans, 1986] found that their algorithms were bound by this
simple value. However, the value of P(p) which is used above is an average value for all values of cell yield below 0.80, and thus there will be a
distribution of infinite cluster sizes about P(p). Thus, if one wishes to construct some large number of wafer arrays, with each array requiring that a
graph of size V=P(p)N be embedded into the system, there would be 507o
of the arrays, on average, that could have a chance of being successful.
This only applies for p<0.80, however, because above 0.80 there is only
oùe cluster with high probability, and so little or no variation in cluster
size would be found.
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Figure 3.2. The distribution of P(p) for several values of cell yield. For the
curve with p>0.80 all of the variation is due to the simulator.
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In Figure 3.2 is shown several distributions of P(p) about thp average
values for a random distribution of cell faults. This data has been obtained
from 2000 simulations at each value of cell yield, and so there is some

fluctuations in the curves which would disappear if larger samples were
used. The size of the array was 20x20, therefore having a potential of 400
cells on a cluster. These pictures illustrate how the distribution of percolating cluster sizes, and thus the distribution of cluster sizes into which the
embedding will occur, changes with cell yield.
For high value of yield (p>807o) the distribution is quite sharp, We
note that the simulation method that we use (due to lstauffer, 1985])
causes fluctuations in the value of the cell yield. For example, if we
specify a cell yield of 0.85 we obtain distributions which have cell yields
distributed about 0.85, with the average value of the 2000 simulations
being used here as 0.8499. This variation in the simulation yield is the
cause of all of the fluctuations in this figure. (While this fluctuation may
be too much for finding exact values for the percolation cluster size distributions, we note that any fabrication facility will have some variation in
their cell yields from wafer to wafer. Therefore, these curves may still be
accurate enough for estimating the distribution of the percolating cluster).
As the cell yield decreases one observes that the distribution skews to
the lower values, with significant numbers of P(p) values being much
smaller than the value pxN. Of course, this is expected, because for
p<807o there will be more than one cluster on the lattice, and so all sites
no longer contribute to the percolating cluster. In terms of embedding, this
skew in the data is important because it indicates how we can expect small
embeddings to perform as a function of cell yield. Even small embeddings
at the cell yield of 0.75 can be expected to experience a small amount of
failure, because there is a non-negligible probability that there will not be
a sufficient number of working cells in the infinite cluster.
The percolation cluster size distribution near the percolation threshold
shows a wide variation in the cluster size. There is a significant probability
that the infinite cluster can range from a size of 100 cells to 230 cells.
This indicates that the prediction of embedding success should become
more difflcult as threshold is approached, because such wide ffuctuations
in the size of the percolating cluster will cause the topology to vary as
well. These broad distributions may also be the cause of the distributions
in embedding success values found by several authors [Manning, 1977;
Koren and Pomeranz, 19861.
For values of yield below th¡eshold the infinite cluster will rarely be
present, and so the probability of embeddings of great size is small. This
was noted by [æe and Freider, 1987] as well. The size of the largest
accessible cluster, defined as the largest cluster which is accessible from at
least one i/o port, will bound the embedding size for yields below
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comparison between the largest cluster size L(p) and the
percolating cluster size P(p) for system sizes of 400 and 10,000 cells.

Figure 3.3.

threshold. (By definition the percolating cluster must be accessible from
the top and bottom of the array. Therefore, one can have a largest accessible cluster of significant size which does not qualify as a percolating cluster). In Figure 3.3 is shown this largest accessible cluster L, where it is
compared to the size of the percolating cluster P for both a 20x20 anay
and a 100x100 array. This data is for random cell faults. It can be seen
that little difference between P and L is found for the higher values of eell
yield, however as pc is crossed the largest cluster at least has some size
below threshold. As the system size increases to 10,000 cells, however,
even the largest cluster size decreases rapidly below p.. If one wishes to
use a switchless anay for yields below threshold the largest cluster wil
also be relatively small. For massive systems it therefore appears that the
percolation threshold forms a fairly tight lower bound on the useful values
of cell yield.
It is possible that loading of the array may also become a bottleneck
for system performance. In Figure 3.4 is shown the fraction of i/o ports, or
border cells, which are on the infinite cluster as a function of cell yield.
These results are for square lattices of 400, 1600 and 3600 cells, with the
curves being the same except for the increasing slope of the curves for the
larger lattices. Quite generally, this implies that there may be a limitation
on the loading performance as the cell yield decreases towards th¡eshold.
This curve is for a random distribution, in which no increase in the fault
probability is present at the edges. For real wafers, however, it is often
found that there is increased faulting at the edges [Stapper, 1983; Moore,
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Figure 3.4. The fraction of i/o ports on the infinite cluster. The number of
i/o ports is important because it may limit the interaction of the host
machine with ttre V/SI anay.
19861. Therefore, the i/o bounds and loading problems may become an
important feature of V/SI array performance analysis.

3.2.D. Communication
Given two sites on the inf,nite ciuster with p close to the critical cell
wield nne is inferesfed in
-rr^J -'Þ the nath nronerties nf fhc ncrr-nlatinn
-_ annlvino
model towards a communication analysis for the embedded system. If the
two sites are a large Euclidean distance L away, and if l<<L<<e (the connectedness length), then as L varies the shortest path distance between the
sites changes as Lr'r). This exponent is for the shortest path, and indicates
that even if an optimum message passing algorithm is used there will be
an increase in the message delay above that found for a non-faulty array.
Tanenbaum [Tanenbaum, 1981] has discussed a variety of messagerouting algorithms which could find this shortest path. The different techniques vary in the amount of communication, memory and computational
resources they require. For the simple routing scheme called tagged flooding one allows all cells that receive a message to send the message on to
its other 3 neighbour cells (assuming that we have a square-connected
mesh). Along with the data bits ttrere will be a counter, or tag, which
each cell must decrement before sending the message to its neighbours.
This tag is used to limit the number of duplicated messages. This technique uses a large amount of communication bandwidth, but does not
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require the individual cells to have knowledge of the system structure.
This technique always frnds the shortest path.
For example, if the source and destination were a Euclidean distance
L apart and there were no faults on the lattice (p=1), then the tag would
be set at L. Any message not reaching the destination within L steps
would have taken the wrong path, and would be eliminated. This elimination occurs because the tag is decremented to 0, at which time the message
is destroyed. For p<1 one will need to estimate the distance between the
cells from a knowledge of the Euclidean distance on the virhral graph and
the increased distance which is caused by the faults on the physical structure. That is, if two cells are a distance L apart in the vir¡¡al graph they
may be an increased distance L+ôL apart in the physical structure, due to
the problems of embedding. The value of ôL would presumably depend on
details of the topology of the faulty array, and thus percolation theory
would aid in the analysis of its value.
Better performance can be obtained from other algorithms, as outlined
in [Tanenbaum, 1981], although these other algorithms require increased
memory resources and an increased amount of computations. For example,
one could allow each cell in the system to have complete knowledge of
the shortest path to all possible destinations. In this case, the amount of
cell memory M which is required could grow as M s N3 where N2 is the
number of cells (destination) in the system and the distance D to the various destinations increases at least as fast as D cr Nl. tüe mav also use
fractal exponents if l<<D<<e, in which case M s ¡3'1s. This wóuld be the
case if each cell needed to communicate with all other cells. For algorithms which only require communication with those cells within a shorter
distance L, one may still find problems with the memory usage. Other
groups have discussed the use of more sophisticated packet duplication
and elimination techniques for achieving reliable message-passing performance [Orda and Rom, 1988]. For instance, one could still allow the cells
to duplicate and eliminate messages periodically, however not to the great
extent of the flooding algorithm mentioned above. One then seeks to
choose the laws for the duplication and elimination so that optimum performance can be obtained. For instance, one might decide that any message which is traveling away from the destination by more than a certain
number of steps should be eliminated. Altematively, one could attach a tag
to the message which contains more information than the counter tag
described above. The extra information would be used to eliminate the
message after a suitable time period or condition is reached.
For any such communication analysis the number of backbone cells is
of interest, as only the backbone cells will contribute to a path between the
cells. The backbone scaling exponent D" if of value 1.6 for 2-d lattices,
which indicates that only a small fraction of the sites are available for
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if one has a massive system. Any
restriction in the number of cells which can contribute to message-passing
may lead to increased congestion. In Figure 3.5 is shown a schematic picture of the infinite cluster near p" [Stauffer, 1985]. This picture is suitãble
for the nodes-links-blobs model of the infinite cluster, in which the blobs
are of many sizes, the li¡ks are fairiy short, and the nodes are small. The
linear size of the blobs in this picrure has been found to be e, the connectedness length_lStauffer, 1985], Any messages which originate inside a
blob and which are destined for cells outside the btob (ie. ñave a message
distance larger than e), must use the bridges. Often there will only be oãe
such-bridge, and so if Tlny cells are sending these long-disrance messages
(of distance>e) there will be increased congestion. It can also be noted that
message dupiication may be useless for distances L>>e because all of the
message-s may eventually need to use the same bridge, which will only
lead to further congestion. Within the blobs message dupiication may stiil
be useful.
message-passing between any two sites

Figure 3.5. A schematic picture of the infinite cluster near threshold, due
to [Stauffer, 1985].
For faulty systems one might therefore expect that the message passing will suffer increased delays as the average message distance increases
above a certain length th¡eshotd. These increased delays would be caused
by congestion, and not by any problem with long paths between the source
and destination paths. As well, there may be bonds which are common to
all of the paths in-between the two cells. The number of these common
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bonds scales as Ll [Aharony, L987] and thus the number of common sites,
approximately equal to ri1, scâles with distance in the same way. In this
case it will not be useful to search for altemative paths to the destination.
Structural knowledge of these path properties may lead to increased understanding of the complexities of the WSI design environment.
As a final suggestion on how percolation properties might be used for
communiçation estimates, we assumg that a system designer must choose
between anays which have a large or small cell area, both of which can
execute the required problem. The array with small cells will have more
cells than the anay with the larger cells. ( The large cells lead to a system
which is called large-grained and the small cells lead to a system which is
called fine-grained ). However, as one decreases the size of the cells for a
given problem the amount of communication that is required for that cell
increases lStone, 1987; Mangir, 1984]. The system designer wishes to
predict how the message delay might change from one system to the other.
For the large grained system we assume, quite generally, that each cell
must conrmunicate with the M, other cells which are closest to it. This
assumption is consistent with the work of [Reed and Fujimoto, 1988] in
which they assume that any given cell communicates mostly with the cells
in its neighbourhood. Let us place a box around any given cell. Thus the
average linear size L, of the box that is needed to enclose all those M,
cells is found from MI(L)=BLP, where B is some constant independent oi
L and where the expression holds for l<<Lr<<e. (For example, if the central cell requires communication with 64 other cells a box of size 8x8
would not be large enough, because some fraction of the cells inside the
TrrL
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the central cell to the edge of the box will probably be longer than this
Euclidean distance due to the presence of the faults in the array.
For the fine-grained system the number of cells with which communication must occur inçreases to some value AM1, where A>1. The linear
size 12 of the box that must surround a given fine-grained cell therefore
increases according to a relation of the form AMI(L)=BL'D. The mass
scaling exponent then allows us to calculate that the increase (Ly'L1 ) in
the Euclidean distance that a messaqe needs to travel from the central cell
to the boundary of the box is equa'i to A1/D. Along with this increase in
Euclidean length, there is an increase in the shortest path between these
two distances, increasing as Ltu. The delay tirat wilt be found by any
messages traveling from the central cell to the edge of the box therefore
increases approximately as A(l/D)x4'j" = 40.608. one can compare this relationship with that of a non-faulty anay, which would increase as 40.s.
This expression for the faulty array is only approximate, because for small
values of
one needs to include correction factors as mentioned in
a¡_r

L
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chapter 2. As well, a given system will always have flucfuations about this
average value. In chapter 2 we have mentioned that these mass variations
can vary as a power-law, and so wide variations in the value of L and the
shortest path may be found. Future work will need to find more detailed
modeling of this problem.
It should also be mentioned that for Vy'SI systems one is not allowed
to simply change the number of cells without having other properties

change also. For example, if the cell size is reduced the yield will
increase. The increasing yield may then change the value of e for the
anay, in which case the f¡actal exponents which can be used in the regime
l<<L<<e may no longer apply. These factors must be accounted for in
future work. If one reviews the literature of percolation theory the
numbers and coefficients are rarely discussed, however for small WSI
arrays of hundreds of cells these coefficients will be important.
In summary, the communication properties of a system embedded into
the faulty array can be expected to experience some of the behaviours
which have been outlined above. The scaling exponents would be expected
to be valid for message-passing behaviour over distances l<<L<<e in a
massive anay, but may not be observed for small systems. More detailed
work is necessary to verify whether such behaviour is evident.
3.2.F. Reliability Considerations for the lnflnite Cluster
Many authors discuss reliability measures which are related to the
topology of the multicomputer structure [Tanenbaum, 1981; Abraham and
Pad_manabhan, 1988; Doty, 1989; Ball and Provan, 1988; Colboum, 1987;
r,d.Il, I>t>; ùlll9r ¿lllu Yvrrrtçu, r7ol1. r all9lrui ,¡rll Lr¿ rgrru¿ ,¡lrr, tyô.i.1
states quite generally that the reliability of multicomputer networks is
closely related to the node-connectivity between two sites. One defines
the node-connectivity between two nodes i and as the minimum number
of nodes that must be removed to disconnect i and j from each other. Such
defrnitions are useful when one wishes to find the worst-case behaviour of
a given system. We note that for large-scale computer networks the connections between the computers are the more faulty element, while for the
WSI anays of interest here the nodes are the more faulty element.
The node-connectivity is related to the property n1, which is the
number of edges which are common to all of the paths in-between two
cells. In general the number of nodes common to all paths would be equal
to nt as well, Previous work on percolation has found that the number of
such paths increases with L, the distance between the two cells, as LP'
[Aharony, 1987], where Pr=l, Therefore, the further apartthe two cells are
is that the reliability, equal to the nodelocated the more likely
connectivity between them, is equal to L

j

it
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An altemative measure of reliability might use the typical expressions
for elements in series and in parallel [Johnson, 1989]. For example, two
elements in series with reliabilities of R1 and R2 would have a total reliability of R1xR2, because if either one fails the system fails. This indicates
that the presence of these bonds which are common to all of the paths
between two sites can reduce the reliability substantially. That is, if there
are n, of these common cells and the cell reliability is R then the reliability of the path between nodes i and j is upper-bounded by Rn'. It has been
stressed in percolation theory that the number n, of these common cells
diverges at the critical value of cell yield [Stanley, 1986], and so the reliability of the path between any two cells can be expected to decrease
rapidly to 0 as p. is approached.
The reliability of the system can also be measured by using the kterminal reliability lBall, 1979; 1987; Colbourn, 1987], which is a measure
often used for computer networks. The k-terminal reliability is equal to the
probability that k of the N system cells are working and connected
together in one large cluster. The value of k can vary from small values to
N, with different values being appropriate for different system applica-

tions. For example, if one has an algorithm that can embed successfully on
any cluster of k cells it would be of interest to know the probability that
there is such a k-cluster. As pointed out by [Koren and Pradhan, 1987] it
is not always necessary to obtain 1007o connection of all the good cells in
an anay, and so it is reasonable to assume that the k-terminal reliability
may be a useful measure for these arrays.
In Figure 3.6 is shown the probability that there exists an accessible
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cluster of that size @ecause there are not enough working cells in the
array). For kcpN, there is an abrupt transition point at a value of cell yield
which we call the k-transition point p¡. For any value of k, if p>p* the
reliability is 1 but if p< pr. the reliability is 0. The rransition berween these
1 and 0 values is rapid. As the required value of k is decreased the value
of this transition point decreases also. Notice, however, that the percolation threshold pc forms the lower boundary for the k-transitions. This
means that the k-terminal reliability will deflnitely be 0 for infinite systems

as

p. is

reached.

For finite systems these abrupt transitions will

be

smoothed.

It is also of interest to define a hazard function in relation to the cell
yield. The hazard function is normally a derivative with respect to time
Fohnson, 1989], however we use cell yield because we have not specified
a relation between cell yield and time. This hazard function h is expressed
as
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Figure 3.6. The probability that there exists an accessible cluster of size k
as a function of cell yield for a 20x20 array. Several values of k are plotted, as given in the legend.
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and describes the sensitivity of the reliability to variations in the cell yield.
'We
note that ttre above discussion implies that the hazard function behaves
like a delta function. For any value of k the hazard function has the value

0 for p>po. As the threshold is

erosscd the sensitivity to eell yield
increases sharply and the value of h is large. Further decreases in the cell
yield again reduces h to 0.
While this abrupt transition from a working to a failed system may
seem strange, it has already been used as an assumption for the Markov
modeling of these systems [Koren and Breuer, 1984; Koren and Pradhan,
19871. h these papers, the authors stated that there existed a failure state
which was related to the number of failed components that were present
on the anay. Note that implicitly it was assumed that as long as the system contained fewer than this number of faults it could function correctþ,
whereas the system had no possibility of functioning correctly if m components failed. That is, there was no anangement of N-m components that
could allow the system to continue functioning. The definition of this
failure state, therefore, implies an abrupt transition analogous to the one
discussed above.

It is also wonh noting that the width of the transition

region, from a
reliable system to a failed system, changes with system size. The width ôp

90

of such a transition region can be defined
p(90Vo)

-

as equal to

p(107o)

=

ôp

i3.31

where p(907o) is the value of p at which the average k-reliability value is
9OVo. This definition for transition width has been previously used in percolation theory [Stauffer, 1985; Shklovskii and Efros, 1984]. The variarion
of the k-terminal reliability with system size is shown in Figure 3.7. Here
we use several lattice sizes, as shown, and plot the probability that there
will be a cluster of size at least 507o of the system size. This data verifies
that the transition width decreases as system size increases.
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Figure 3.7. The variation of the 507o reliability with lattice size for two
systems. As the system size increases the transition region becomes smaller and smaller.

Thus, for massive systems there is a step function behaviour for this
reliability measure, in which the system is working just above the transition and not working just below it. We feel that such reliability behaviour
will be of interest as wafer-scale affays are implemented in the future, and
may also be useful for other cormected systems. Also, these results imply
that that the Markov model, which uses a single failure state, should
become more applicable as the system size increases.

3.2.G. Speedup Considerations
Speedup is defined as the ratio of the execution time of a given problem on a parallel system to the execution time of the same problem on a
sequential system. Because one system is sequential and one parallel it is
clear that different algorithms will need to be used in each case. [Amdahl,

9l
19671 stated the primary limitation to the speedup

of any system by realizthe parallel algorithm the

if

any sequential portion exists in
sequential portion must still be done by a single processor, thus setting the
upper bound to the speedup. Altematively, one can interpret Amdahl's law
as an indication that even if there is no sequential portion in the algorithm
the maximum speedup is bounded by the number of processing elements
that are used in the system. This explains the interest in massive Vy'SI
anays and full utilization of all cells in the embedding.
Hoshino [Hoshino, 1987] has defined three factors which might lead
to speedup values below N (where N equals the number of cells in the
system). These factors are unequal task sizes which lead to wasted processing times, data dependency between different cells which lead to waiting times, and the problem of communication between and synchronization
of different cells, which is a problem not encountered in sequential systems. The product of these factors lead to the architectural efficiency, o,u.
fourth factor, called the software efficiency cxs, is related to the
throughput increases and decreases which are experienced when one parallelizes an algorithm. This factor may be greater or less than unity. Additional factors relating specifically to fault-tolerant systems and graceful
degradation include the embedding effrciency [Manning, 19771, the mapping effrciency [Lee and Freider, 1987], and the probability of successful
embedding [Kung, Jean and Chang, 1989], all of which are basically
equivalent. These three efficiencies are denoted by a", and will be defined
as the ratio of the number of cells used as computational cells in the
embedded graph to the number of cells in the largest cluster of the physical topology.
In addition to all of these factors we can add an additional fault factor
for switchless anays, equal to the fraction of accessible working cells on
the array. This is equal to P(p) for massive systems, but one may use L(p),
the largest cluster size, for small system. Quite generally, therefore, we
may express the speedup as [Schellenberg, Mclæod and Hortensius, 1989]

ing that

A

speedup = N

x P(p) x

d,s cra

se

This fault factor is new, and indicates that a limitation to the speedup
exists due to the faults on the switchless array. P(p) describes how the
infinite cluster degrades as a function of cell yield. Notice that the embedding efficiency has been defined in such a way that the effects of the two
factors cr" and P(p) can be discussed and analyzed separately.
It can be expected that the other factors in the speedup expression
may dominate the behaviour (such as communication problems) and so the
fault factor may be of relatively little importance for systems which are in
use today. As improvements in embedding efficiency and parallel system
design occur the other factors may approach unity, at which point the fault
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factor would be of greater importance. We also note that the fault factor
P(p) is only an average value. Judging by the percolation cluster size distributions which were discussed earlier there may be wide variation in the
fault factor for different systems, even at the same value of cell yield.
3.3. Non-Random Cell Fault Distributions
To support the modeling of switchless WSI arrays using percolation
theory we have also briefly investigated the effect of non-random cell fault
distributions on several percolation properties. These non-random distributions will be chosen so that more realistic behaviour can be investigated.
WSI anays are expected to have non-random defect distributions which
may or may not lead to non-random cell faulting. It is expected that the
values of p., P(p) and the percentage of distributions which percolate will
change, however the values of the critical exponents have been found not
to vary lStauffer, Coniglio and Adam, 1983]. A full simulation and discussion of the many different non-random distributions which are possible
would require excessive computation, however preliminary results are
included as an indication of the type of behaviour which can be expected.
There are several .non-random effects which should be incorporated in a
realistic model, including the size distribution of the defects, the radial
dependence, and the clustering effect. Our model only accounts for the
increased clustering.
Meyer and Pradhan [Meyer and Pradhan, 1989] have discussed a
center-satellite defect model which is much like the simplifled fault model
which we rse to generate non-random fault distnhutinns. For the Mever
and Pradhan model they allow two variables to control the distribution of
defects on the wafer. First, they had a distribution of defect cluster centers,
and second the defects were distributed about this center accordins to
some statistic. For our model, we randomly place n of boxes of area tZ on
the array, and then give all cells within the box an decreased probability
pp of working correctly. Cells which are not inside any box have a probability p>>pp of working coffectly. The faults are thus spread randomly
inside this box, with a much higher probability of cell faulting then on
other portions of the wafer. In Figure 3.8 is shown a typical fault distribution for a 40x40 square array, in which the model parameters are n=280
defect boxes of size t=2 (4 cells in each defect box) with pp=Q./J ¿n¿
p=0.95. The value of cell yield for this choice of model parameters is
0.62, which is above the percolation threshold for this distribution. For our
simulations the variation of the cell yield occurs as the value of p is
changed from low to high values. One could also study the effect of
changing pp, the number of boxes, or the size of the boxes.
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Figure 3.8. A typical fault distribution for our non-random
model. It is possible to distinguish the boxes of faulty cells.

cell fault

In Figure 3.9 we show the variation of the percolation probability as a
function of cell yield for several different distributions on a 20x20 anay,
We have simulated the non-random distributions using values of (t,n)
equal to (1,90) and (2,30), as given in the legend. The same basic percolation behaviour is observed, where the properties rapidly inc¡ease close to
some threshold value of cell yield.
In Figures 3.10 and 3.11 are shown the fraction of working cells on
the infinite cluster and the percentage of distributions which percolate, for
a 20x20 anay. Again, the same qualitative behaviour is observed, and thus
percolation occurs for the non-random distributions as well,
These results, coupled with the previous work of [Stauffer, Coniglio,
and Adam, 1983] show that no qualitative changes occur if one moves to
non-r¿adom faults. Thus, the percolation theory still has relevance for
these arrays, independently of the speciflc form of defect and cell fault
model. Also, we have noted in chapter 2 that the critical exponents, which
govem how the path lengths and topological masses scale with length, wiil
not change unless the non-random distribution is very unusual. We expect,
therefore, that the same fractal exponents will describe all 2-d Vy'SI anays
near their respective percolation thresholds.
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Figure 3,9. The percolation probability as a function of cell yield for a
20x20 anay, The three distributions all have pp=0.25 and p-0.95, with the
other parameters being given in the legend. (For the random distribution
t=l and the number of boxes is equal to 1).
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Figure 3.10. The fraction

of working cells on the infinite cluster for

several distributions. The three distributions all have pp=0.25 and pp=0.95,
with the other parameters being given in the legend. (For the random distribution t=1 and the number of boxes is equal to 1).
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Figure 3.11. The percentage of distributions which percolate as a function
of cell yield for several different distributions. The three distributions all
have pp=0.25 and p=0,95, with the other parameters being given in the
legend. (For the random distribution t=l and the number of boxes is equal

to

1).

3.4. Apptying Percolation Theory to Switched Arrays
We note the following reasons why percolation theory is more
difficult to apply to other fault-tolerant techniques which use switches. If

.rnê rrcêe q r'êcfñr.rfrrrâhla annrna¡lr tn \tr/Ql
iñ fêrÁa-Â .-,{ EI
Gamal, 1984; Leighton and læiserson, 19851, one begins with an array of
cel1s which are not connected, probes the cells to discover which are
faulty and which are good, and then tries to connect up the good cells into
the desired topology. This connecting up of cells, however, is not considered in percolation theory. Percolation theory deals with a fixed interconnection structure which has elements which fail in some statistical way,

and thus the changing interconnection structure associated with these
reconflguration techniques is not modeled. For arrays using dynamic
reconfrguration with spares one also connects the working cells into
specific vi¡tual structures, and thus again the interconnection structurê is
not constant. The same comments as above apply,
It may be possible to use an extension of percolation theory, called
polychromatic percolation lZallen, 19831, however. In this form of percolation one has different types of sites, which could fail at different rates.
For example, if one wishes to model the switches with one probability of
failure and the cells with another failure probability then the same general
percolation behaviour might be obtained. Different values for p. and the
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other percolation properties would probably be found. Further investigation
is necessary to test whether this model would be useful.

Conclusions
In the above discussion, the use of percolation theory for the modeling
of switchless arrays has been presented, and a preliminary discussion of
the relationship between percolation properties and system properties has
been given. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that anay
properties have been discussed in this way, and so several system properties have been briefly reviewed here in the hopes of stimulating interest in
this modeling method. The percolation properties for non-random cell fault
models has also been briefly discussed, where it has been found that the
values of p" and P(p) change with the fault distribution. The same qualitative percolation behaviour is found, however, indicating that percolation
theory can be applied to these distributions as well. It is important to
remember that the critical exponents do not change as one moves to
different interconnection structures and fault distributions, and so all 2-d
affays can be expected to be described by the same numbers. These
numbers may therefore describe universal behavioural characteristics in the
s¿ìme way that they are used in physics.
We feel that the more general question which has been dealt with in
this chapter concems the effect that a system topology has on the computational performance of the system. While percolation theory should be
able to provide a useful framework for describing faulty arrays with complex geometries, there is also a need to develop better relationships
between the system geometry and the system performance. Interest in both
of these areas will be necessary for obtaining optimum results in the
future.
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Chapter 4
Structural Bounds for Embeddings
in Faulty Switchless Arrays
Abstract
Percolation theory has been presenred as a model for the structure of
wafer-scale arrays, and is used to produce bounds for the performance of
arm, tree and grid embeddings into faulty switchless arrays. The structure
of the largest cluster, into which this embedding will occur, is described in
some detail. The embedding results of [Manning, 1977; Aubusson and
Catt, 1978; Koren and Pomeranz, 1986; Evans, 1986; and læe and Frieder,
t9871 are reviewed in this context, where several arm embeddings are
found to be described by these strucrural bounds. If one assumes that the
embedding success probability and harvesring is limited by both structural
limitations and algorithmjc limitations, use of the structural limitations
described here should be an important contribution to the analysis of
different embedding algorithms.
Introduction
The application of percolation theory for fault-tolerant systems is most
for switchless systems, because these systems do not use
hardware switches to connect the working cells. This lack of switches
means that the system must perform fault-tolerant reconfiguration using
only those cells which are connected together at a given value of cell
yield, and thus the structural information available through percolation
theory is particularly applicable.
The process of embedding a virtual graph or algorithmic structure into
a physical structure may be described as the assigning of each virtual
module to a physical node and each communication link to a physical
bond, as briefly desøibed in chapter I or as in [Bokhari, 1981; 1987]. In
the computational graph the modules represent the type and amount of
computation that must occur, while the links between the modules indicate
that two modules must communicate at some time during the solution of a
problem. While one could associate numbers with the modules and links
to indicate the amount of computation to be performed and the size of the
message that must be passed, the simpler model used here does not define
any such numbers. Instead, we are merely interested in whether a
correspondence, or embedding, may be established between the modules
and nodes and between the links and bonds. We note that if communication between software modules is not very frequent it may be possible to

relevant
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use intermediary nodes to facilitate the message-passing. In this case the
cells which communicate would not be directly linked.

Figure 4.1. A tlpical arm embedding result, due to [Mannng, 1977).

Figure 4.1 illustrates the embedding of a linear arm onto a faulty
square mesh, due to [Manning, 19771. Each module of the arm is placed
on only one physical cell and each link has been placed on only one bond.
The importance of such a one-to-one embedding is that the problem solution time is often shortest for such a structure, because the embedding process has not inüoduced any additional distance between the connected
ryrnrürloc tn¡ a-aø-lifr¡ +L'^
^c uull_
-^^,,^L +L^.
uIw f^"1+.,
rqu¡LJ ùrl.t¡vlt¡¡ç ..,^^
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ur4t ^4 -^:pau uI
nected virhral modules needed to be piaced 2 physical cells apart, there
would now be 2 units of delay associated with the transmission of information between those cells. Any increase in these distances would iead to
a system which performs slower than expected. Of course, the atgorithm
which is run on such a l-d arm would need to be suitable for that structure.
For any embedding, one can define several different performance
measures [Negrini, Sami and Steffanelli, 1989]. The embedding success is
deûned as the ratio of the number of successful embeddings to the number
of embeddings attempted. This measure was used by [Aubusson and Catt,
19781 to study the embedding of 1-d arms into faulty meshes and by
[Koren and Pomerane, 1986] for H-tree embeddings into faulty square
arrays. The previous chapters have already indicated that for a given value
of cell yield many different distributions of working cells are possible, and
so embeddings will not aiways be successful.
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The fraction of cells in the physical anay which are used as computational cells in the embedded system is called the harvesting value. If one
assumes that a number (N) of the cells are faulty, a number (Nu) are
working but not used in the embedded system, a number (Nronn) are working but are used as connection cells, and the rest of the cells are working
and used as computational elements (N"o*p), the harvesting H is equal to
[Negrini and Steffanelli, 1986]

H= ==
. ,
N.orp + =Itoto
N.onn * N¡ + Nu

r41)
¡'rr

L

Greene and El-Gamal [Greene and El-Gamal, 1984] and Leighton and
Leiserson [Leighton and Leiserson, 1985] were both interested in the
length of the longest wire of the embedding, The maximum wire length is
important because it can bound the delay between the cells causing slower
system operation. These authors both studied hard switched arrays, and
thus both harvesting and success probability could be equal to 1 if wires
of sufficient length were allowed. The channel width was also of concem
to [Leighton and Leiserson, 1985], with the charnel width being defined
as the number of wiring tracks which were needed to realize a certain
embedding. It was also found that if a lower value of harvesting was used
a decrease in the wire length would be found [Leighton and Leiserson,
198s1.

The reconfiguration time is also of importance for those systems
which must obtain a quick recovery from faulting. For the systems discussed here the reconfiguration time will consist of the time to attempt the
crnherl¡lino frnrn e oivcrr cfar-fìño ln¡afinn nhrc fhe fiñ'rê f.\ ollnrrr narrr ctorting locations to be chosen. Previous investigators have found that the time
required for an embedding at a flxed value of cell yield can vary widely
[Manning, 1977; Koren and Pomerarø, 1986].

In Figure 4.2 is shown the results of Aubusson and Catt [Aubusson

and Catt, 19781. They attempted to embed a 128-module arm into a faulty
20x20 anay, and defined success as an embedding which achieved the
desired size before their time-limit occuned. It is clear that for values of
cell yield above 807o the success was quite good, but that a rapid degrading of the performance occurred as lower values of yield were tested. The
plotted results are the average values of a number of attempts. They performed this embedding into a switchless square WSI array, and assumed
that the spatial distribution of cell faults was random.
Additional work on the embedding of arms, trees and grids into faulty
square, hexagonal and octagonal switchless arays has been reported by
[Manning, 1977; Koren and Pomeranz, 1986; Evans, 1986; and Iæe and
Frieder, 19871. These authors found that the success probability and the
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Figure 4.2. The embedding success probability for a 128-cell arm [Aubusson and Catt, 19781 and the harvesting results [Negrini, Sami, and
Stefanelli, 19891 for an arm embedding into a square aftay.
harvesting value for the embeddings degraded rapidly as the cetl yield
decreased, with Lee and Frieder using the largest cluster size to bound
their performance.
Most of these groups mentioned the importance of the fault pattem for
the embedding process. ( The fault pattem is defined as the distribution of
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the combinatorial analysis of [Greene and El-Gamal, 1984] and [Leighton
and Leiserson, 19851, we feel that percolation theory may yield more
relevant information for switchless anays). Manning noted that if one
could obtain a description of the fault pattem the embedding efflciency
would presumably improve. For massive systems consisting of thousands
of cells, however, it might be difficult to use a description which simply
Iists the locations of the faults. A statistical description of the fault pattern
may be useful for such systems if one wishes to reduce the complexity of
the embedding process. The model used below uses only four cluster elements to describe the structure, and thus is a possible candidate for such a
description. Koren and Pomeranz [Koren and Pomeranz, 1986] noted that
some of the fault pattems were more difficult to embed than others, and so
any descriptive technique should be âble to distinguish between these
difficult and easy pattems. Lee and Frieder [æe and Frieder, 1987] used
percolation theory to a\alyze their faulty arrays, however their description
of the structure was restricted to a measurement of the mass of the largest
cluster. To the best of our knowledge, they, along with [Greene and El-
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Gamal, 19841 have been the only groups to model the faulty array using
percolation concepts. Interest in the largest cluster has also been
expressed by [Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1989] however they were not
aware of the use of percolation theory for its description.
Here we interpret the results of several groups by modeling the
infinite cluster using sub-clusters, bridges, loops and strings. This is much
like the models used in percolation theory, such as the Skal-ShklovskiiDeGennes (SSDG) model [Stanley, 1986; Stauffer, 1985; Shklovskii and
Efros, 19841. Whereas the percolation models for the infinite cluster are
appropriate for the region near th¡eshold, we are more interested in the
structure of the infinite cluster well above threshold, as the array will
operate with p>>p" for most of its system life. QVe have previously noted
that the fractal regime of structure will be relevant for a cell yield ranging
from about 0.53 to 0.65 on the square array. For most of the system
operation it will not be in this regime). Based on this model, structural
bounds will be introduced which can be used to estimate the embedding
success of the algorithm.
While the details of embeddings into switchless anays is discussed
below, we have already noted that an upper bound for the number of physical nodes available for any embedding is given by the size of the largest
cluster which is accessible from the Vo ports. This is the same observation
made by [Lee and Freider, 1987]. This largest accessible cluster size has
been discussed in previous chapters, and is almost identical to the percolation probability P(p). Whereas P(p) is equal to the average size of the
cluster which spans the system the largest accessible cluster need only be
accessible from one i/o port. That is, as long as a cluster is accessible
from even one Vo port it has the potential to be useful. For the small systems which are used for these simulation results, this largest accessible
cluster will have a finite but small size below p".
To model the infinite cluster, which is a structure with a very complex
geometry, we will use four structural elements. First, there ¡re the larger
well-connected regions which we call sub-clusters. The term wellconnected indicates that each cell has 3 or 4 working neighbours. These
sub-clusters will have a size and structure which varies with the cell yield,
and will normally be useful for many types of embeddings. The bridges
are those cells which only have two neighbours and which connect one
sub-cluster to another. The length and number of these bridges as a function of cell yield and system size will be of interest, as the few paths
between the subclusters may bound certain embeddings. For the small systems that are simulated here the bridges have an average length between 1
and 2 cells.
The loops are those cells which have two neighbours and which connect one region of a sub-cluster with itself. The strings, the fourth
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structural element of the percolation clusters, are those cells which extend
from the sub-clusters and which terminate in a string tip, which is a cell
having only one neighbour. These strings will not normã[y be useful for
any embedding which-is desired, because they form dead-end parhs. (The
qpanning tree embeddings of Manning are an exception to this rule).
Below, we discuss the arm embedding results of three iesearch groups and
mention the implications of the cluster structure for trees and grids.
4.1.

Arm Embeddings

Perhaps the simplist structure to embed onto the wafer array is a
l-d arm [Aubusson and Catt, 1978; Manning, 1977; Lee and
Freider, 19871. Aubusson and Cart menrioned that an arm could be useful
as a string of memory elements, whereas Manning envisaged a long shiftregister as an appropriate application. It should be noted that these statements arose out of the work from the mid 1970's, prior to much of the
work on linear systolic anays. This embedding has some commercial
significance, as both Burroughs and Sinclair have shown interest in the
past (see [Moore, 1986]). To obtain this embedding each cell needs only
to have two neighbours.

linear

4.1.4. Aubusson and Cau [1978]
Aubusson and Catt attempted to predict the length of the chain of
cells which can be embedded into a system for a given value of cell yield.
Their algorithm proceeds by choosing a starting cell as a root, and then
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lead into a dead-end, and the ann cannot advance further, the arm bac-ktracks until a different direction can be taken. This process is continued
until they either embed their 128-cell aûn or until a time limit is reached.
The initial starting cell was chosen ar random, with the only two stipulations being that it must be working and that it must be some set disiance
lrom the edge of the wafer. By moving the starting cell from the edge of

the wafer they hoped to avoid becoming boxed in by the wafer eOgè. tf
the embedding was not successfui after a certain time they could move
their starting cell and try again. For their simulations a random distribution
of defects was used, and they have noted that such a model forms a pessimistic measure of the performance,
In Figure 4.3 is shown a rypical embedding using this algorithm into a
hexagonally connected lattice. The srarting cell is in the middle of the
array, and the anti-clockwise movement of the ann can be seen. Note that
there are several points at which the algorithm moves into a dead-end, the
dead-end is explored and the arrn retracts. This indicates that the structural
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information which will be useful should include the fraction of the iattice
cells which are on a dead-end. One should also note that not all of the
dead-ends from which the arm retracts are caused solely from structural
considerations. There are several dead-ends which are présent because the
growing arm cuts-off or uses some of the cells. Also, whereas this hexago_
nally connected lanice is at a value of cell yield such that all of the woiking cells are connected together, for lower values of cell yield there will
be an infinite cluster and several smaller clusters.

Figure 4.3. A typical embedding as found by Aubusson and Catt using
counter-clockwise algorithm fAubusson and Catt, 1978].

a

The performance of the Aubusson and Catt embedding algorirhm on a
square anay was shown in Figure 4.2, in which tirey plot the fraction of
successful embeddings as a function of the cell yield. A successful embedding is found if a spiral, or arm, of 128 cells can be fully embedded into
the faulty system within the time frame allowed. They used a lattice that
consisted of 400 cells and measured the performance for cell yield values
between 0.60 and 0.80. A fairly rapid decline in the performance is found
for p<0.80, with the performance becoming effectively zero for values of
cell yield below 0.65.
To explain this behaviour, one begins by measuring the average coordination numbers for all of the cells on the infinite cluster. The coordination number is equal to the number of working neighbours, and provides a
first indication of how well-connected the cluster is. Figure 4.4 shows
simulation results for the coordination numbers (z) on a 20x20 square
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affay as a function of cell yield. This is the same size of lattice as used by
Aubusson and Catt, and a random spatial distribution of cell faults is
assumed. To measure the coordination numbers we flrst define the i/o
ports as extemal elements which sunound the border of the array. These
i/o ports are assumed non-faulty, and thus they are included when the
coordination numbers are measured. For high values of cell yield the fraction of cells with z=3 and 4 is about 0.41 and 0.43 respectively. About
14Vo of. the cells have z=2 and very few have only 1 neighbour. As the
cell yield decreases fhe z=4 line drops quickly, and at p. most of thc cells
have values of 2 and 3. Data has also been included for the small fraction
of clusters below p. that percolate. The fraction of string tips continues
increasing at these low values, indicating that the percolating clusters at
these low cell yields are very "stringy".
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Figure 4.4. The coordination numbers for the randomly faulty square lattice. These results are for a 20x20 lattice.

Because the above measurement defines i/o ports as working neighbours, those cells with z=1 must be at the tips of strings on the cluster. At
p", for example, abolt 1,4Vo of the cells on the infinite cluster are string
tips. If each string is only 2 cells in length, this means that nearly 28Vo of
the cluster will be inaccessible, because the arm embedding algorithm cannot use these strings (accept for finishing off the embeddings) Therefore, a
rough measure of the size of the embedding which can be done should
start with the size of the infinite cluster P(p) and subtract from it the fraction of cells which are on the strings. We note here that the models used
for the infinite cluster in the percolation literature find that at pc the infinite
cluster is composed mostly of dangling bonds. Also, dangling bonds
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increase with length ur ¡1'89 but the number of backbone cells increase as
Lt'b. The strings contribute to these dangling bonds, and so our simulation
results are consistent with these well-known models.
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Figure 4.5. The number and length of strings on the infinite cluster for cell
yield values between 0.60 and 1. Each point in the curve is the average of
1000 simulations on a 20x20 square anay.

The average string length and the average number of strings as a
function of cell yield are shown in Figure 4.5 for values of cell yield
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strings are close to unit length on average for this small array, and l47o of.

the infinite cluster sites are string tips for p=0.60. The total number of
cells on the strings is about 227o at p=0.60, using an average value of 1.5
for the string length. As p increases the fraction of sites on the strings
decreases. In previous chapters we have mentioned that the transition from
a fractal regime to a normal Euclidean regime is expected to occur at
p=0.65, however no change in the strings is found at this cell yield value.
'We
feel that the strings are not an important factor for our model of the
inflnite cluster at cell yields well above pc, due to the small fraction of the
cluster which they occupy. We do not expect them to affect the embedding
success to any great degree. To verify that the string length is still small
for larger systems, we have simulated arrays of size 1600 and 2500 as
well. The results are not significantly different, and thus the strings can be
ignored for cell yield values above about 657o. Because of the small
number of strings our frrst structural bound (Bound 1) is therefore equal to
P(p). This property will not display a rapid increase in value near 0.75,
and thus will not explain the harvesting results of Aubusson and Catt. It
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may be a useful bound for other embeddings, however.

It

certainly
represents the best harvesting results that can be obtained from any algorithm on a switchless square affay, if one assumes that the embedding
must occur into the largest cluster.
Another property regarding the strings concerns the manner in which
the coordination numbers are found. For embeddings one does not want
the arm to move off of the array, and so those cells next to an i/o port
should not be counted as working cells. We have simulated this casé as
well, and have found no significant difference between the number of
strings with Vo ports counted or not counted, Therefore, it seems that edge
effects do not play a significant role for the occurrence of strings on the
infinite cluster.
Tuming now to the sub-cluster behaviour, one is interested in the
number of sub-clusters and their size distribution as a function of p. This
information is of interest for the arm embedding for two reasons. First, if

one uses the counter-clockwise algorithm of Aubusson and Catt and
begins in the middle of a sub-cluster the arm will wind around itself, As
was shown in Figure 4.2 this spiral algorithm is quite good at forming a
compact embedding if the cluster is well-cormected. If the inflnite cluster
consists of only one large sub-cluster with strings extending from it, the
best possible embedding is one in which the arm embeds in a compact
fashion on the sub-cluster and then continues into a string. In this case the
sum of the size of the largest sub-cluster and the length of the longest
string will form an upper bound on the size of the arm which can be
embedded.

In the case of an infinite cluster which consists cf many sub-clusters,
however, the embedding performance may degrade enormously. For this
case, if the start of the embedding is in the middle of the largest subcluster, that sub-cluster will be filled. An optimal embedding would allow
for the arm to continue into a bridge and on to another sub-cluster, however the algorithm cannot fill that subcluster, because it will walk along
either one side or the other due to the continual choice of a counterclockwise cell. The algorithm will continue walking along the boundary of
the sub-clusters until the final sub-cluster is reached. The arm could now
either fill this final sub-cluster and be successful, or it will find that the
embedding is not yet large enough, in which case it must retract. If it is
retracted, the arm will move to the sub-cluster which is second from the
end, and will again attempt an embedding. One can see that this process of
moving counter-clockwise causes the arm to extend itself too far, and thus
it will t¿ke a long time to search through all of the possible embeddings
and find one which is successful. In general, this algorithm would be
expected to take a very long time in comparison to the single sub-cluster
embedding. Thus, if there exists only one sub-cluster it is possible that it
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can be fully filled in the best case, while
sub-cluster the embedding

if

there exists more than one

will be less successful.
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Figure 4.6. The number of sub-clusters for a 20x20 square array as a function of cell yield.
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Figure 4.7. The size distribution of the sub-clusters as a function of the
size for several values of cell yield. As the yield increases above about
0.80 large sub-clusters become highly probable.

In Figure 4.6 is shown the number of sub-ciusters for a 20x20 anay
as a function of cell yield. The value increases from 1 as the yield
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from unity, and reaches a maximum value near 0.64. As the
cell yield continues decreasing the number of sub-clusters again decreases,
probably due to the increase in the fraction of strings. (For p<0.64 we
conjecture that the infinite cluster may be better modeled by the percolation models which have been described in the literature. If true, this means
decreases

that fractal effects will begin to be important). This result indicates that for
yields less than about 807o the number of sub-clusters will be such that
the embedding performance may suffer from walking along the boundary.
The size distribution of the sub-clusters is shown in Figure 4.7 as a
function of the sub-cluster size. While the numbers have a large amount of
fluctuation because only 2000 distributions at each value of yield were
measured, it seems clear that as the yield decreases from 0.85 to 0.65 the
average size decreases and the spread of the distribution increases. For
yields of 75Vo there is a high fraction of sub-clusters which have a size of
1, while the distributions for higher values of cell yield indicate that large
sub-clusters are possible. The small sub-clusters could be expected to complicate the embedding process, while the large sub-clusters would probably
allow easier embeddings. These curves also indicate that a wider variance
in the values of the sub-cluster sizes can be expected as yield decreases.
As the yield decreases below 75Vo ¡J:'e average size of the largest subcluster decreases through the sub-cluster size of 128, which is the arm size
that Aubusson and Catt were attempting to embed.
To verify that there is only one of these large sub-clusters at the
higher values of yield the sum of the two largest sub-cluster sizes is computed. This data is shown in Figure 4.8, which shows a comparison
between the largest sub-cluster size and the sum of the two largest subclusters for arrays of size 400 and 10,000 cells. For the 400 cell anay both
of these average values vary approximately linearþ with yield. It is clear
that for most of the yield values studied, one has a largest cluster which
has one large sub-cluster and many small sub-clusters, as the values of
these two curves are basically the same. For the 10,000 cell anay the
difference between the two curves is not as large, indicating that the largest cluster dominates the size of the infinite cluster even more as the array
size increases. As well, it is clear that the transition between an infinite
cluster which is almost entirely composed of a largest cluster and an
infinite cluster which consists of many smaller clusters is more rapid.
Judging from these curyes, this transition in infrnite cluster structure
occurs near the cell yield of 0.75. For the Aubusson and Catt algorithm,
we expect that if the embedding is to be successful it will be necessary,
therefore, for the arm to begin near the middle of the largest sub-cluster.
Based on the above arguments we can introduce a second structural
bound for embedding algorithms. If there is an algorithm that uses all of
the sub-clusters and bridges effectively, then a suitable bound would be
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Figure 4.8. A comparison between the sum of the sizes of the two largest
sub-clusters and the largest sub-cluster size, as a function of cetl yield for
square arrays of size 400 and 10,000 cells. Essentially no difference is
observed. We note that the curyes are closer together for the larger array,
indicating that the largest sub-cluster is of increasing importance as the
system size increases.

the mass of all of the sub-clusters and bridges, with the loops and strings
not counted. Because of the small length of the bridges in our 20x20 lattice, we only sum the sub-cluster masses. This bound (Bound 2) should be
close to the upper limit of the size of the arm embeddings discussed here,
and is suitable for bounding the harvesting.
A third bound (Bound 3) which follows from the above discussion is
that of the average size of the largest sub-cluster. If one has an algorithm
which does not manage to escape out of the largest sub-cluster, than the
largest sub-cluster size sets the harvesting limit. In Figure 4.9 we display
the harvesting results for the Aubusson and Catt algorithm, with ãata
obtained from [Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1989], along with the Bounds
2 and Clearly, this algorithm does not manage to obtain the full
embedding into the sub-clusters, and is well below the average size of the
largest sub-cluster. (The Aubusson and Catt results are also reduced as a
consequence of their time-out constaint).
In Figure 4.10 is shown the probability that the largest sub-cluster is
greater than 128 and the success probability as a function of cell yield.
These values are for a 20x20 array. The curves are quite close, which
seems to indicate that ttreir algorithm will only be successful if there is a
sub-cluster of size grsater than the arm length on the array. That is, even
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Figure 4.9. The harvesting value for the Aubusson and Catt algorithm, obtained from [Negrini, Sami and Stefanelli, 1989] and the two bounds of
the sum of the sub-cluster sizes and the average size of the largest subcluster.
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Figure 4.10. The success probability for the Aubusson and Catt algorithm
and the probability that the largest sub-clusrer has a size greater than 128
cells.
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if there is a cluster of large size it will

not be useful for the embedding
algorithm. This implies that Bound 3 is the proper bound to use wirh the
Aubusson and Catt average results. Both of the previous flgures support
this interpretation, and indicate that the Aubusson and Catt algorithm only
embeds into the largest sub-cluster.
A general expression for the embedding success for their counterclockwise arm algorithm could be written as
Pru...ss = PrxP(M>128)xP2

where P1 is the probability that the algorithm begins on the largest cluster,
P(M>128) is the probability that there exists a sub-cluster of size greater
than 128, and P2 is the probability that the embedding will be successful if
it starts on the sub-cluster. We have assumed that if the aÍn starts on a
sub-cluster other than the largest one the embedding is never successful.
The value of P1 is not stated by Aubusson and Catt, but it may be a
function of the amount of structural knowledge the host system or affay
would have available. Of course, if one allows the time-out to have very
large values and allows the root cell to migrate about the array the largest
sub-cluster will eventually be tried. It would be better, however, for the
Iargest sub-cluster to be used immediately. For example, if the host system knows where the middle of the largest sub-cluster is it would presumably begin the embedding near that cell. In Figure 4.11 is shown the ¡atio
of the largest sub-cluster size and the percolation probabitity as a function
of cell yield. If Aubusson and Catt were to randomly choose the initial
position to start the arm, they would have a high probability of success of
landing on the largest sub-cluster for large cell yields but would have a
lower probability of choosing the largest sub-cluster below 0.80. This
reduced probability might also affect their embedding results. In order to
find the largest sub-cluster quickly it may be advantageous for the anay
designer to specify both an arm embedding algorithm, which works once a
starting cell has been chosen, and a starting cell migration algorithm,
which specifies how the starting cell moves around in the infinite cluster if
the previous location is not successful. This is discussed further below.
Once the largest sub-cluster has been found and an arm has been started
there would still be some anns which would not be successful. The probability P2 reflects this fact.
srünmary, Aubusson and Catt's counter-clockwise algorithm
embeds fairly well into the large sub-cluster but does not seem able to use
the rest of the structure. Both the harvesting and the success probability
have been modeled well by the structural bounds which have been discussed. Further improvements should be possible for this algorithm, wittr
speciflc suggestions being that the structure of the infinite cluster should
be measured before the embedding is attempted so that the largest sub-
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Figure 4'11' The ratio of the size oi the largest sub-cluster to the size of
the infinite cluster. The anay sizes are shown in the legend.
cluster can be attempted immediately

4.1.8. Manning U9771
All of the above discussion can be used for the embedding work of
Manning. Manning was interested in embedding l-d arms, treeJ, and 2-d
c^---t
^^l
^-.:-¡^
^^--^-^
square gnos,
anci
toi¡nd .1--that LtÕr ihe arm the ibest embeciding which he
could obtain had a harvesting value which decreased to 0 as th! cel yield
dropped below 0.60. Manning's embedding algorithm always chooses a
next cell which is closest to the array boundary, and so it embeds a
different ann structure in the anay than Aubusson and Catt's algorithm.
His algorithm was also simulated by [Negrini, Sami and Stefa¡elli, l9g9]
in_which t]rey plotted the average ¡esults. The results are shown in Figure
4.I2, n which the percentage of the total system cells used by the arñr is
plotted against tþ cell yield, These resulrs are for an arm growth into systems_ranging in slze from 100 to 625 cells. Both average [Negrini, Sami
and Stefanelli, 19891 and best resulrs are shown here along witñ Bound 2,
equal to the sum of the sub-cluster sizes. Note that his beit results for the
l¡rger systems meet this upper bound, ar least for p> 0.72. The best results
for the.10,0 9en array, however, are nor as good. perhaps edge effects of
some kind limited the progression of rhe algorithm. The avérage results
shown here are approximately equal to rhe results of Aubusson ãnd Catt,
and indicate that the two algorithms are equal in terms of their harvesting
results. For this algorithm we also expecr that it embeds well into thé
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largest sub-cluster, but has difflculty flnding the various bridges. No success probability was given for this algorithm, and so we do not know how
it compares to that of [Aubusson and Catt, 1978], or to the percolation
model presented here.
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Figure 4.12. The best and the average harvesting for the arm embedding
algorithm of [Manning, 1977]. The average results are from [Negrini,
Sami and Stefanelli, 19891 for a 400 ceil array, and the best results are for
arrays of several sizes,

stâted Lhat the size of the larsest oossible embeddable arm
varied linearly for cell yields above 807o. This can be understood from
percolation theory as well, because the value of P(p), Bound 2 and Bound
3 also becomes linear with cell yield at this point. The string fraction
drops to zero for these high values of yield and there is with high probability a single largest sub-cluster on the inflnite cluster, therefore Bound 2
and Bound 3 become equal for cell yields between 0.80 and 1. They vary
nearly linearly with cell yield here. We feel that Bound 2 best describes
the average results which are attainable with this embedding algorithm.

Mannins
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4.1.C. Lee and Frieder [1987]
Lee and Frieder used percolation theory to interpret the upper bound
for their results, and found the equivalence between the percolation probability and the maximum size of the embeddable graph. They studied the
embedding of arms, trees and grids as a function of both cell yield and
connection yield, and measured the delay that their embedded systems
could expect during operation.
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Figure 4.13. The arm embedding success of [Lee and Freider, 1987]

In Figure 4,13 their results for the embedding of arms into anays with
faulty cells and faulty connections is plotted as a function of cell yield.
There is a rapid ¡ise in value as the threshold of 0.59 is crossed, however
their 3-d figures do not allow one to find accurate values for the percentage of inûnite cluster cells which are part of the embedding. The algorithm they used begins at an i/o port, with neighbouring ceils being
attempted untii all cells have been tried. The host system then receives an
acknowledgement and a value for the arm length. If this tength is not long
enough, the host initiates an embedding frorn another i/o port. This process continues until an embeddiag of sufflcient length is obtained. Some
time saving could be obtained here by finding, in advance, the largest cluster on the anay. Judging by the values as estimated from Figure 4.13 their
algorithm may be quite efficient, however we cannot determine which of
the bounds they have attained. In any case, we are conf,dent that the additional structural information pertaining to sub-clusters, bridges and strings
would also be directly relevant to their work.
4.1.D. Arm Embedding Summary
To conclude this section on arrn embeddings we would like to mention how percoiation theory contributes to two additional topics. First we
note that arm embeddings into these percolation clusters must be asymptotically poor at pc, and second we outline a possible classification scheme
for arm embedding algorithms.
For the arm embeddings which we have been discussing, the embedding of the arm into the percolating cluster presents a fundamentai
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problem for cell yields close to threshold. Imagine that one defines a
source and destination on the infinite cluster and proceeds to embed all
arms, of all possible lengths, which can use these two sites as the starting
cell and finishing cell. Previous discussion in chapter 2 has revealed that
one can then define both a backbone and a set of dangling bonds for this
pair of sites. We realize, however, that the dangling bonds cannot contribute to any of the possible arms, because the arms are equivalent to paths
between the pair of sites. This means that the maximum number of-cells
which the arm embedding can use,is bounded by the backbone scaling
behaviour, L1'6. Thereforè, as we increase the system size and hope tõ
embed larger and larger arms it tums out that the harvesting value, equal
to the ratio of used cells to total cells in the anay, decreases asymptoticaUy to g ut y1'6¡y2 = l-0'4. This is an important rêsult, and indicãtei that
arm embeddings which cannot use the dangling bonds will never be successful on the percolation clusters which scale with these power laws.
These power laws are true for length scales L<<e, the corinectedness
length, and so close to threshold the arm embedding behaviour must be
poor. As well, this result does not change for any 2-d lattice, and so
moving to a hexagonal lattice will not alleviate this problem. Alt 2-d lattices are therefore asymptotically poor for arm embeddings at p near pc.
While the above result is very pessimistic, the structural knowledge
which is available from percolation theory be useful in the formulation of
a framework for classifying different arm embedding algorithms. This
framework could include specifications in the following areas.
(1) The choice of the ernbedding algorithm, which determines how
the arm grows from a given root. This is the algorithm that has been
discussed by previous authors.
(2) The choice of the root cæll migration algorithm, which determines how the succession of root cells will be chosen. That is, if the
initial choice for the root cell was not successful, how should one
choose the next location. For instance, it may be useful to move the
root from one sub-cluster to another.

(3) The amount of global or local structural knowledge which is
necessary. [Lee and Freider, 1987] noted that their algorithm
differed from those of previous authors because they did not use
global knowledge.
(4) The choice of the time-out value. In particular, how does one
scale up the time-out value as the system size or arm size increases.
[Manning, 1977] allowed the time-out value to increase linearly with
array size, however we suspect that the number of altemate paths
which can be attempted by an embedding will increase more
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rapidly, and thus the time-out value should increase faster than the
first power if one wishes to maintain the same value of embedding
success or harvesting.

(5) How does one deal with areas that were not successful for a pre-

vious root cell? If it is possible to have enough structural
knowledge, it may be that certain areas of the anay only need to be
searched once, with future root cell locations taking ãdvantage of

the information which is obtained. Altematively, if ã given aréa of
the lattice is not large enough for one root ceil locatiõn it may be
large enough for another.
1_6) iinatlV, do the algorithms and procedures need ro be changed as
the distribution of the faulty cells changes. For instance, if ã nonrandom cell fault distribution describes a given wafer array, is it
necessary to change the algorithm or the time-out value fróm that
value which was appropriate for a random fault distribution.

These are several of the considerations which we feel can be included
in a classification of different arm embedding algorithms. It is felt that
structural knowledge, such as that available from percolation theory, may
aid the designer in the selection between differeni algorithms and-varuei
from the above classification.

4.2. Tree Embeddings
Tree em-beddings are generally more difflcult than arm embeddings,
except for the case of spanning trees. Tree embeddings are useful ior
many_ algorithm structures, and have been studied widely for use in
switched aTlll. f9r switchless arrays, rree embeddings werè reported by
[M*lhg, 1977;Koren and Pomeranz, 1986; and LeJand Freidèr, 19g7Í.
MTi"g
[Manning, 1977] embedded spanning rrees into the largest clustór
and stated that the performance was slightly better than t¡at õt the arm
embeddings. This is understandable, as a spanning tree can use strings as
well as all sub-clusters and bridges. Koren and põmeranz studied Uoú Uqree ry{ binary tree embeddings into square and hexagonal lattices, and
found that their success results were quitè low. They defined both connection cells and switching cells in an effort to increaie the success of their
algorithm. Iæe and Freider embedded binary trees into square, hex, and
octal arrays, a¡rd found that the harvesting increased as ìhe number of
nearest-neighbours increased. They related their results to the percolation
probability, . and understood that the embeddings would beõome very
difficult as the threshold was approached.
Koren and Pomeranz [Koren and Pomeranz, 1986] designed an algorithm which defined both connection cells and switching cells, A typical

tt7
embedding into a N-node hexagonal lattice at a yield near 0.95 used 3i
processing cells, 5 connection cells and 2 switching cells. The switching
cells differ from the connection cells because they can change the direction of the embedding. Whereas connection cells always pass the embedding along the same direction, the switching cells are allowed to choose
any direction for the next cell. For the tree embedding of [Lee and
Freider, 19871 an algorithm was designed which allows some of the cells
to be used as connection cells. That is, if a given cell cannot extend its
portion of the tree into two neighbours it will specify one as a connection
cell, which simply serves to connect it to a larger number of neighbours.
We would expect any one-to-one tree embedding to be below the largest sub-cluster bound. The reason for this is simply that there are not
enough bridges to allow a large tree to create sufficient numbers of children. For example, if there are only .1 bridges, on average, out of a subcluster this bounds the embedding in that sub-cluster to 2 levels. (Of
course, if one relaxes the restriction of one-to-one embedding than larger
trees would be possible). Therefore, for these trees we would expect that
all of the embedding will occur into the largest sub-cluster. The embedding success and harvesting results for the H-tree and binary tree embeddings bore no relation to the bounds that have been discussed above (other
than the maximum bound, Bound 1, of P(p)), and so it appears tirat additional structural modeling will be needed if a relationship between structure and tree embedding performance is to be established.
4.3. Grid Embeddings
Grid embeddings into switchless an:ays were attempted by [Evans,
!986;\-e,e and Freider, 19871. Evans used an octal array and measured the
amount of row redundancy which was required in order to embed a given
size of grid. He found that significant differences between his predicted
results and the simulated results occurred at certain values of cell yield.
The values of yield at which these differences began are directly related to
the percolation analysis. Lee and Freider found that their grid results were
quite good in the faulty array, however the harvesting values which they
obtained are difficult to determine from their data. For this reason we do
not discuss their results further.
4.3.4. Evans [1986]
Evans was interested in embedding a square virnral array into an

octagonally connected physical array. in Evans algorithm the
reconfrguration process began in the upper left corner of the anay. A
request signal would be propagated down and to the right, and the cell
which was in that position would respond with an availability signal if
there were no faulty cell blocking its path. Evans noted that a blocking
configuration of faulty ceils is three faults in a single column, equivalent
to the linear 3-cluster of percolation theory. Evans defined the performance
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of his system by a redundancy factor, equal to the number of ¡ows that

must be added to the array to obtain an embedding of a specific size,
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Figure 4.14. The redundancy results from [Evans, 1986]. He embedded
square mesh virtual structure into an octal anay.

a

Evans results are shown in Figure 4.14, where the redundancy factor
plotted
is
against the cell yield. The most important aspect of this iesult is
that the redundancy factor diverges as a cell yield of 0.41 is approached.
For the octal array the percolation ttreshold is 0.41 (see Figure 1.4), and
so the physical system wiii be disconnected for celi yielcis below this
value. Note that Evans theoretical calculation predicted that the system
would continue working at cell yield values below the percolation threshold of the physical array. Their simulated results were much closer to
those predicted by percolation theory.
4.4.Extensions
In summary, we have used percolation theory to develop structural
bounds on the Aubusson and Catt and Manning results, and have briefly
discussed the performance of the Iæe and Freider and Koren and
Pomeranz algorithms within the context of the largest sub-cluster size
bound. For Evans system we have postulated that the percolation threshold
of the oct¿l anay is the reason for the divergence of the redundancy factor,
Because of the close fit between the Aubusson and Catt success probability and the probability of obtaining a L28 cell sub-cluster, the sharp
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decrease in the Manning embedding at pc and the close fit between
Maruring's best results and Bound 2, and the divergence of Evans results
at p., the percolation model seems to be useful for discussing the manner
in which the physical structure affects embedding performance. The
description of the largest cluster in terms of the four basic elements might
also be useful in other areas of faulty array research.
To apply the results more generally, one can extrapolate the Aubusson
and Catt results to predict how arms of various sizes would perform in
square affays. In Figure 4.15 is shown the probability that there exists a
sub-cluster of size 64, 128 and 200 on the 20x20 array. These results
imply that it would be possible to embed the 200 cell arm with high probability of success for yield values above 0.83. For the sub-cluster of size
64 the probability of having good success decreases quickly aS the cell
yield decreases below 0.75. All of these curves decrease quickly at some
value of cell yield, and so the success probability of this algorithm may be
expected to display this rapid decrease for both small embeddings of 64
cell arms and larger embeddings of 200 cell arms.
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Figure 4.15. The probability that there exists a 64, 128 and 200 size subcluster on a faulty square array as a function of cell yield.

The scaling properties of these probabilities are also of interest, as one
might be able to predict thè success probability of larger embeddings on
larger arrays. In Figure 4.16 is shown the probability of a sub-cluster
being larger than 200 on a 20 by 20 anay and the probability of the largest sub-cluster being greater than 800 on a 40 by 40 anay. These values
were chosen to maintain a constant value of 50Vo for the fraction of array
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cells in the arm. There is no basic difference between the curves which
indicates, in an approximate way, that there would be no change in the
embedding success.
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Figure 4.16. The probability of a sub-cluster being larger than 50Zo of the
system size on a 400 and 1600 cell array.

It is also of interest to consider how the length of the perimeter

changes with array size. This is important, because for the counterclockwise algorithm of [Aubusson and Catt, 1978] t]ris perimeter will be
followed, as described above. Thus, if ihe perimeter iength is greater than
128 cells it may be possible to achieve a 128-cell arm embedding. percolation theory defines the following properties. The extemal periméter of the
infinite cluster, or hull, is equal to the number of faulty cells which lie on
the exterior boundary of the infinite cluster. The intemal perimeter, or
fakg;fro¡t, gquals the number of faulty cells that are on the boundary
inside the cluster. If scaling relationships are available for these perimeter
sites, than it is possible that the same scaling relationship may hold for the
number of working cells on the cluster perimeter.
Stanley [Stanley, 1986] has discussed the scaling of the extemal perimeter length N¡ou and has found that it increases with cluster size as
Nr,orr d sdn*/D where d¡¡¡ equals 1.74 ønd D=1.89 for 2-d structures. As
cluster size increases the hull length increases with the exponent 0.93
[Stanley, 1986]. As array size increases one finds that, foi a constant
value of cell yield, the infinite cluster size increases as s = p(p)xN (p>p.),
where N is the system size. It may be possible to predict how decreases
in the feafure size of the system, and thus increases in the system size,

i
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will affect the probability of embedding an arm of a given length. To
make this prediction, however, one needs to know the length of the perimeter. This exact information has not yet been simulated by us. (It is
interesting to note that the increase in system size which is discussed
above cannot be found by decreasing the cell size through a simplification
of the cell fi.mctions. This is because any decrease in cell size for a given
technology (ie. CMOS technology at 1.2 ¡rm) will also change rhe cell
yield, and thus the value of the percolation property will chañge due to
cell yield variations).
To summarize the expected behaviour of these bounds with system
size, the following three figures are presented. In Figure 4.17 is shown the
percolation probability as a function of system size and cetl yield, in Figure 4.18 is shown the Bound 2 for two different system sizes as a function
of cell yield, and in Figure 4.19 is shown the Bound 3 for several system
sizes over a range of cell yield. Both Bound 1 and 3 become more ãbrupt
as the system size increases, whereas Bound 2 maintains its linear relationship with yield.
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Figure 4.17. The percolation probability P(p), equal ro Bound 1, as a function of cell yield for several array sizes.

Conclusions
In this chapter the structure of switchless WSI square arrays has been
investigated and structural bounds have been developed as a guide for the
harvesting performance which can be expected for various embedding
algorithms. The above bounds have been presented and discussed in the
context of percolation theory. This bounding analysis should be seen as a
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Figure 4.18. The total number of cells on the sub-clusters, equal to Bound
?,^t ? function of cell yield, for rwo different system sizes aé given in the
legend.
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Figure 4.19. The average size of the largest sub-cluster, equal to Bound 3,
as a function of cell yield for several different array sizes.

flrst attempt to relate the details of the cluster structure to the performance
of the faulty switchless arrays. More specifically, by stating the structures
th3t the embedding algorithm ignores one can predict the embedding
efficiency using percolation theory. As well, by knowing the details of tilé
structure one may be able to understand whether it is the physical structure
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or the algorithm which is hampering further embedding improvements.
Th¡ee harvesting embedding bounds have been presented above,
which are: (Bound 1) P(p), the percolation probability; (Bound 2) the total
number of cells on the sub-clusters; ànd (Bound 3) the average size of the
largest sub-cluster. The embedding success probability for the 128-cell arm
embedding algorithm of Aubusson and Catt [Aubusson and Catt, 1978]
has also been modeled using the probability that a sub-cluster size is
greater than 128 cells. The relationship between the two curves is quite
close. 'We have noted that close to p. these arm embeddings must be
asymptotically poor, and have also extrapolated the results for larger anay
sizes. Based on these results, percolation theory appears to be a useful
model for discussing the structure of the faulty switchless arays.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions

In this thesis we have presented the relationship

between percolation
theory and WSI arrays, and have discussed the necessary concepts for
relating the properties of the two areas. While the percolation probability
has been discussed previously by two other groups [Greene and El-Gamal,
1984; Lee and Freider, 19871, the presentation here is considerably more
complete. We have surveyed several of the topological properties as discussed in percolation theory, and have discussed the implications of these
topological properties for the array performance concems of embedding,
communication, reliability and speedup. As well, we have greatly extended
the application of percolation theory to arm embedding performance, having successfully bounded the harvesting and embedding success results of
a few authors. We feel that our contributions are as follows.
(1) The relationship between percolation theory and WSI arrays has
been presented, and we find that only for switchless arrays is the model
direct.
(2) We have presented brief results regarding the effect of nonrandom cell fault distributions on the percolation properties, and have
presented simulation results. These results indicate that no qualitative
changes in the behaviour is expected, and thus all V/SI switchléss affays
can be expected to be modeled by percolation theory.
(3) We ha.¡e mentioned that the critical exponents, which describe
how properties change as a length scale or a parameter (p-p") is
changed, do not vary if square, hexagonal, or other 2-d lattices are used.
This is an important point, as it implies that all 2-d structures will have an
identical self-similar structure at their respective values of p.. As well,
these exponent values do not change as one moves from random to nonrandom distributions.
(4) Our discussion and simulation results for the k+erminal reliability
has shown that an abrupt transition from a working to a faulty array can
be expected. This ransition becomes increasingly sharp as the'latticé size
is increased.
(5) Embedding bounds have been developed which ariqe solely from
considerations of the structure of the faulty array, leading to accurate
bounding of both harvesting and success results of [Aubusson and Catt,
1978; Manning, 19771. The reason for the divergence of the grid embedding results of fEvans, 1986] has also been shown.

L
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(6) More generally, we have attempted to show that the structural
information which is available from percolation theory may be of use for
the description of a wide variety of array properties, including communication behaviour and speedup.
Much more work on percolation theory is available, as the subject of
percolation theory has been studiqd for 40 years in the science and
mathematics literature. For this reason, we expect that this thesis has only
scratched the surface of a modeling method for computing systems which
will be useful for several years to come.
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